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Abstract
Offshore wind and energy storage have both gained considerable attention in recent
years as more wind turbine capacity is installed, less attractive/economical space
remains for onshore wind, and load-leveling issues make integrating wind power
into the existing electrical grid difficult. For depths greater than 50m, floating wind
turbines are expected to be more economical than pylon-based wind turbines, In
order for offshore wind energy to maintain a steady supply to the grid without
excessive ramping-up and ramping-down of onshore, fossil-fueled power generation
units and to reduce the cost of wind integration, some form of energy storage is
required. The greater water depths in which floating wind turbines are located can
provide an opportunity for a unique energy storage concept that takes advantage of
the hydrostatic pressure at ocean depths to create a robust pumped energy storage
device. Coupling this energy storage system with a floating wind farm provides a
more consistent and predictable power plant that could ultimately lessen the cost of
large-scale wind integration, consistently reduce fossil fuel use, and reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and load-level onshore generation. Additionally,
the same type of device structure can be used for undersea hydrocarbon storage
during periods of hurricane/tropical storm shut-in's at oil wellheads, maintaining
wellhead production without risking personnel or environmental safety due to
storm evacuations at the rigs on the surface.
Thesis Supervisor: Alexander H. Slocum
Title: Pappalardo Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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FOS Factor of Safety
FWT Floating Wind Turbine
g gravitational constant (9.81m/s 2 )
GHG Greenhouse Gases
GT Gas Turbine (generator)
GW Gigawatt
GWh Gigawatt-hour
dynamic viscosity of water, 2x10-5 kg/mes
17, pump efficiency
qt turbine efficiency
HVAC High Voltage Alternating Current
HVDC High Voltage Direct Current
ISO Independent System Operators
kW kilowatt
kWh kilowatt-hour
L Length of vent line, in meters
LCA Life Cycle Analysis
m meter(s)
mt metric ton
M Million
MPa mega-pascal
MW megawatt
MWh megawatt-hour
v Poisson's Ratio (0.3 for steel or GFRP, 0.4 for PVC)
NM Nautical Mile
NOAA National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory
ORES Ocean Renewable Energy Storage
Pa Pascal
Pe bifurcation pressure of cylinder, the pressure at which a cylinder will
fold in on itself
Pi Input Pressure of long cylinder
PO Output Pressure of long cylinder
7r pi
Psw density of seawater, 1025 kg/m 3
PHS Pumped Hydroelectric Storage
psi pounds per square inch
R inner radius of vent line
RTO Regional Transmission Organization
rinner inner radius (in meters) of storage sphere
S compressive strength of concrete
SCC Self-Consolidating Concrete
SFRC Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete
SNL Sandia National Laboratory
t thickness of sphere's shell
te tonne, or metric ton (1000kg)
TMNSR Ten Minute Non-Spinning Reserve
TMOR Thirty Minute Operating Reserve
TMSR Ten Minute Spinning Reserve
Vbase Volume of storage sphere base only (in M3 )
Vinner Inner Volume of storage sphere (in M 3)
Vshell Volume of storage sphere's concrete shell (in M 3 )
Wfly ash Weight of fly ash, in metric tons
WA CC Weighted Average Cost of Capital
Wt Weight of storage sphere, in metric tons
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The majority of states within the United States have some type of Renewable
Portfolio Standard, increasing the percentage of renewable energy that is required
to be integrated into the electric grid within a certain time-frame. National
laboratories and some Independent Service Organizations (ISO's) tend that
increasing renewable energy will increase the integration costs and will require
upgrades to the existing transmission infrastructure and increased demands on fast-
responding generators to meet potential renewable ramp-downs. (Corbus, Milligan,
Ela, Scheurger, & Zavadil, Sep 2009)
A recent National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) study on offshore wind in
the US coastal waters estimates over 4,000 GW potential in offshore wind, including
over 2,400 GW potential for average wind speeds > 7m/s at water depths greater
than 60m, where floating wind turbines are more likely (Musial & Ram, NREL/TP-
500-40745, Sep 2010). Numerous advantages and challenges for offshore wind
have been identified and are well documented by Musial and Ram (Sep 2010)
including proximity to major population centers, greater capacity factors, smoother
airflow, and potential for re-igniting the manufacturing core along coastal states.
More recently, a $6B, 5 GW undersea power cable was announced (Malone, 2010)
and the United States Department of the Interior announced plans to start pre-
approving sites for offshore wind, which offers the prospect of greatly reducing the
time for offshore wind projects to gain federal approval (Dept of Interior, 2010).
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Figure 1.1. Areas with highest average wind speeds in United States. Source: National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).
Energy storage is often associated with renewable energy as a means of dampening
the minute-to-minute fluctuations inherent in wind and solar power and minimizing
the impacts of diurnal wind patterns, when high wind/low demand occur at night
and may require wind curtailment or idling other power plants.
Varying wind turbine output Storage prola baseload power(from 2009 Gulf of Maine weather buoy data) over vaying wind turbine output
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of storage "leveling" the stochastic output of a wind turbine (horizontal
blue line on right). Results from Buoy 44005, 2009 data, www.ndbc.noaa.gov.
Large-scale energy storage has also been associated with load leveling (reducing the
ramp-up or ramp-down of fossil-fueled generators during daily demand cycles)
which improves the fuel efficiency and reduces the maintenance requirements for
fossil-fueled generators. (Electricity Advisory Committee, Dec 2008)
An optimal illustration of load leveling is shown in Figure 1.3. During off-peak times
when demand is low, the energy storage acts as a load to maintain the power plant
at a level output. As demand increases, this load is reduced until the demand
exceeds the power plant's current output. At this point, energy storage acts as a
load-follower, meeting the demand during on-peak times and allowing the power
plant to continue to operate at a constant output. Figure 1.3 is an admittedly ideal
situation that illustrates the greatest benefits of load leveling: with the power plant
at constant power output, its efficiency and reliability can be optimized, ultimately
reducing costs to the customer through reduced fuel costs and reduced maintenance
costs.
As Demand rises/peaks, storage "discharges", acting as
load-follower to maintain power plants at constant output
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Figure 1.3. Illustration of load leveling with energy storage providing peak demand and off-
peak load. Constant output calculated using 2009 demand data from ISO-New England,
http://www.iso-ne.com/markets/hstdata/znlminfo/hourly/, and 75% roundtrip storage
efficiency.
Figure 1.3 is an idealized one-day snapshot of New England data (from early January,
2009). Daily load varies from day-to-day, however, so load-leveling over a week
timeframe may look more like the example in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4. Illustration of what load-leveling over longer timeframes could look like with
large-scale storage. Picture on left is from April 2009, with CCGT providing load-following and
hydro/imports providing peaking loads. Picture on right shows CCGT operating at a nearly
constant level (varying day-to-day vice hourly) while storage is charged and discharged to
load-follow. Size of storage required for this example is ~-36GWh (4 GW, 9 hours). Graphs are
from Henson, 2010.
Large-scale storage can provide other benefits; see Table 1.1 (Eyer & Corey, 2010).
These benefits are recognized by many states, most recently and publicly by the
State of California. On 30 September 2010, California Governor Schwarzenegger
signed into law Assembly Bill 2514, sometimes called the Energy Storage Bill. It
requires California Public Utilities Commission to establish appropriate targets for
percentage of cost-effective storage required to be procured by load-serving entities
and local publicly owned electric utilities at two different times (20 15/2016 and
2020/202 1). (AB 2514, 2010).
AB 2514 allows flexibility in how energy storage is achieved, including thermal
energy storage for air conditioning, centralized or distributed storage, and different
schemes of ownership. It also focuses on the benefits of storage that include:
1. Improved renewable energy integration;
2. Avoidance/deferral of new fossil-fueled peaking plants and transmission
upgrades;
3. Reduced emissions from reduced peaker plant operations; and
4. Ancillary services typically provided by fossil-fueled plants.
There are other, non-internalized benefits to storage discussed extensively in (Eyer
& Corey, 2010) that may provide overall cost savings to the utilities and customer.
Table 1.1. Benefits of storage. Eyer and Corey, 2010
Discharge
Duraionw*
Capacity
(Power k'W MAW)
Benefit
(ti, * 
Potential
MW I Vars)
Economy
(SM inn)I
9 Benefit Type Low High Low High Low High CA U.S. CA U.S.
I Electric Energy Time-shift 2 8 1 MW 500 MW 400 700 1.445 18,417 795 10.12
2 Electnc Supply Capacity 4 6 1 MW 500 MW 359 710 1,445 18,417 772 9,838
3 Load Following 2 4 1 MW 500 MW 600 1,000 2,889 36.834 2,312 29,467
4 Area Regulation 15 min. 30 min. 1 MW 40 MW 785 2,010 80 1,012 112 1,415
S Electric Supply Reserve Capacity 1 2 1 MW 500 MW 57 225 636 5,986 90 844
6 Voltage Support 15 men. 1 1 MW 10 MW 400 722 9,209 433 5,525
7 Transmission Support 2 sec. 5 sec. 10 MW 100 MW 192 1.084 13.813 208 2,646
8 Transmission Congestion Relief 3 6 1 MW 100 MW 31 141 2,889 36,834 248 3,168
9.1 T&D Upgrade Deferral 50th 3 6 250 kW 5 MW 481 687 386 4,986 226 2,912
- ercentile t ___
9.2 T&D pgrade Deferral 90th 3 6 250 kW 2 MW 759 1,079 77 997 71 916perctie
10 Substation On-site Power 8 16 1.5 kW 5 kW 1,800 3,000 20 250 47 600
11 Time-of-use Energy Cost Management 4 6 1 kW 1 MW 1.226 5.038 64,228 6.177 78,743
12 Demand Charge Management 5 11 50 kW 10 MW 582 2,519 32,111 1,466 18,695
13 Electric Service Reliability 5 min. 1 0.2 kW 10 MW 359 978 722 9,209 483 6.154
14 Electrc Service Power Quality 10 sec. I min. 0.2 kW 10 MW 359 978 722 9,209 483 6,154
15 Renewables Energy Time-shft 3 5 1 kW 500 MW 233 389 2,889 36,834 899 11,455
16 Renewables Capacity Firming 2 4 1 kW 500 MW 709 915 2,889 36,834 2,346 29,909
17.1 WInd Generation Grid Integration, 10 sec. 15 min. 0.2 kW 500 MW 500 1,000 181 2,302 135 1,727
17.2 wind Generation Grid Integration, 1 6 0.2 kW 500 MW 100 782 1,445 18,417 637 8,122Long Duration
'Huzrs untes indicated otherwise. min. - mlinues. sec. - secnfs.
"Lrecycle, 10 years, 2.5% escaiaton, 10.0% 2scount rate
tBased on potenua (MW. 10 yearsi tines average or low and nign teneft (5$.OIW)
" Benefit Iir one year. However, storage coWd be ueed at more than one lcation at fterent times fOr simar benents
Herein, a robust approach to storing energy harvested by floating wind turbines is
investigated. A large-scale undersea energy storage system, co-located with floating
wind turbines or located singly, can provide many of the benefits listed in Table 1.1,
especially combining the benefits of integrating large amounts of offshore wind with
load leveling, for the heavily-populated US coastlines along the West Coast, Gulf of
Mexico, portions of the East Cost and Gulf of Maine, and Hawaii.
Outside of the United States, some heavily populated areas of the world have been
investigated for applicability to this undersea energy concept, including Tokyo and
Osaka in Japan, Hong Kong, Taipei in Taiwan, Barcelona in Spain, and Lisbon in
Portugal. Innumerable other locations exist, with investigations on-going.
1.2 Previous Studies
The integration of renewable energy with large-scale storage is nothing new and
studies, computer simulations, and needs/desires for better storage integration
were relatively plentiful.
- Benitiz et al analyzed benefits and costs of integrating large wind farms in
Alberta with a pumped hydro system providing energy storage. The pumped
hydro system mitigated the needs for additional gas turbine plants to meet
the ramp-up and ramp-down demands imposed by large wind penetration
on the electric grid (Benitez, Benitez, & van Kooten, 2008).
- Succar and Williams investigated using Compressed Air Energy storage with
wind to provide base-load electrical power (Succar & Williams, 2008).
- NREL analyzed the need for large-scale energy storage with 20% wind
penetration in the Eastern Wind Integration and Transmission Study
(EWITS) and Western Wind and Solar Integration Study (WWSIS). While
energy storage was not declared a necessity, large upgrades to the
transmission and distribution system were identified to bring renewable
energy to the load centers and maintain grid reliability (Corbus, Milligan, Ela,
Scheurger, & Zavadil, Sep 2009) (GE Energy, 2010).
- Numerous studies have evaluated integrating pumped hydro with wind
farms for providing base load and load following to islands in the Aegean Sea
(Kaldellis, Zafirakis, & Kavadias, 2009) (Anagnostopoulos & Papantonis,
2008).
Two patents have been found that described undersea energy storage
concepts. No further analyses on cost, design considerations, or operations
utilizing these designs were found.
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Figure 1.5. Other concepts of undersea energy storage. Source: Patents US 2010/0107627 Al
(left), EP 0 867 565 Al (right).
- Bright Energy Storage, a company based on Denver, CO, is pursing a method
of using Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) with undersea flexible
membrane storage. They offer predictions of energy capital costs of <
$50/kWh and power capital costs of < $500/kW but no further information
is provided (Bright Energy Storage Technologies, 2010).
- Alex Slocum (advisor) conceived of mounting wind turbines on top of gravity
base structures (GBS) with a cavity at the bottom for undersea energy
storage. Alison Greenlee further developed the concept into a suction-piling
mounted steel cylinder that acted as the anchor for a floating wind turbine.
(Greenlee, June 2009)
Kuffner in FAZ.NET, an online news source, reported on two German
physicists who proposed large, concrete spheres (starting at 28m-diameter
and potentially being 280m-diameter at 2000m depth) for storage of energy
from floating wind turbines and onshore renewable energy. No further
economic or engineering analysis could be found (Kuffner, 2011).
No studies were found other than Greenlee (2009) and Kuffner (2011) that showed
integration of offshore wind with undersea large-scale energy storage and no
studies were found that focused on in-depth manufacturing and economic analysis
of any type of undersea energy storage.
1.3 Thesis Outline
e Chapter 2 provides further background information on the major means of
large-scale energy storage currently in existence and discusses studies on the
value of storage.
" Chapter 3 introduces the undersea energy storage concept further developed
in this thesis, the Ocean Renewable Energy Storage, or ORES. The basic
design and operating concept is discussed, a potential additional use to the
design for storing petroleum in vicinity of deepwater wells is also briefly
described, then synergistic opportunities and potential locations analyzed to-
date are provided.
e Chapter 4 reviews the design for manufacturing phase of ORES. Starting with
the initial concrete design, the simplifications and early-stage decisions for
modifying the concrete design are revealed ending with the current concept,
a thick-shelled sphere constructed of two hemisphere pieces. Structural
analysis, manufacturing concepts, and deployment concepts with this design
are discussed.
- Chapter 5 discusses the simulations of wind farm/storage scenarios. Initial
data, assumptions, and description of the algorithms are provided, then
results are summarized with identification of further work required.
e Chapter 6 discusses the economic model simulations, with further scenarios
inserted and more thorough economic and operational assumptions made.
The results are discussed more thoroughly, as the implications of the
economic results may play a bigger role in further concept development and
viability of the concept. Additional analysis is conducted on the economic
results with emphasis on comparisons to other energy storage technologies
and renewable energy integration choices.
e Chapter 7 provides conclusion to the study with a proposed plan of action
and milestones for future prototypes and demonstration models leading
towards a successful full-scale demonstration. Future study needs are also
identified.
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2 Energy Storage Concepts and Economics
2.1 Large-Scale Energy Storage
There are numerous energy storage technologies currently available, ranging from
multi-gigawatt-hour pumped hydro systems to high-energy, very short duration
power electronics. We will focus our discussions on long-duration storage
technologies; for further information on shorter-duration storage that may be more
applicable for power quality to control second-to-second variations in renewable
output, see (Schoenung & Hassenzahl, SAND2003-2783, Aug 2003). Comparison
with like-purposed energy storage is an important point: as Rittershausen and
McDonagh point out, one would not compare the characteristics and costs of a race
car with a tractor; they serve two different purposes. Likewise, Pumped Hydro and
Compressed Air Energy Systems serve different purposes than super capacitors,
flywheels, and fast-response technologies (Rittershausen & McDonagh, 2010).
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Figure 2.1. Comparison of rated power and discharge time for different energy storage
systems. Source: Denholm et al, Jan 2010
2.1.1 Pumped Hydro Storage
Pumped Hydroelectric Storage (PHS) is the oldest and most common form of
renewable utility scale energy storage. (Denholm & Kulcinksi, 2004) The concept is
fairly simple: use low-cost energy to pump water from a lower reservoir to a higher
reservoir. During periods of peak demand/high prices, the water in the higher
reservoir flows back down to the lower reservoir through the same pump (typically
a Francis pump, now acting as a turbine) to generate electricity. The power capacity
of the system is proportional to the head height (height difference between the
upper reservoir and the turbine) and flow rate. The energy capacity is further
proportional to the volume of reservoirs available for the turbine. Round-trip
efficiencies of PHS range from 75% to 85%. (Steward, Saur, Penev, & Ramsden, Nov
2009) The most recent large-scale energy storage device in the US is the Rocky
Mountain Facility, a 760MW, 6.1 GWh PHS unit in Armuchee, GA completed in 1995.
(Denholm P., Ela, Kirby, & Milligan, Jan 2010) (Denholm & Kulcinksi, 2004)
Pumped-Storage Plant
Figure 2.2. Illustration of pumped hydro storage plant. Source:
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/pumped-storage-hydroelectricity
A fairly recent, innovative application of pumped hydro is that of underground
pumped hydro. As of July 2009, a company called Riverbank Power Corporation
was pursuing a project in Wiscasset, Maine to create a large underground cavern as
a lower water reservoir and use surface water from the Black River as the upper
reservoir. The project is planned for 1,000 MW and six hours of storage (6 GWh)
and is estimated to cost $2B (in 2009) for a 2010 cost per kWh of $343. No new
progress had been reported on the company's website as of March 2011 (Riverbank
Power).
Another similar concept requires large, vertical cylinders dug into the ground with
weighted caps. Water is pumped into the bottom of the cylinder to raise the cap;
when power is needed, water is allowed to flow back up through the turbines as the
caps descend; the weighted caps provides additional head to the turbines for
increased power. Initial cost estimates are approximately $25M for a 200MW, 68
MWh system, equating to a 2010 cost per kWh of $368 (Launch Point Technologies,
2011).
2.1.2 Compressed Air Energy Storage
CAES is a newer technology than PHS, and currently there are just two CAES plants
operating in the world: a 290MW, 1.2 GWh plant in Bremen, Germany, built in 1978,
and the McIntosh Project in Alabama, a 110MW, 2.9GWh plant built in 1991
(Gardner & Haynes, Dec 2007). For CAES, the energy storage medium is air so
storage is done by compression. Larger-scale CAES requires a large underground
volume, such as a depleted salt dome or emptied oil/natural gas well. Air is
compressed and stored in the cavern during periods of low demand/low price.
During periods of high demand/high price, the air is released through a turbine
generator unit. Because the thermal energy is not retained with current CAES
technology (there are designs that address this but none are currently operating),
additional thermal energy is required to drive the turbine. This thermal energy is
provided by natural gas. The gas turbine can take advantage of the compression
done earlier, achieving heat-rates that are approximately 50% less than the heat-
rates for a simple combustion turbine typically used for peaking loads. The round
trip energy efficiency is still approximately 71%, depending on heat rate of natural
gas (Denholm & Kulcinksi, Life Cycle Energy Requirements and Greenhouse Gas
Emissions from Large Scale Energy Storage Systems, 2004).
Figure 2.3. Example Compressed Air Energy Storage utilizing underground cavern. Source:
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAES
Figure 2.4 shows the areas in the United States believed to be most conducive to
underground CAES based on geology. The dark blue bands along the coasts
represent areas most conducive to offshore wind; the distance from most of the
coastline may preclude belowground CAES from becoming a viable storage
technology for offshore wind.
Bright Energy Solutions, a company based in Denver, CO, is pursuing a CAES concept
that uses a thin-walled air storage vessel on the sea floor. When energy generation
exceeds demand, air is pumped into the reservoir; when energy demand exceeds
generation, the water pressure is used to force the air back up to the surface to drive
the compressor in reverse. This application of CAES may prove to be a viable energy
storage alternative for use in conjunction with offshore wind (Bright Energy Storage
Technologies, 2010).
Figure 2.4. Areas in United States with supportive geology for economical CAES. Source:
Succar & Williams, 2008
2.2 Economics of Energy Storage
Historically, energy storage was used for the purpose of arbitrage: buying electricity
when prices were low (typically during off-peak hours when demand is low) and
selling when prices were high (typically during on-peak hours when demand is
high). Many of the storage units in the United States were built after the oil crisis of
the 1970's. However, numerous studies have shown using storage for arbitrage
alone is not economically justifiable to cover the capital costs; the difference
between on-peak and off-peak prices does is not great enough. Positive net
operating revenue requires a year-round price differential of 20-30% between peak
and off-peak rates. Adding the substantial capital costs for any large scale, long-
term energy storage system makes it virtually impossible to reach the point of
economic viability through arbitrage alone (Denholm P., Ela, Kirby, & Milligan, Jan
2010) (Ummels, 2009).
Today, storage is seen to have multiple uses beyond arbitrage, especially as
renewable energy sources increase penetration into the electrical grid. California
Independent System Operators (CAISO) believes energy storage is one of three
pillars required for renewables integration (Hawkins & Loutan, 2007).
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Figure 2.5. Three pillars of renewable integration. Source: Hawkins & Loutan, 2007
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has conducted extensive research on multiple
benefits of long- and short-term energy storage beyond arbitrage. A summary of
those benefits and their potential cost benefits are listed in the following table:
Table 2.1. Seventeen economic benefits of energy storage. Source: Eyer & Corey, 2010
Discharge
Duration*
Capacity
(Power: kW, MW)
Benefit
(S/kW)**
Potential
(MW. 10 Years
Economy
($Mihon)t
F Benefit Type Low High Low High Low High CA U.S. CA U.S.
1 Electric Energy Time-shift 2 8 1 MW 500 MW 400 700 1,445 18,417 795 10129
2 Electric Supply Capacity 4 6 1 MW 500 MW 359 710 1.445 18,417 772 9,838
3 Load Following 2 4 1 MW 500 MW 600 1,000 2.889 36,834 2,312 29,467
4 Area Regulation 15 men. 30 min, 1 MW 40 MW 785 2,010 80 1,012 112 1,415
5 Electric Supply Reserve Capacity 1 2 1 MW 500 MW 57 225 636 5,986 90 844
6 Voltage Support 15 min. I 1 MW 10 MW 400 722 9,209 433 5,525
7 Transmission Support 2 sec. 5 sec. 10 MW 100 MW 192 1,084 13,813 208 2,646
8 Transmission Congestion Relief 3 6 1 MW 100 MW 31 141 2,889 36,834 248 3,168
T&D Upgrade Deferral 50th 3 6 250 kW 5 MW 481 687 386 4.986 226 2,912
___ ercentile t
9.2 T&D Upgrade Deferral 90th 3 6 250 kW 2 MW 759 1,079 77 997 71 916percetie't __
10 Substation On-site Power 8 16 1.5 kW 5 kW 1,800 3,000 20 250 47 600
11 Time-of-use Energy Cost Management 4 6 1 kW 1 MW 1,226 5.038 64,228 6,177 78,743
12 Demand Charge Management 5 11 50 kW 10 MW 582 2,519 32,111 1,466 18,695
13 Electnc Service Reliability 5 men. 1 0.2 kW 10 MW 359 978 722 9,209 483 6.154
14 Electric Service Power Quality 10 sec. 1 men. 0.2 kW 10 MW 359 978 722 9,209 483 6,154
15 Renewables Energy Time-shift 3 5 1 kW 500 MW 233 389 2,889 36,834 899 11,455
16 Renewables Capacity Firming 2 4 1 kW 500 MW 709 915 2,889 36.834 2,346 29,909
17.1 Wnd Generation Grid Integration' 10 sec. 15 min. 0.2 kW 500 MW 500 1,000 181 2,302 135 1,727
___Short Duration 1__ _______________
17.2 Wind Genration Grd Integraton. 1 6 0.2 kW 500 MW 100 782 1.445 18,417 637 8.122Long Duration II--
'4ours uniess indlcaled olerwise. mut - minues. e- - seoonas.
"Uecycie, 10 years, 2-5% escalann, 10.0% 0scount rate,
tfased on poteiai (MW, 10 years) tnes average of low and high Denefit (5AWY)
" Beneftt lor one year. However, storage could De used at nore tan one iocaion at afterent Imes for simlar eneft
As Eyer and Corey report, it is difficult to assess the combined economical benefits
when storage takes advantage of more than one of these listed benefits. Some of
these benefits can be aggregated; we will discuss how our storage concept compares
to these aggregated benefits under the Simulation section (Eyer & Corey, 2010).
Some recent predicted projects illustrate the potential economic benefits of deferral
of transmission line upgrades. In Texas, a $5B upgrade is planned to better
integrate wind into the electric grid (Electricity Advisory Committee, Dec 2008). In
California, the addition of 5.8 GW wind to the Tehachapi wind farms may require up
to $6.2B of transmission line upgrades (Porter, 2007). Either of these upgrades
could be reduced and/or deferred if storage were available in the vicinity of the
wind farm, allowing a steadier (albeit lower) power level to reach the largest load
centers. Alternatively, it is presumed these upgrades are required to supply wind
from high-wind/low-demand areas to high-demand areas; if the high-demand areas
are near the coastline, an offshore wind farm coupled with an undersea storage
system could provide a synergistic solution to provide the same amounts of
renewable energy reliably and steadily.
An additional point about arbitrage that numerous authors have highlighted is that
storing large amounts of off-peak energy then using it during on-peak times
effectively raises the off-peak prices and lowers the on-peak prices. Electricity
prices typically follow marginal fuel costs, so as demand goes up during off-peak
times, marginal prices are expected to rise; the cost differential between off-peak
and on-peak prices that would normally produce revenue in an arbitrage case thus
decreases (Denholm P., Ela, Kirby, & Milligan, Jan 2010) (Sioshansi, Denholm, &
Jenkin, A comparative analysis of the value of pure and hybrid electricity storage,
2010).
Another benefit listed in Table 2.1 relates to reserve capacity. For ISO New England,
the regional transmission organization serving the New England states, reserves are
required as contingency in case large power plants quickly shutdown or other
emergencies occur. TMSR (Ten Minute Spinning Reserve), TMNSR (Non-Spinning
Reserve) and TMOR (Thirty Minute Operations Reserve) requirements are set based
on history and the size of operating units. Spinning reserve means the power plant
is actually running and synchronized with the grid. Non-Spinning reserve may still
be operating, but is not synchronized with the grid. In 2009/2010, typical values for
TMSR and TMNSR were both 850 MW. TMOR was typically 750 MW, with net
reserves of 2450 MW (Likover, 2010). Maintaining these reserves has a price;
utilities may be paid a forward reserve market price, plus higher rates when
operating, in order to justify the continued operation of some plants that may
operate a very small percentage of the year. For ISO New England, the Locational
Forward Reserve Market (LFRM) costs were approximately $144M throughout the
year (ISO New England, 2010). Over a twenty-year time period at a 10% discount
rate, the present value of LFRM comes to nearly $1.4B. While storage may not
eliminate all of the various reserve requirements, storage operations could easily be
tailored to remove the requirement for TMSR and thus reduce emissions and lessen
the wear and tear on power plant machinery.
Fossil-fueled power plants also tend to perform best when operating constantly at
or near their maximum rating (Woud & Stapersma, 2003). Operating at lower
power is less efficient and can lead to increased maintenance requirements and an
increased frequency of unplanned outages due to material failure, especially as
power plants age beyond 15-20 years. Lefton et al have conducted analysis that
estimates the average cost per cycle when a fossil-fueled power plant cycles (versus
remaining at a constant baseload). This value varies from $15,000 to $500,000 per
cycle for larger, superheated steam plants. Assuming a 75% capacity factor and one
cycle per day, this equates to between $4M and $136M per year in avoidable costs if
daily cycling can be eliminated (Lefton, Besuner, & Grimsrud, 1995).
California Energy Commission (CEC) sponsored a study on energy storage
integrated with solar and wind resources and found that two- to four-hour storage
was technically superior in lieu of similarly sized gas turbine generators for
regulation. This thesis focused on longer-duration storage that may not be
appropriate for the fast-reaction timed regulation market, but the findings by CEC
provide positive indication that similar advantages exist for longer-duration storage
(KEMA, Inc, 2010).
Evaluating the true costs and benefits of storage as a complement to generation may
require a different power-pricing model than that currently used by utilities and
ISO's. This may necessitate regulatory changes and compromise between utilities
and transmission operators so the full benefits of storage for reducing congestion,
reserve requirements, load-following and power plant cycling, and integration of
renewable can be captured and passed on to the consumer (Electricity Advisory
Committee, Dec 2008).
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3 Ocean Renewable Energy Storage (ORES) Concept
3.1 Initial Design and Operating Concepts
CAES and PHS both have tremendous potential for economical energy storage (and
are currently the only viable choice for large-scale (100's of MW) and long-duration
(4+ hour) energy storage). However, if co-location of energy storage with a
renewable energy source is to become a reality with offshore wind, a new approach
is warranted. Figure 3.1 shows some previous concepts that have explored the idea
of underwater energy storage, but to our knowledge have not yet been designed in
detail or implemented.
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Figure 3.1. Previous ideas for undersea energy storage. Source: Patents US 2010/0107627 Al
(left), EP 0 867 565 Al (rA1 (right)
The original ORES concept was developed by Alex Slocum (advisor) to be a conical
concrete gravity structure that also served as a platform on which a wind turbine
could be mounted. The structural motivation was the Condeep platforms used in
the North Sea. Water would be pumped out of the center to store energy and would
flow back in through the pumps to generate power. Alison Greenlee, then an
undergraduate student at MIT, joined the project in 2008 and helped evolve the
concept into using suction anchors, also developed by the offshore oil industry, to
hold to the seafloor large tanks out of which water could be pumped. For this
concept, a steel cylinder would also act as a suction mooring for floating wind
turbines (FWT) above. A pump-turbine attached to the top of the cylinder would
pump water out of the cylinder during high-wind/low-demand periods, creating a
differential pressure with the outside sea-pressure at its depth.
The total charge capacity (in MWh) of the storage cylinder is related to the cylinder
volume, efficiency of the pump/turbine unit, and depth:
Cma = -pswtd-9Vinner (1)1
ma = 3.6E9
Since pressure increases by 10 bar for every 100m of water depth (or 44 psi for
every 100ft), deeper locations were preferable to maximize the storage capacity for
a given volume (or conversely, shrink the volume required for a desired storage
capacity). A depth of 500m was chosen as the starting point for design
considerations.
The suction anchor concept could work in locations such as the Gulf of Mexico
where the sea bottom is composed predominantly of mud and silt; however, given
the rocky bottom topography present in the Gulf of Maine and varied topography
elsewhere along many coastlines, plus concerns over construction of large ring-
stiffened steel cylinders and the volatile price of steel, the design was modified to a
thin-shelled concrete sphere with an outer retaining wall to hold ballast (Figure 3.2).
1 Where Ps, is density of seawater (1025 kg/m 3 ), r/turb is the turbine efficiency (80%), g is 9.81
m/sec 2, d is depth in meters, Vinner is the interior volume of the sphere, and 3.6E9 is the conversion
from Joules to MWh.
Figure 3.2. Initial 6-stave, thin-shelled concrete ORES concept
For this thin-shell concept, a 25m-diameter sphere, when empty of water, required
approximately 5000 mt of additional ballast in order to remain on the bottom. An
additional 500 mt of ballast was the minimum required as a gravity mooring for
each anchor line of the floating wind turbine (Musial, Butterfield, & Boone, 2004).
The spheres and their electrical interconnections could be arranged in a roughly
hexagonal pattern on the ocean bottom, with the floating wind turbines arranged
above. Some FWTs might share spheres, which would necessitate excess ballast in
the shared sphere (or an additional 500mt mooring anchor).
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Figure 3.3. Notional ORES configuration with floating wind turbines
A steel baseplate provides the anchoring mechanism holding the concrete sphere to
the sea bottom and takes up the dynamic and static stresses imposed by the FWT
above. The baseplate also acts as the means of maneuvering the sphere (as a whole
or in portions) while on land; a crane, heavy-lift transport system, or rail cars would
carry the sphere/sphere portions from location to location at the manufacturing site.
Finally, the baseplate provides the means of connection/lashing to a transportation
and deployment system to lower the sphere to the sea bottom.
Figure 3.4. Illustrations of notional baseplate, showing six flukes on bottom (left) and upper
view showing grid of T-beams for structural/flexural strength and six mooring/anchor points.
(right) T-beam web dimensions have been exaggerated for visual effect
An interior view of a typical sphere, as currently envisioned, is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Vent Line Operating Concept
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Figure 3.5. Current thick-shelled spherical ORES design (vent-line concept shown, see chapter
4 for illustrations of alternate concepts).
When excess power is available and the spheres are to be charged, power is sent
(either from shore or from the wind turbine above) to operate the pump/turbine
and water is pumped out.
The sphere could be pumped down to a near vacuum, or a vent line to the surface
could maintain atmospheric pressure inside the sphere (some variation in pressure
is expected based on the diameter of the vent line, flow rate, and height of water
inside the sphere, but this differential pressure is not expected to exceed 0.1 Bar
during maximum charge/discharge rates). A sphere with a vent line stores slightly
more energy and would reduce concerns of pump cavitation, but the vent line would
need to be sturdy enough to not collapse under hydrostatic pressure which would
increase cost of materials and installation. Further calculations on vent line
characteristics are given in chapter 4.5.
When the sphere is completely empty, it is considered "charged" and is ready to
supply power as needed. Power is generated by allowing water to flow back
through the pump, driving the impeller backwards as a turbine and turning the
motor into a generator. Power electronics ensure this power is sent to shore and/or
combined with the wind turbine's power output in order to maintain the desired
power supply to shore.
3.2 Undersea Hydrocarbon Storage
During hurricane season in the Gulf of Mexico, oil rigs and platforms may have to
perform "shut-in" procedures when the rigs/platforms are evacuated. The
wellheads are shut-off, keeping oil and natural gas safely out of the risers just in case
the rig/platform is severely damaged by the hurricane above. During Tropical
Storm Bonnie in 2010, nearly 2.7M BBL of petroleum were shut-in during a five day
period. Up to 106 platforms and 15 rigs were evacuated on one day (Bureau of
Ocean Energy Management, Regulation, and Enforcement, 2010).
For 25m inner diameter spheres (with an outer diameter of 28.6m), 51,500 BBLs of
oil can be held. At a nominal price of $90/BBL, this equates to holding $4.6M for
later withdrawal. One of the largest oil fields in the Gulf of Mexico as of 2010 is the
Tahiti Field, with daily oil production rates that could exceed 100,000 BBL at some
platforms. At this production rate, two spheres would be required per day of shut-
in. So if a shut-in duration of four days were anticipated, eight spheres would be
required. Eight spheres hold nearly $37M of oil at $90/BBL, which could be
recovered in a matter of days or weeks (depending on total capability of the Tahiti
Field oil platforms). (Production Data Online Query) (Chevron Corporation) Our
cost estimates predict that, once in full-scale production, 25m-diameter spheres
would cost an average of $3.3M each, including installation costs (although
installation costs for very deep fields such as the Tahiti Field at 1,250m, would be
higher). The return-on-investment (ROI) for this system could be on the order of
days during a typical tropical storm shut-in period.
The stored oil could be piped up through the riser when the rig/platform is brought
back on-line and "Shut-in" procedures are secured. The value here is that the oil can
be extracted and sold days after it was collected. During normal shut-in procedures,
the oil remains in the well and is removed over the lifetime of the well, so the
present-value worth of the 'shut-in' amount of oil is spread over the remaining life
of the well, instead of being extracted within days. Present value of the oil is thus
much higher when it's able to be stored during shut-in procedures.
The notional concept is that a sphere similar in design to the energy-storage sphere
is lowered to a position near the wellhead. If the depth of wellhead is beyond the
maximum depth for the thickness of the sphere, the sphere could be pressurized
with air as it is lowered in order to reduce the stresses on the shell and maintain a
controlled descent. Once on the bottom of the ocean, water is allowed to fill the
sphere. A diverter manifold is made part of the Blow-out Preventer (BOP) that
allows oil to continue flowing into the sphere while securing the riser during shut-in
procedures. When the sphere(s) is (are) full, the diverter manifold is automatically
secured.
When the rig/platform becomes operational and drilling resumes, the diverter
manifold would be designed to allow the stored oil to be drawn or siphoned up to
the surface along with the oil from the well. Once the sphere is empty of oil (water
flows back into the sphere so it is always filled), the manifold secures and the sphere
remains full of water until needed for operation. A rolling bladder could separate
the oil from seawater.
Throughout the evolution of filling and emptying the sphere with oil, the sphere is
always filled with a combination of water and oil, which are at the same pressure as
the water external to the sphere. Thus, there is no ballast requirement as there is
during energy storage operations when the water is completely evacuated from the
sphere interior and the strength requirements when submerged and filled with
water are greatly reduced, regardless of depth.
Nevertheless, the thick-shelled concept is maintained in order for the hemispheres
to safely free-stand during de-molding and assembly and to add robustness to the
completed sphere during handling and deployment. Using the same basic sphere
design and dimensions as the spheres used for energy storage also allows for
additional cost savings. Some reduction in concrete material can be achieved by
reducing the excess ballast in the conical base, which would require minor
modifications to the mold design.
Isolation Valve/
Pump motor
Figure 3.6. Undersea fossil fuel storage concept where ORES sphere has minor modifications
to store oil pumped from deep-sea well during hurricane shut-in procedures.
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3.3 Synergistic Opportunities
The use of concrete for the construction of ORES and its location in deep water
opens up a multitude of opportunities beneficial to society beyond those directly
related to energy storage.
3.3.1 Fly Ash Content
Every year, approximately 57,000,000 metric tons of fly ash are produced in the
United States by coal plants. (ACAA, 2010) Approximately 40% is used for
industrial purposes (including as a substitute for Portland cement in concrete)
while the rest is stored until it can be disposed of, and this can be a problem. Figure
3.7 shows the situation at Tennessee's Kingston plant in December 2009 after a fly
ash retention pond gave way, releasing -9.3M tons of fly ash into the Emory River.
Figure 3.7. The scene at Emory River, Tennessee, one day after the Kingston Fly Ash retention
pond failure on 22 Dec, 2008. Source: US Environmental Protection Agency
Grade F fly ash in particular has been shown to be a viable, cheaper alternative to
Portland Cement (which makes up approximately 11% of the weight of concrete) in
marine applications. Up to 30% fly ash (by weight, or 3% of the total weight of
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concrete) in place of cement lessens the cost of concrete, lessens the additional C02
emissions associated with concrete manufacturing, and improves workability and
strength development and reduces heat build-up during curing. (Dhir, Hubbard,
Munday, Jones, & Duerden, 1988) Just as importantly, increased fly ash usage in
building these structures reduces the amount of fly ash remaining in holding areas
near coal plants.
Some research for utilizing higher fly ash percent-by-weight has been conducted; up
to 50% fly ash has been tested and shown improved resistance to chloride
penetration. (Thomas & Matthews, 2004) (Chalee, Teekavanit, Kiattifkomol,
Siripanichgorn, & Jaturapitakkul, 2007) (Bouzoubaa, 2001). If further increases of
fly ash percentage show promise, the utilization of fly ash can be increased and the
amount of fly ash required to be stored on-land can be subsequently decreased and
costs of concrete can be reduced. As will be seen in chapter 6, cost of concrete is a
significant factor in the cost of the spheres and the overall cost of a storage farm.
ORES structures could thus be an important new market for fly ash. A summary of
the total weight of concrete (and fly ash at 30%-by-weight and 50%-by-weight) and
effects on total weight due to wind farm size, water depth, and hours of storage is
shown in Table 3.1. The total number of spheres was found to have an effect on
cost/kWh storage or cost of electricity but not on total weight of concrete required;
varying the number of spheres from 3 to 15 per FWT varied total concrete weight by
<1%.
Table 3.1. Total weight of concrete required for a varying storage/wind farm parameters.
Wind Total Wt Total Wt Fly Total Wt FlyAsh (@30%- Ash (@50%-
Hours Farm size Water Concrete by-weight) by-weight)
Storage [GW] Depth [m] [1 E6 MT] [1 E6 MT] [1 E6 MT]
10 3 500 55.1 1.7 2.8
10 1.5 500 27.6 0.8 1.4
10 6 500 110.2 3.3 5.5
10 3 250 102 3.1 5.1
10 3 375 70.8 2.1 3.5
10 3 625 45.7 1.4 2.3
10 3 750 39.5 1.2 2.0
10 3 875 35 1.1 1.8
10 3 1000 31.4 0.9 1.6
8 3 500 45.7 1.4 2.3
6 3 500 36.3 1.1 1.8
The weight of fly ash used appears to vary linearly with the
farm and nearly linearly with hours of storage, while water
complex relationship.
total size of
depth has a
The total concrete weight varies slightly less than the inverse of depth. This is due
to the weight of the steel baseplate that is part of the sphere bottom and acts as the
anchoring interface and mooring point to the floating wind turbines; as the required
volume increases at shallower depths, the outer radius of the sphere and base
increases and the weight of the steel base plate increases accordingly, which slightly
lessens the overall amount of concrete required. Empirically, an estimate for the
total weight of fly ash as a function of depth was determined:
Wfly ash = 0.942 * (10001d) 0 . (2)
Equation (2) applies for depths up to approximately 700m and shallower. As depths
increase, the required thickness for strength increases (see section 4.3) and
eventually exceeds the thickness required for ballasting the sphere. The fly ash
weight for these greater depths was not estimated.
the wind
more
Figure 3.8 shows the estimated data compared to an empirical formula to predict
the weight of fly ash for a given depth.
Total Weight Fly Ash vs Water Depth
3GW Wind Farm, 10 Hrs Storage, 30%-by-wt fly ash
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Figure 3.8. Fly ash weight utilized in a 3 GW, 10 hr storage wind farm as a function of depth
A 1,000 MW coal plant produces approximately 210,000 mt of fly ash each year.
This calculation was made by the following method:
1. Approximately 907M metric tons of coal was used in 2009. 843M
metric tons of this was used to generate electricity. (Energy
Information Administration)
2. Approximately 57M metric tons of fly ash was produced from all
industries in the US. Applying the above ratio of coal used to generate
electricity over total coal usage results in approximately 53M metric
tons of fly ash from coal-fired power plants.
3. In 2009, 1.8 billion MWh of electricity was produced from coal
(Energy Information Administration). Thus, 30 kg fly ash is produced
per MWh. At 80% capacity factor, a 1,000 MW coal plant produces
7,000,000 MWh in one year, which corresponds to 210,000 mt of fly
ash per year.
ORES storage spheres, at 500m depth with 10 hrs storage each, require 1,700,000mt
of fly ash per GW wind farm (or 170,000 mt of fly ash per GWh of storage).
Assuming a capacity factor for the offshore wind farm of 50% means that a 1.6 GW
wind farm with storage is required to roughly equate to a 1,000 MW coal plant at
80% capacity factor. A 1.6 GW wind farm with storage requires 2,720,000 mt of fly
ash; or approximately 13 years worth of fly ash output from the 1,000 MW coal
plant it could be replacing.
The annual US production of 57 million metric tons of fly ash would theoretically be
able to support construction of the storage spheres for a 10-hr storage, 33 GW wind
farm at 500m depth every year. If fly ash content is increased to 50%-by-weight,
then enough fly ash is produced annually for the construction of a 10-hr storage, 20
GW wind farm at 500m depth every year. This of course does not include fly ash
that has already been produced and is currently in holding pens; utilizing that
amount (which was not calculated for this research) would allow many, many more
storage spheres to be produced.
Hence, there appears to be a very good synergistic relationship between coal fired
power plants and offshore wind farms: The coal fired power plants' fly ash can be
used to help build the systems that will eventually replace them at the end of the
coal fired plants' lives. No more new coal fired plants would be required to be built,
as increased capacity is provided by more wind farms coming on-line with
integrated storage.
3.3.2 Fisheries and Benthic Benefits
An additional societal/economic benefit relates to fisheries. Fish stocks in the Gulf
of Maine have declined in recent decades. A hypothesis is that the creation of
floating wind turbine farms with energy storage spheres on the sea bottom can act
as a highly effective marine sanctuary that may go far in helping re-populate the
fishing species in the Gulf of Maine and other locations where similar wind farms
are built.
Studies off the coast of California of decommissioned oil platforms and off the coast
of Italy on large, spar buoys showed tremendous increase in fish populations (and
other marine life) (Dauterive, 2000) (Love, Caselle, & Snook, 1998), which could also
occur with floating wind turbine platforms regardless of their specific design.
Similar results with offshore wind farms in Europe were found by NREL (Musial &
Ram, NREL/TP-500-40745, Sep 2010). The spheres themselves, while much deeper
and further from sunlight, may also provide shelter for fish eggs, larvae, and other
microorganisms and benthic species, which then provides food for larger and larger
fish species.
Research still remains to be conducted on potential adverse effects of floating wind
turbines and undersea energy storage on fish and benthic species and marine
mammals. The basic concept for the concrete spheres requires alternating flooding
and pumping operations, sometimes once each per day, sometimes many times each
per day, depending on the mode of operation being used. The volumetric flow of
water coming into and out of the sphere has been estimated to be less than 0.3
m3/sec for almost all scenarios studied to-date; the effect this has on animals in the
vicinity of the pump/turbine inlet/outlet remains to be studied. Additionally, a
physical means of keeping the animals out of the sphere (e.g. a screen) should be
included in the pump/turbine design.
An additional concern is the acoustic and magnetic effects due to the sphere's
operations. Musial and Ram reported studies that showed some fish species
behaving in a stressed manner in the vicinity of some offshore wind farms; the
acoustic nature of the pump/turbine unit (and even the noise from water flow into
the empty sphere) should be studied as a portion of any environmental impact
assessment performed prior to deploying energy storage spheres (Musial & Ram,
NREL/TP-500-40745, Sep 2010)
Table 3.2 highlights some of the species in the Gulf of Maine (the only area we have
researched to-date). For the majority of the species listed, at least some portion of
their lives is spent in the 300 to 500m-depth range. For example, monkfish eggs can
be found in depths up to 1,000m (where perhaps the spheres could be modified to
act as protective coves) but as juveniles and adults are found in shallower waters
(<200m deep). Whiting, on the other hand, are typically found in shallow waters as
eggs and larvae, but can be found in deeper waters, up to 325m, as adults; if the
spheres attract other species that whiting feed upon, it could support growth in the
whiting population2 .
2 Table 3.2 was constructed from data available at www.nefsc.noaa.gov/nefsc/habitat/efl accessed
July-August 2010.
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3.3.3 Job Opportunities
The additional jobs required for the manufacturing and maintenance of floating
wind turbine farms and storage spheres could be significant. NREL estimated that
20 permanent jobs are created for every 1MW of sustained annual wind farm
installed capacity3 . (Musial & Ram, NREL/TP-500-40745, Sep 2010) (EWEA
(European Wind Energy Association), 2009) We estimate that the manufacturing of
a large-scale storage system could increase both factors (jobs and economic activity)
by up to 50% based on the additional manufacturing requirements for the storage
spheres and ancillary equipment. While the general concept and economic benefits
of the storage sphere hinges on simple, rapid construction through the pouring of
self-consolidating concrete (which by itself reduces labor during sphere
construction), the construction of molds, buoyancy modules, pump/turbine units, as
well as potential for construction of deployment and installation vessels, could
easily lead to further additional jobs on the order of those needed for manufacturing
of the wind turbines themselves.
Using NRE L's job estimation and given a scenario where a 3 GW wind farm with 10-
hrs storage is built and installed over five years (or an average of 600MW of
installed capacity per year), approximately 12,000 jobs are required to support the
production of floating wind-turbines, cabling, and associated equipment and
infrastructure for just the wind farm. Approximately 3,000 to 4,500 jobs are
required at or near sphere manufacturing site for construction and assembly of the
spheres, steel-work, and pump/turbine units4 . An additional 2,000 to 4,000 people
may be required to build the towing barges and installation vessels5 needed prior to
3 These jobs are required as long as primary production of the wind turbines and support equipment
continues. Operations and maintenance jobs that are manned as the wind farms are operating were
not calculated separately.
4 The average cost of spheres, as analyzed in chapter 6 scenarios, was approximately $2M each.
Using a material/labor ratio of 7/3, 30% of the sphere cost is due to labor: $600,000. At a production
rate of 2 spheres/day, 250 working days/year and annual salary of $100,000, this results in an
estimated 3,000 workers required across many trades. Adding an assumption of 50% additional
overhead results in 4,500 workers.
s Based on a quick, non-quantitative survey of small- to medium-sized shipyards in the US and an
assumed need to build eight to ten 60,000mt displacement barges in 2-4 years.
sphere manufacturing for deployment and installation of the spheres, summing to a
total of 5,000 to 8,500 additional jobs to support storage manufacturing and a total
of 17,000 to 20,500 jobs for the entire project. 6 Ancillary benefits of this scale of
project would include re-igniting manufacturing in and around US ports, re-
capitalization of US shipbuilding to build the necessary support vessels, and other
infrastructure upgrades required to deliver significant amounts of raw materials to
the manufacturing sites.
Given that a sizeable portion of the storage system capital cost are predicted to be
from towing the spheres from its manufacturing site to its deployment site,
manufacturing will need to be done as close to the deployment site as possible. So
for a wind farm in the Gulf of Maine, we would look to manufacture the spheres in
Maine, New Hampshire, or Massachusetts. For a wind farm off of Los Angeles, we
would look to manufacture in Long Beach or other nearby industrial areas. For
wind farm off of San Francisco, it makes sense to manufacture the spheres in San
Francisco Bay (potentially at the former Mare Island Shipyard or San Francisco
Shipyard, for example). Even for a scenario where storage spheres are used off the
coast of Hawaii to aid in renewable energy integration, there are some potential
sites for manufacturing the spheres locally (Honolulu Harbor or Barber's Point).
Research on manufacturing sites for other potential wind farm or storage-only sites
along the US coast, Europe, and Asia is on going.
The towing of storage spheres to wind farm or storage sites may not necessarily
require dedicated towing vessels. Indeed, the use of teams of fishing boats
(depending on their design, condition, and bollard pull) may prove sufficient to tow
smaller diameter spheres to their deployment location where a dedicated vessel for
cable and mooring line hook-up may be required. Towing resistance formulas
predict that 3,000 to 3,500 KW (4,000 to 4,700 BHP) tugs are required to tow barges
6 This does not include establishment of the manufacturing site, bottom surveys, environmental
studies and other work required prior to engaging in full-scale production nor does it assume all the
jobs will remain once production is complete. For instance, the jobs required for production of
barges, tugs and deployment vessels might not be required once the spheres commence production.
loaded with two to four spheres at 3 kts to their deployment sites; analysis on using
multiple, lower-powered tugs has not been conducted yet, but could potentially
provide fishing fleets with additional job opportunities during the years it is
believed it would take to deploy multi-gigawatt wind farms and multi-gigawatt-hour
energy storage systems. This would also enable utility companies to leverage the
vast knowledge that fisherman have of local waters in the safe towing, anchoring,
and operation of the spheres. Immediate job opportunities and the prospect that
floating wind turbines and storage spheres may increase fish populations over time
may also help to mitigate any opposition to this energy storage concept.
3.3.4 Coal to Liquid Fuels Potential
As offshore wind energy farms are built with storage systems, the fly ash from coal
burning power plants can be assimilated. In parallel, facilities to liquefy coal into
transportation fuels can be built. One day in a more energy independent future, the
coal-fired power plants can be replaced with offshore wind, and coal will be the
source for our transportation fuels via gasification and liquefication. Energy
"independence" might actually be a realistic goal.
In 2008, coal power plants in the Atlantic and Pacific coastal states (plus
Pennsylvania) generated a total of 775M MWh. Replacing this coal capacity with
offshore wind at 50% capacity factor would require the installation of nearly 40,000
5MW wind turbines and 160,000 (or more) ORES spheres, corresponding to 200
GW of peak wind power at a conservative offshore wind Capacity Factor of 0.45.
NREL recently assessed over 4,000 GW of wind potential within 50NM of shore,not
excluding any environmental or water-use conflicts (Schwartz, Heimiller, Haymes, &
Musial, Jun 2010), so this is technically achievable. At 5MW per km 2, 40,000 km2
would be required, an area slightly larger than the state of Maryland. Over a
twenty-year timeframe of standard workweeks, this averages out to requiring the
installation of seven wind turbines and 28 spheres per day.
The replacement of 775M MWh from coal power plants frees up (in 2008) 370M mt
of coal. Assuming an average heating value of 25MJ/kg for coal, a coal-to-liquid
conversion efficiency of 50% and a lower heating value for gasoline of 121
MJ/gallon, 30B gallons of gasoline could technically be liquefied from coal annually.
This corresponds to 35% of the gasoline usage in the states where coal power plants
were replaced by wind and is approximately 21% of the total US gasoline
consumption for 2008. Given that the US imports nearly 60% of its petroleum
annually, this concept would dramatically and substantially set the US on the path of
true energy independence.
3.4 Potential Locations for Floating Wind Turbines with
Undersea Energy Storage
A preliminary search for water depths supporting this technology (200-600m
depths) within reasonable distances from land (less than 125NM) was initiated.
Using a combination of bottom contour maps available from the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (www.noaa.gov) and Google Earth,
some areas that appear most conducive to deep-water energy storage within
125NM of large population centers (or shorter distances to lesser-population
coastlines) were investigated.
The figures listed below include a very rough estimate of the wind power potential
for a given area. NREL's estimate for offshore wind of 5MW per square kilometer
was used (Musial & Ram, NREL/TP-5G0-40745, Sep 2010); brief snapshots of wind
data, when available from weather buoys close to these locations, shows this
assumption may be lower in some areas and higher in others. Nevertheless, the
areas and wind potentials displayed provide a rough scale for multiple-GW wind
farms with storage.7 The areas plotted were also limited to regions where storage
spheres could be co-located with floating wind turbines (as ballast for the floating
platform); a separate concept is described later where storage spheres are focused
in deeper areas that are more economical for storage and larger offshore wind
farms may be located in a separate area that may be more shallow and/or more
conducive to better wind conditions.
Table 3.3. Summary of world-wide potential areas of wind farms co-located with storage
(evaluated as of April 2011)
Location Area 7  Distance from Depth (m) GW (@
(km2 ) Shore (NM) 5MW/km 2)
Gulf of Maine 1170 50-75 200-300 5.8
San Diego 51 6-8 400-600 N/A 8
Los Angeles 580 20 & 85 9 200-600 2.9
Los Angeles 25 30 800-900 N/A8(storage only)
San Francisco 500 15 200-600 2.5
Hawaii (Oahu) 40 3 500-600 N/A8
Hawaii (Big 200 3 400-600 1
Island)
Lake Michigan 30 30 250 N/A8
Bay of Biscay 1700 15-25 400-500 5.4
Med Coast of Spain 6000 15-30 400-500 30
Med Coast of 3000 5-40 400-500 15
France
Taiwan (N & S 4000 10-125 200-400 20
coasts)
Hong Kong, PRC 4000 80-150 200-500 20
Japan (Hokkaido) 4000 3-60 200-500 20
Japan (IVO 400 45-55 200-400 2Tokyo/Chiba)
Japan (IVO Kyoto) 1800 20-30 300-500 9
7For storage-only scenarios, multiple spheres could be located much closer to each other for ease of
deployment, cable routing, and maintenance. A simple assumption of one-diameter spacing between
spheres for a 30 GWh storage system at 500m depth results in 2,400 30-meter diameter spheres
requiring only 20 km 2 of seafloor area.
8 Storage-only, either due to proximity to land or poor wind conditions
9 The two distances reflect two areas in 300-500 m deep water; see Figure 3.10.
3.4.1 Potential Sites in the United States
The areas in Table 3.3 for the United State are shown in the following figures. Sites
evaluated for the United States were limited to areas with measureable wind data,
measured from weather buoys and available from www.ndbc.noaa.gov, in order to
provide some greater accuracy to how the wind farm and storage could interact to
provide steady power to shore. The other limiting factor was simply time; with over
5,000 NM of coastline for the United States alone, areas closest to major population
centers were evaluated for offshore wind and storage first; additional areas away
from population centers may also be excellent candidates, but adding offshore wind
to those locations may also necessitate additional onshore or offshore transmission
capability, increasing the costs and complexity of installation.
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Figure 3.12. Potential wind farm/storage sites in Northeast Gulf of Mexico.
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Figure 3.13. Potential wind farm/storage sites in Northern Gulf of Mexico.
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Figure 3.14. Potential wind farm/storage sites in Northwestern Gulf of Mexico.
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Figure 3.15. Potential site for wind farm/storage north of Hawaii Island.
In addition to co-locating wind farms with storage, a concept utilizing offshore
undersea energy storage alone was also investigated for numerous sites. For any
location located above, a storage-only farm could be deployed which would benefit
the integration of any onshore renewable energy and provide any of the other
benefits described in chapter 2.2. Some of these storage-only sites are shown below.
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Figure 3.16. Potential site for undersea energy storage along proposed undersea transmission
cable route. Transmission cable is to supply energy from proposed 400 MW wind farms on
islands of Molokai and Lanai.
Storage is Hawaii is a particularly exciting prospect. Hawaii has committed to
supplying up to 70% of its energy from renewable sources by 2030. Part of that
commitment has included building two 200 MW wind farms on Molokai and Lanai
with a transmission cable supplying Oahu. Additional renewable sources include
increased solar (thermal and photovoltaic) and wind power on Oahu. Integrating
this renewable energy onto a grid with a current total capacity of 1.62 GW could be
a huge challenge; large-scale energy storage could be a major requirement prior to
fulfilling Hawaii's renewable energy commitments (Matsuura, 2009) (State of
Hawaii Energy Resources Coordinator, 2009).
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Figure 3.17. Potential site for energy storage near San Deigo. Wind speeds measured from
nearby buoys indicate capacity factors below 0.4 that may not support economic employment
of floating wind farms.
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Figure 3.18. Potential 'deep' storage site (890m) near Los Angeles. If large military training
areas and marine sanctuaries preclude offshore wind farms near Los Angeles, deep depths
directly offshore can still make undersea energy storage very competitive.
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Figure 3.19. Lake Michigan storage scenario in deepest section of lake (-2SOm). Sphere
manufacturing most likely in Milwaukee or Green Bay, with transmission cable to nearest
point on shore. Floating wind farm not analyzed due to concerns with lower capacity factors
and potential ice hazards in winter.
The Lake Michigan scenario brought out some particular challenges that may be
faced with deploying ORES in the Great Lakes. The depths are not particularly
great: Lake Michigan has some sites that are 250m or deeper, Lake Superior offers a
few areas greater than 300m deep but far from any large population centers, Lake
Ontario has some areas greater than 200m deep, while Lake Huron and Lake Erie
are all shallower than 200m. The St Lawrence Seaway imposes a maximum beam of
23.7m, maximum length of 222.5m, and maximum draft of 8.1m due to the Welland
Canal between Lake Ontario and Lake Erie; any buoyancy module built outside of
the Great Lakes would be limited by those dimensions unless they are built in
portions and assembled within the lakes, further adding to their costs.
If the buoyancy modules were built within the Great Lakes and it was accepted they
would never leave (unless cut into portions to fit through the locks), then the
maximum size is limited by the Soo Locks between Lake Michigan and Lake
Superior: 32m beam, 335.3m length and 8.4m draft (Port of Duluth-Superior, 2010).
If a barge were built bigger than these dimensions with the expectation of only
operating in Lake Michigan or Lake Superior, it is likely that the majority of ports
where sphere construction and loading would occur could still not handle vessels
larger than these dimensions of the Soo Locks without major modifications to the
ports.
An additional factor that would affect deployment and any design requiring a vent-
line (to be discussed further in section 4.6) is ice. Portions of Lake Michigan freeze
during the winter and already necessitates the removal of weather buoys by the US
Coast Guard between December and April (see www.ndbc.noaa.gov under buoys
45002 and 45007).
Nevertheless, Lake Michigan also provides great opportunity for energy storage to
aid in renewable integration (primarily wind in the western portions of the
Midwest-ISO), load-leveling for large load centers near the lake such as Chicago,
Milwaukee, Green Bay and Grand Rapids, and employment opportunities in an area
with a long history of manufacturing and shipbuilding. While the costs and values
provided in section 6.4 may appear daunting, especially when compared to the
other scenarios, the costs may very well come down dramatically as more analysis is
performed and experience gained from deploying spheres in regions that are
initially more economical (i.e., deeper waters closer to shore).
3.4.2 Potential Sites Worldwide
An exhaustive search of supporting depths for wind farm/storage sites worldwide
was beyond the scope of this research. However, some preliminary searches were
conducted for Asia and the Western Mediterranean Sea.
As Figure 3.20 shows, the 5 MW/km 2 assumption used in Table 3.3 for estimating
the wind farm capacity may not be valid for every location. According to Figure 3.20,
the wind densities along the southern coasts of Spain and France appear to be lower
than those assumed by Musial and Ram for US offshore sites. The counterpoint,
however, is that Figure 3.20 is based on average speeds, so the actual capacity along
the coastline may be much different when hourly or 10-min data intervals are
analyzed. Regardless, it provides a useful tool for highlighting potential areas for
wind farms to be studied and exploited first.
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Figure 3.20. European wind resources over open seas. Used with permission from
www.windatlas.dk.
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Figure 3.23. Southern Spain potential wind farm/storage sites (all boxed areas are 300-600m
depths).
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Figure 3.24. Southeast Spain/Southern France potential wind farm/storage sites (all boxed
areas are 300-600m depths).
For Japan, the focus was placed on areas around Tokyo. A second area near Sapporo
Island/Hokkaido was also analyzed based on Japanese interest in offshore wind in
that region. These three locations match fairly well with the higher average wind
speeds shown in Figure 3.25.
Figure 3.25. Wind power distribution over Japan. Used with permission from Liu, Tang, and
Xie, 2008.
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Figure 3.26. Potential wind farm/storage sites near Tokyo. Credit: Melissa Showers, MIT.
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Figure 3.27. Potential wind farm/storage sites near Hokkaido. Credit: Melissa Showers, MIT.
For areas offshore Taiwan, the West coast was identified as too shallow and the East
coast was most likely too deep with a very steep shelf (actual bathymetric charts
were not available; Google Earth was used, so suitable areas on either coast may
have been missed). Thus, the main areas focused on were to the North and to the
South.
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Figure 3.28. Potential wind farm/storage sites near Taiwan.
For areas offshore China, the focus was limited to Hong Kong due to its high
population density and proximity to deeper depths. Due to heavy fishing and
merchant traffic in the area, site de-confliction may become an international
challenge. Areas off the Eastern and Northeaster coasts of China may be excellent
for offshore wind, but the shallow water depths may not provide economically
competitive areas for undersea energy storage. See chapter 7 for analysis on the
effects of storage depth on cost of storage.
Figure 3.29. Potential wind farm/storage site near Hong Kong.
3.4.3 Potential Sites for 110 GW Scenario in United States
A second method of combining storage with offshore wind farms would be to deploy
the storage separately, linking it with the offshore wind farm with a transmission
cable. By separating the storage and wind farm, but still linking them together, the
benefits of storage co-located with the wind farm can be realized but each portion
(storage and wind) can also be placed in the best geographic location. Deeper
depths benefit the storage system, but may not necessarily be a good location for
wind. In some cases, shallow water offshore wind may be more economical.
A much larger offshore wind scenario was generated to further explore this concept.
Wind farms were roughly located near known weather buoys so that capacity
factors measured at the weather buoys (height corrected to 90m) could be applied
to provide reasonably accurate estimates to the cost of electricity. The notional
thumbrule of 5 MW/km 2 was retained for simplicity in order to estimate the total
required wind farm area for a desired capacity, regardless of the capacity factor or
average wind speed measured at the nearest weather buoy. Storage was placed in
relatively flat portions of sea bottom in at least 500m depth, with the exception of
Gulf of Maine, where the deepest depths were 350m, over 200 NM from shore.
Chapter 6 will further discuss the analysis on capital cost vs. depth and distance
which was done prior to creating the scenarios below in order to ensure that
locating storage farms further from shore in deeper water was still an economically
sound decision. The results of the 110 GW study are given in section 6.7.
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Figure 3.32. Northern Gulf of Mexico 10 GW wind farm/storage scenario.
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Figure 3.33. Western Gulf of Mexico 20 GW wind farm/storage scenario.
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Figure 3.34. Southern California 10 GW wind farm/storage scenario.
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Figure 3.35. Northern California 10 GW wind farm/storage scenario.
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4 Design for Manufacturing
The concept described in chapter 3 was promising, but one key issue for making the
concept economically viable is manufacturability: how could thousands of spheres
be made and deployed relatively quickly, economically, and with a good balance of
precision (to ensure assembly and life-time performance are as predicted) and short
manufacturing time-scales (in order to rapidly deploy the spheres, reduce initial
capital investment, and take advantage of economies of scale).
4.1 Stave Joint Design and Assembly Concepts
The original design, shown in Figure 3.2, was a sphere made up of six segments
(referred to as staves, since the concept of construction was similar to barrel staves)
with a conical shell surrounding the sphere to hold additional ballast. When empty
of water, a 25m-diameter sphere of this design required approximately 5000mt of
ballast in order to remain on the bottom of the ocean. The shell thickness was based
on depth of operation and adequate hoop stresses, so for operating at 500m depths,
the thickness of a 25m-diameter sphere shell was 0.4m with a FOS of 1. This did not
include buckling effects, and hence another advantage of the final system where
thicker walled, lower strength concrete is used to also obtain required ballast is that
it provides additional factors of safety for lower hoop stresses and greater buckling
resistance.
Figure 4.1. Original ORES 6-stave concrete sphere design with conical ballast wall. Credit: Alex
Slocum, MIT.
To provide additional strength to each stave while on land and under compression,
ribs were built into the inside of each stave. In order for a single inner mold to pull
out with a minimum of 3-degree draft angle, these ribs could not extend a full 180
degrees (from extreme top to bottom of the sphere). Therefore, top and bottom
caps were added to fully enclose the sphere. The joints between the caps and each
stave were also inspired by barrel staves: one side of the stave had a male portion,
the other side had a female portion, with grout lines in both to provide an adequate
seal and bind pieces together. See Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Detail of male/female joint with grout line and bottom cap. Credit: Alex Slocum,
MIT
The first step in improving manufacturability of the ORES staves was to modify the
design show in Figure 4.1 to be moldable as a single pre-cast unit. The conical base
was modified to a hexagon design for simplicity, draft angles for all surfaces were
added to aid in removing interior pull-molds, upper and lower grout insertion
points were added for all joints, and an access hole into the ballast area (for
inspection and injecting grout) was created in the outer wall.
Figure 4.3. 3D printer models of 1st design iteration, showing access hold to ballast holding
zone and upper grout injection ports (left) and last stave being inserted into sphere assembly
(right). Retaining/stabilizing wall in ballast holding zone is also visible on the right. Credit:
Ruaridh Macdonald, MIT, Guilliome Bettoli, MIT Summer Intern.
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Additionally, the moldings for creating a single stave were highly complex;
stereolithography prototypes were created as a simulation for placing the molds
prior to a concrete pour and were very difficult to precisely align. The male-female
joints also proved difficult to join: two-dimensional prototypes were cut out of
acrylic by waterjet; tests showed that all six staves had to be brought together at
exactly the same time in order to avoid binding or exclusion of one stave (see Figure
4.4). Expecting such exact tolerances and precision from the concrete molds and
assembly of 1,000+ mt staves was thought unrealistic.
Figure 4.4. Two-Dimensional prototypes to test different male-female joint designs. Note
"jammed" segments: 1L (top) and SR (bottom).
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The design was instead modified from male-female joints to female-female joints so
that each stave could be 'slid' into place. The joint would be filled with grout and
perhaps a steel-mesh to add strength and improve the seal. The grout and steel
mesh would provide the watertight seal and additional strength along the stave
edges.
Pictures of this design along with stereolithography prototypes are shown below.
Molds were also created by stereolithography so that pre-cast pieces could be
poured with molding plaster.
Figure 4.5. Isometric, side, and front views of first re-design iteration of ORES stave. Credit:
Guilliome Bettoli, MIT Summer Intern.
Figure 4.6. Further pictures of 1st design iteration, showing central hollow standpipe for
holding top cap in-place during assembly (left) and further bottom cap and lower grout
injection port details (right). Wire is used to hold models together and is representative of
where cabling would go. Credit: Ruaridh Macdonald, MIT, Guilliome Bettoli, MIT Summer
Intern.
Figure 4.7. 3D printer molds for 1st design iteration. Ballast holding zones required complex
side-pull pieces (shown in lower right). Left picture shows inner core with internal rib details.
Credit: Guilliome Bettoli, MIT Summer Intern.
Figure 4.8. Another view of 1st design iteration mold with one side-pull piece removed. Credit:
Guilliome Bettoli, MIT Summer Intern.
While the cost of ballast was relatively low (assumed to be $50/mt), a simple, low-
cost means of loading the ballast was very difficult to envision. If the ballast was
loaded on-land or just offshore, where it would be easier to do, the sphere with
ballast would sink and would require some form of buoyancy module to carry out to
the deployment site. If ballast were loaded at the deployment site, it was
conceivable the sphere could be towed by itself out to sea without additional
buoyancy assistance, but as the ballast was loaded on the surface, the sphere would
sink before all the ballast loading was complete and potentially lead to an
uncontrolled descent to the sea bottom. Alternatively, the sphere could be lowered
in a more controlled manner by flooding the sphere interior with water, and then
ballast could be brought down to the sphere from the surface (most likely via a large
riser to a barge on the surface, almost like the reverse of a dredger, or by lowering
ballast modules). All concepts described above seemed high risk from the outset, so
a plan to simplify the design and ballast problem was sought.
4.2 Stave Simplification Design Process
All methods of loading ballast were felt by the research team to be high-risk.
Additionally, the creation of ballast areas required the utilization of large, side-pull
molds that added to the complexity of the pre-casting process. Therefore, the
concept of a separate ballast area was scrapped. The sphere design was simplified
to look at thin-shells with different types of bases: a small conical base; a conical
base with a single large rib to provide stability up lower, outer section of the stave,
and a cylindrical base with the same diameter as the sphere exterior. Each concept
required different ballasting requirements, but the ballast would be loaded into the
interior of the sphere and a buoyancy module would be designed to carry the sphere
out to sea and lower it to the sea bottom. Alternatively, external ballast cans could
be lowered and attached to the sphere after it was placed on the sea bottom.
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Figure 4.9. Thin-shelled, 2nd design iteration. Credit: Guilliome Bettoli, MIT
A new set of molds were designed to practice casting these designs with molding
plaster; the molds were designed to be able to precast any of the three concepts
with the use of inserts.
Figure 4.10. 3D printer molds for 2nd design iteration. Dark lines are clay used to smooth
surfaces, seal joints, and assist with de-molding. Credit: Alejandro Gupta, Monique Sager, MIT
Summer Interns.
Figure 4.11. Three configurations for outer mold. Small, conical base (left), Single support wall
(middle), full cylindrical base (right). Credit: Alejandro Gupta, Monique Sager, MIT Summer
Interns.
The thin-shelled pre-cast staves were found to be VERY difficult to mold with
plaster. The molds themselves were difficult to separate from the plaster due to
how the 3D printer builds pieces: tiny ribbons of plastic are laid down like rope,
which creates a ridged-texture to the pieces. For any section of the mold not
perfectly vertical or horizontal, these ridges "gripped" the plaster as it set and made
removal of the molds very difficult. Extensive sanding to smooth these surfaces was
attempted but did not fully solve the problem. Additionally, the thin shells broke
very easily during de-molding. Molding plaster was used because it is quite brittle
in order to stress the need for easily-de-moldable designs and simulate some of the
brittleness of concrete.
Figure 4.12. Attempts at molding thin-shelled staves with molding plaster (cylindrical base
and small conical base designs were attempted). Credit: Alejandro Gupta, Monique Sager, MIT
Summer Interns.
Figure 4.13. Additional attempts to mold thin-shelled design with molding plaster. Fractures
occurred during de-molding process. Design features visible on the left (external rib) also
easily fractured. Credit: Alejandro Gupta, Monique Sager, MIT Summer Interns.
Basic Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was performed on various thin shell designs
and highlighted many areas of concern where stresses would exceed the concrete's
tensile strength and cause cracking or collapse when de-molded.10
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Figure 4.14. FEA of thin-shelled, external ribbed shell. Maximum stress exceeds tensile
strength of concrete along inner, upper portions of joints. Credit: Guilliome Bettoli, MIT
Summer Intern.
4.3 Shell Strength and Ballasting Requirements
Due to the size of the ORES spheres, as mentioned earlier, a significant amount of
ballast is required in order to keep the sphere safely anchored onto the bottom of
the sea-floor and provide sufficient ballast for the FWT above. The shell thickness
must be sufficient to handle the hydrostatic pressure at the sphere's water depth. A
shallower water depth requires a thinner shell, while deeper depths would require a
thicker shell. However, if the shell was made thick enough to also act as sufficient
10 Concrete is often viewed as having little to no tensile strength but the tensile strength of concrete
can be assumed to be approximately 10% of its compressive strength (MacGregor & Wight, 2005).
38MPa or 5000 psi compressive strength concrete was used for all analysis.
ballast, it would likely be thick enough to handle hydrostatic pressure and to handle
stresses while free-standing during gravity. What follows is the sequence of
equations used to determine the minimum thickness of shell to meet the ballasting
requirements.
Maximum safe depth is a function of the concrete strength, sphere's inner radius,
shell thickness, and Factor of Safety:
(3)11d = 100[ ma]-S[MPa]-2t[m]
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Figure 4.15. Maximum operating depth versus shell thickness using equation (3).
Ballast requirements needed to be determined by estimating the total displacement
of the sphere (based on the volume of the sphere and a small, conical base) and the
total weight of the sphere (based on the volume of concrete). In order for the
11 Where FOS (Factor of Safety) = 1.5, 100 is conversion from M Pa to meters depth, S is Compressive
Strength of concrete in MPa, t is shell thickness in meters, and rinner is inner radius in meters.
sphere to remain on the bottom of the ocean and still provide sufficient ballast for
the FWT, its weight had to be 500MT greater than its displacement. The interior
volume was determined from the desired energy storage, using Equation (1). The
inner radius was determined from this interior volume, Vinner:
rinner = 3 3 -Vinner (4)
The volume of shell, Vshel, volume of base, Vbase, and displacement, D, however,
requires knowledge of the shell thickness.
Vshell = 4r((rinner + t) 3 - ri3nner) (5)
The volume of the base was calculated from a cone of height 2 (rinner+t) and base of
2 (rinner+t) intersecting a sphere of radius rinner+t. The equation for the resulting
shape (shown in 2-D form in orange in Figure 4.16) is given in equation (6):
Vbase = 14-n7(rinner+t)3  (6)75
Base is orange-portion of
cone below sphere
Figure 4.16. 2-D representation of how conical base was sized and its volume calculated.
Conical base is solid concrete whose weight is accounted for in estimating required thickness,
as shown in Equations (7) and (8).
The weight and displacement of the resulting sphere with conical base is given by
equations (7) and (8):
Wt = (shell + Vbase)Pconcrete + Wtbasepiate = A + Ballast (7)12
12 p concrete is 2400 kg/m 3, Wtbasepate is calculated by multiplying Psteel, 7400 kg/m 3, by the volume of a
10-cm thick steel plate with diameter equal to the outer diameter of the base.
A=(Vbase + 47W(Tiner +t) 3) PSW (8)
Shell thickness, t, in equations (5) - (8) was solved using 'fsolve' in Matlabo.
Graphically, Figure 4.17 shows the increase in weight and minimum shell thickness
required for a sphere with sufficient excess ballast. Looking back at Figure 4.15 again
with the required shell thickness for 500 mt of excess ballast (approximately 1.95m)
corresponds to a maximum safe depth of approximately 700m using 34.5MPa
(5000psi) concrete and a Factor of Safety of 1.5. Since this is in excess of where
ORES is currently envisioned of being deployed (though this could certainly change
as experience in deploying ORES and FWTs builds in the future), this thicker-shelled
design provides an extra Factor of Safety or allows for the use of lower-strength
(and thus cheaper) concrete with the same Factor of Safety.
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Ballast vs Shell Thickness
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Figure 4.17. Excess Ballast vs Shell Thickness
By increasing the thickness of the entire stave shell, the challenges brought about by
attempting to de-mold thin, fragile shells, concerns over each stave's strength under
gravity, and the continuing problem of how to efficiently and cheaply load ballast
were solved. In essence, the concrete would now act as ballast. While concrete is
more expensive per ton than rock or gravel ballast, the simplicity of design and
assembly, removal of a separate ballasting procedure, and increased strength from a
thicker shell were of much greater benefit.
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Figure 4.18. Final six-stave, thick shelled design. Credit: Guilliome Bettoli, MIT Summer Intern.
-4 1 i e-fenale join
Grout Injection ports
Figure 4.19. Close-up of thick-shelled stave design. Credit: Guilliome Bettoli, MIT Summer
Intern.
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Figure 4.20. Successful castings of thick-shelled stave design. Credit: Alejandro Gupta,
Monique Sager, MIT Summer Interns.
The concept of using six staves was retained. However, when Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) was performed on an individual stave under gravity loading (as a
simulation for when the barrel stave was removed from its mold and moved
towards an assembly area), the Von Mises stresses along the edges and outside of
the shell were still very close or exceeded 10% of the compressive pressure of the
concrete (Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.21. Stress analysis on thick-walled six-stave section. Purple/dark sections mid-way
up interior of joint faces were more than double tensile strength of concrete. Credit: Guilliome
Bettoli, MIT Summer Intern.
Additionally, a realistic procedure could not be developed for installing the top and
bottom caps. The most reasonable concept involved building a standpipe
(approximately 24m tall for a 25m-diameter sphere) that would rest on the bottom
plate and hold the top plate. The standpipe would have holes in the bottom to allow
water to flow in & out. Nevertheless, the idea of lifting a -10m diameter top cap on
top of a 24m tall standpipe was far too risky and costly, even in conceptual stages.
Designs were evaluated where the top cap was eliminated by extending the stave
almost 180 degrees (from bottom to top) with a small hole remaining for the
pump/turbine unit. However, the von Mises stresses were, predictably, much
greater due to this greater overhang and the top portion of the stave would almost
certainly break off and fall during de-molding.
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inlet for pump/
turbine impeller shaft
-- T op cap
Standpipe
(part of pump/
turbine)
Bottom cap
4 support legs to hold/stabihze standpipe to
bottom cap (repeated for top cap, not visible
here)
Figure 4.22 Concept drawing of stand-pipe holding top cap up prior to sphere assembly (left).
Thick-shelled 6-stave design, created with molding plaster with window showing standpipe
holding top cap in place (right, credit: Ruaridh Macdonald, MIT; Alejandro Gupta, Monique
Sager, MIT Summer Interns).
4.4 Hemispherical Design
A hemispherical design was ultimately created due to the many concerns brought
up in the sections above, including the complexity of assembly, risks of installing top
and bottom caps, and risk of collapse of the stave itself between de-molding and
assembly. The idea of a two-piece mold was retained and the challenges of draft
angles for the inner mold were addressed with small prototypes; preliminary
results have shown that a release agent easily allows the inner core of the mold to
be pulled out without difficulty. The full-scale molds will essentially be two
reinforced hemispheres of differing diameter curvature that seal together to hold
the concrete as it sets. Pouring is envisioned to occur at the top, allowing the
concrete to flow down into the hemispheres (see Figures 4.31 and 4.33).
The need for top and bottom caps was eliminated, with only a small hole retained
for the pump/turbine unit. Female-female joints were retained to seal the two
hemispheres together and the hemisphere allows for a complete, 360-degree seal
between the hemisphere pieces. The grout is to be injected from the top (alternate
methods are possible) and allowed to flow down to the bottom to fill up the joint
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void. The thick-shell concept was also retained to provide additional hoop strength,
buckling resistance, and sufficient ballast when empty of water. A simple conical
base allows the spheres to rest on the sea bottom with at least a 10% gradient.
To facilitate manufacturing, the bottom of each hemisphere is a steel plate that
initially acts as part of the mold during casting and becomes part of the hemisphere
afterwards; the exact design of the steel plate is ongoing, but its envisioned to
provide structural strength for supporting the hemisphere/completed sphere on
land, provide attachment points for holding buoyancy modules or cables for
lowering from a barge, and provide attachment points for the FWT anchoring lines
and power cables.
Mooring Line,
Pump/Turbine Unit & Power Cable Leading to 1 leg of
Tension Leg Platform
Grout Line
*Filled when hemispheres brought together
Boss Plates, connected to Steel Based Plate underneath -corrosion-resistant cables (not shown)
assist with grout to keep hemispheres
together and seal the single joint
Figure 4.23. ORES hemisphere concept showing mooring connections, pump/turbine unit (not
to scale) and grout line.
The design of the bottom of the hemisphere is of vital importance as it acts as the
primary anchoring point for the FWT. The underside of the plate must be able to
remain anchored in the soil under dynamic loading conditions while minimizing the
transference of any stresses to the concrete and resist movement of the sphere due
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to any underwater currents that may be present. The concrete of the sphere, as far
as the anchoring points in the baseplate are concerned, only act as the weight to
embed the anchors firmly into the soil. The base plate must also be able to hold the
entire sphere structure during the wave motions and dynamic stresses of towing;
the current concepts are to either load the spheres onto barges and lower them
through a moon-pool or attach large buoyancy modules to either side of the sphere.
Figure 4.24. Baseplate design, showing flukes on bottom for anchoring and attachment points
for lowering and mooring floating wind turbines (left). Exaggerated view of T-beam
stiffeners, which act as bond with concrete that gets poured on top of it, shown on right.
Alternate concepts for a base plate are possible; an advantage to this concept is the
flat plate, stiffeners and flukes can be cut with automated equipment, and in the case
of the stiffeners, can be welded onto the plate with automated equipment.
Figure 4.25. Examples of automated stiffener installing (left) and welding equipment (right).
Source: www.ship-technologv.com
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4.5 Initial Finite Element Analysis of the Hemisphere
The FEA on a hemisphere concept under gravity (which simulates when the shell is
removed from its mold) is shown below. Compared to Figure 4.21 above, stresses
along the shell and edges were greatly reduced. The assembly sequence was also
greatly simplified; essentially, the two hemispheres are brought together and grout
can be injected into two ports in the top (see Figure 4.23).
Figure 4.26 shows the effects of gravity alone on the hemisphere to reflect how the
sphere behaves while on land prior to assembly. Concrete was used as the material
(a specific Self-consolidating steel fiber reinforced concrete (SC-SFRC) blend has not
yet been analyzed). While this analysis incorporated fairly basic FEA, it provides
initial confidence that the thick-shelled, hemispherical concept will be safe and
stable when de-molded.
Figure 4.26. Free-standing hemisphere displacement (left) and maximum stresses (right) due
to gravity alone. Maximum von Mises stress along the outer interface with the conical base is
approximately 2.9 MPa, less than 10% of compressive strength of concrete being analyzed.
Figure 4.27 shows stresses and displacement of the assembled sphere under
pressure of 500m depth and with a interior buoyant force equivalent to the fully-
charged (empty of water) state. The interior stresses appear to be the greatest;
further analysis is required to determine if the von Mises stresses displayed will
lead to cracking. Encouragingly, the stresses between the sphere and the base
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appear to be relatively low; it was an initial concern that the buoyant forces would
be excessive at that point. Great care was taken to make the transition between the
spherical shell and the conical base as smooth as possible to limit stress
concentration and that appears to have been successful.
Figure 4.27. Full sphere (cut-away view) at 500m depth in maximum buoyancy condition.
Displacement (left) and maximum stresses (right) are displayed. Maximum displacement was
1.5mm, maximum stress was compressive 24 MPa in the interior surface of the sphere, on the
opposite side of the cable-way feature, half-way up. Modification of cableway may reduce
these stresses.
The maximum vertical displacement for the assembled sphere, shown on the left of
Figure 4.26, appears to be less than the vertical displacement of the free-standing
hemisphere, shown on the left of Figure 4.27, although both displacements are on
the order of millimeters.
On the free-standing hemisphere, the joint-side (or inside) of the hemisphere is not
constrained and has more freedom of movement; the center of gravity of the
hemisphere causes the shell to displace outwards. The final hemisphere design may
either require an assembly preparation phase that "shaves" the joint into a more
vertical plane prior to assembly, or a mold-design that produces a hemisphere that
settles into a vertical position. The economic model described in chapter 6 assumes
two days for assembly preparation that would allow time for making the joint-line
perfectly vertical. A design that removes this requirement entirely through a
cleverer mold design would save time in assembly preparation and decrease the
total time and labor for sphere production and the total number of molds required..
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Further analysis incorporating SC-SFRC characteristics with more advanced FEA
code, similar to thick-shelled spherical code described in (Pereira, 2008) and others,
is required prior to building larger prototypes, but initial results with basic concrete
parameters are promising and show the concept of using a concrete sphere is valid
and ultimately manufacturable. Additional analysis should account for the variation
in fiber orientation and potential clumping that may occur with SFRC; such effects
can have a negative effect on the performance of SFRC (Grunewald, 2009).
Figure 4.28. Full sphere (cut-away view) showing portions where fatigue failure likely to
occur first: blue/darkest bands on interior of sphere near middle of sphere and near top of
conical base.
Figure 4.28 shows the probable failure points due to cyclic loading. SC-SFRC fatigue
characteristics have not yet been analyzed, so steel fatigue characteristics were used
for illustrative purposes. The analysis shows the locations where failure would
likely occur first (along the inside of the sphere at the greatest diameter and where
the spherical section joins the conical base) and thus where extra care in design and
SC-SFRC layup may be required.
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4.6 Vent Line and Vent-less Design Analysis and Considerations
The initial concept for the ORES sphere assumed the design would have no vent line
to the surface. The sphere would be filled with water upon lowering to the sea
bottom and a pump would draw the water out during 'charging', creating a vacuum
in the sphere. The vacuum would be filled with water vapor at a pressure equal to
the vapor pressure of water for the temperature of the water in the sphere (which
was assumed to equal the temperature of water surrounding the sphere; assumed to
be 5*C for all analysis).
4.6.1 Vent Line Calculations
Concerns with the ventless concept mostly focus on the pump/turbine design. A
centrifugal pump that might be optimal as a turbine would likely have difficulty
pumping water out of an unvented sphere. Severe cavitation inside the pump would
prevent any water from getting pumped and would cause serious damage to the
impeller. A positive displacement pump could be used, with either a completely
separate turbine and generator, or a separate turbine with gearbox and clutch to
share a motor-generator, to generate electricity during 'discharging'. There still
remained a question as to the overall efficiency of pumping a complete vacuum and
the speed of which the sphere could be evacuated.
Therefore, a vented design was considered. In this concept, a vent line is coupled
with the transmission line from the floating wind turbine above. The top of the vent
line would be relatively high up on the floating wind turbine (above wave
conditions) and would keep the interior of the sphere near 1 atmosphere, or
101,300 Pa. The actual pressure in the sphere would be greater due to the pressure
head of air above the sphere. For a sphere at 500m, the pressure inside the sphere
would then be approximately 107,000 kPa, approximately 6% greater pressure than
at sea level.
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A concept where the spheres are deployed in a 'storage-only' configuration was also
considered. In this concept, the vent lines were clustered up to a spar buoy on the
surface. The spar buoy would be engineered to remain relatively motionless
through most weather conditions and would provide a filter to prevent unwanted
debris (or birds) from being stuck in the vent lines.
A picture of the storage-only concept is shown in Figure 4.29. The spheres can be
located fairly close to each other, though room is likely required for safely landing
spheres from above and for routing power cables. If vent lines are deemed
necessary for maximum efficiency, one idea is to build a simple spar buoy with a
hollow interior. The vent lines for a number of spheres (50 to 100 are assumed in
our current economic model) are collected into the spar buoy to allow air to flow in
and out from one location. A protective screen at the top of the spar buoy prevents
avian or other material from being ingested into the vent lines. The spar buoy
would have to be large and robust enough to remain stable during 100-year waves
and tall enough above the waterline to minimize green water over the protective
screen at the top of the buoy. Calculations for sizing the spar buoy have not been
conducted at this time other than minimum interior diameter estimations.
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Air flow in/out of spar
buoy during sphere
Grated protective charging/discharging
vent covering at topC m i o o t BCommunication/Control Box
Figure 4.29. Storage farm concept, with vent lines routed individually to a spar-buoy on the
surface. (NOT TO SCALE)
Some concerns with vent-lines are given at the end of this section. Nevertheless,
some initial analysis was conducted to estimate the costs of a vent line per meter
length and what effects the vent line had on the operations of the sphere.
As Figure 4.30 shows, the interior diameter for the vent lines in many of the
scenarios is approximately 10cm or less. A quick estimation on the cross-sectional
area required for the spar buoy is to add up the cross-sectional areas for the number
of vent lines routed to each buoy. If a nominal one hundred spheres are connected
to each spar buoy, then the interior diameter of the spar buoy should be 1m to
adequately handle the airflow. The cost of connecting one hundred vent lines up to
the spar buoy must then be compared to the cost of a single riser approximately 1m
in diameter extending down to the depth of spheres. This cost analysis is a further
research item and again hinges on the requirement for vent lines for the storage-
only concept.
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Of note during the economic analysis was the negligible effect the cost of the spar
buoys had on the overall cost. The initial cost per buoy was set at $15M. Little time
was spent estimating a more accurate spar buoy cost, but the negligible percentage
it contributes to the overall cost of storage provided us with confidence that our
spar buoy cost estimates could remain a very rough order of magnitude and not
significantly affect the overall costs or Cost of Storage. Doubling the initial spar
buoy cost increases the Cost of Storage for all scenarios by 3% or less than 0.5
c/kWh.
To ensure the vent line is properly sized, calculations were performed to estimate
the pressure drop along the vent line during maximum discharge operations, when
the storage sphere is allowing water in at its design rating. Ideally, the volumetric
airflow exiting through the vent line is equal to the airflow entering through the
turbine. In other words, it is undesirable for the air to be compressed as this will
form a back-pressure against the in-flow of water, lessening the kinetic force of
water flowing through the turbine and decreasing the turbine efficiency and power
output.
Poiseuille's Law for compressible fluids was used for a first-order approximation of
the differential pressure for a given airflow rate. The airflow was estimated by the
economic analysis model and was defined as:
_ Vsphere (9)13
Hrsstorage-3 6 0 0
Poiseuille's equation for compressible fluids is:
rR4 Piz-P61
air 1677L ( PO (
With one equation and two unknown (radius of the vent line and internal pressure
developed during sphere discharge), the radius was varied from 1cm to 100cm to
13 Where Vair is in m3/sec.
14 Where R is inner radius of the vent line, q is dynamic viscosity of air (2x10-5 kg/m-s), L is the length
of the vent line (ie, approximate depth of the sphere), Pi is the inlet pressure in Pa (measured at the
interior of the sphere during discharge), and P0 is the outlet pressure in Pa (101,000 Pa or 1 atm).
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estimate the inlet pressure, Pi. For pumping operations, the equation was solved for
Po to ensure adequate Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) would be maintained. An
approximation of minimum NPSH is described after equation (11) below.
x 10s Effects of Vent Line Size on Sphere Internal Pressures
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Figure 4.30. Sphere Internal Pressure vs. Vent Line Size. Minimum radius was set when
charging interior pressure was within 900 Pa (the vapor pressure of water at 5C) of 1 atm
Approximately 4.5cm radius in this example.
Poiseuille's equation alone does not account for the pressure already in the sphere
due to the height of the vent line but was instead used to ensure the vent line was
not TOO small. Therefore, the equation and graphs above should be considered
conservative estimates.
For pumping operations, the pressure inside the sphere must be sufficient for a Net
Positive Suction Head, Absolute (NPSHA) greater than the pump's required NPSHR.
The pump has not been designed yet, so maximizing NPSHA is desired.
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NPSHA = Psphere - hz ' Ywater - Pvapor (11)15
Using the values defined in the footnote, NPSHA is 106,230 Pa (or 900 Pa below
Psphere). Therefore, the vent line must be large enough to limit the differential
pressure to 900 Pa at maximum pumping rate. The maximum pumping rate is
assumed to be the same or close to the maximum airflow during discharge
operations.
Increasing the internal radius of the vent line allows the sphere to discharge air at a
lower pressure that increases its effective storage. However, larger diameter vent
lines require ever-thicker walls to prevent collapse due to sea pressure; further
cost-benefit analysis is required to optimize the diameter of the vent lines.
To determine the collapse pressure for a thick-walled cylinder of given diameter
(thick-walled is defined here as diameter/thickness < 10), the following equation
given by (Verner, Langner, & Reifel, 1985) is used:
Pe = 2E 1(1 - v2)(D/t - 1) (12)16
A Factor of Safety (FOS) of 3 was also applied to account for simplifications and
likely ovalization of the vent line as it gently curves from the surface into the sphere.
The results (utilizing PVC as the material) are shown below:
15 Where Psphere is calculated to be 107,130 Pa at 500m depth, hz is the height between the impeller
and lowest level of water (assumed to be 0 meters), y is the specific weight of seawater, 10100 N/m3 ,
and Pvapor is the vapor pressure of water at 5C, 900 Pa.
16 Where Pe is the bifurcation or collapse pressure of the pipe, E is Young's Modules (200 GPa for
steel, 40 GPa for GFRP, 0.4 GPa for PVC), v is Poisson's Ratio (0.3 for steel and GFRP, 0.4 for PVC), D is
the pipe outer diameter, in meters, t is the pipe thickness in meters.
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Table 4.1. Vent line parameters for wind farm and storage scenarios studied in chapter 6.
New LA wind San Hong LA San Fran San Hawaii
England farm Fran Kong storage storage Diego storage
wind wind wind storage
farm farm farm
Depth 220 500 500 300 890 500 500 500
[m]
Storage 6 10 10 8 10 10 10 6
[hrs]
Air flow
per .57 .31 .31 .41 .23 .32 .32 .31sphere
[m3/s]
Inner
diameter .102 .108 .108 .098 .116 .110 .110 .110
Thickness .015 .020 .020 .016 .027 .021 .021 .021
[m]
Cost/m 100.90 176.40 176.40 111.90 301.40 182.20 182.20 182.20
Further study of vent line materials remains a high priority in our research. For this
stage of research, PVC was picked for three reasons: corrosion resistance, easily on-
line accessible information on diameter and thicknesses with prices, and it the
potential to be more easier manufactured into very long, continuous pipes. The
price per meter of PVC was extrapolated from cost data collected on PVC pipes with
varying thicknesses; this data can be found in Appendix E and F under the
"COSfun3.m" or "COSfun4.m" portions of code, respectively.
This procedure was repeated for every scenario to provide an estimated cost/meter
for the vent line. The costs for preparing and installing the vent line at the
deployment site were not calculated separately. It was assumed for the wind farm
that the vent line would be installed with the power cable that goes between the
storage spheres and floating wind turbine, so the installation costs for the vent line
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were included in those costs. For a storage-only farm, the cost of installing the vent
line was assumed to be included with the spar buoy cost.
While the above calculations are fairly simple, they provided a first-order
approximation for dimensions and costs for the vent line that appeared reasonable
and technically achievable. Under the Simulation section, the vent line costs were
found to be a very small percentage of the total costs of the storage system, so even
if the estimates are off by a factor of ten, the final Cost of Storage for a wind farm
would increase by less than 10%.
When vent line costs are added to the wind farm scenarios, Cost of Electricity and
Cost of Storage increased by only 0.5 - 1.5%. When vent line and spar buoy costs
were added to the storage-only scenarios, Cost of Storage increased by 2% except
for the Los Angeles 890m-deep scenario, where Cost of Storage increased by 9% due
to the thicker and longer vent line required. These increases don't take into account
additional deployment assets required to reel the vent line to the spheres and
complete hook-ups, though it was presumed an ROV used to hook-up the power
cables would also hook-up the vent line. In fact, the vent line may act as a long,
buoyant chamber when coupled with the power cable to lessen the stresses of the
power cable's weight on the FWT's connection point. The net buoyancy of the vent
line varied with depth and vent line diameter, but was typically on the order of 5mt.
The power cables to each sphere are likely on the order of 20mt based on data from
Statoil's HyWind FWT prototype, scaled for the deeper depths and lower power
required to each sphere (Somerville, 2010).
Further testing is warranted to verify the affects of different discharge and pumping
rates on pressure within the sphere, pump and turbine efficiencies, and total energy
storage for a given depth and sphere size. Additionally, the near-term testing plan
for a 1m-diameter prototype includes pumping and discharging without a vent line
(with centrifugal and positives displacement pumps) to analyze if removal of the
vent line is warranted and still most economical. Removing the requirement for a
vent line, for a storage-only scenario, removes the requirement for any type of spar
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buoy or other device to collect the vent lines. Doing so could reduce the total price
of storage by simplifying the design, manufacturing, and deployment of the spheres
and could greatly improve the marketability and deconfliction of the storage-only
concept by making it entirely invisible from the surface.
For wind farms with storage, the floating wind turbine would act as the collection
point for their respective vent lines. The vent line, power cable, and mooring line
could potentially be coupled together for ease of deployment and hook-up. The vent
line for multiple spheres may either come together to lead to fewer, larger vent lines
up to the spar buoy/FWT, or the individual vent lines may all go to the surface;
further analysis of the costs of larger diameter vent lines vs. installation and
deployment costs of more, lengthy individual vent lines remains to be done. The
current thought is to have each sphere's vent line routed to the surface; if a fault
occurs anywhere in a vent line, all the spheres linked to it will be rendered
inoperable and potentially irreparable.
A full cost- and lifecycle-analysis of PVC versus other materials has not yet been
conducted and will most likely be done after further analysis on the technical
requirements for a vent line have been completed.
4.6.2 Ventless Calculations
Removing the vent line saves approximately 0.5-1.5% on the COE for the wind farm
scenarios and 2-9% on the COS for the storage-only scenarios.
Installing a vent-line appears to be feasible and provides some benefits for
simplified pump/turbine construction and consistent pump/turbine performance.
Some concerns over the vent-line concept included:
1. Manufacturing and deployment of hundreds of meters of piping
during sphere installation.
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2. Lifecycle Maintenance of the vent lines (i.e., durability, expected
lifetime, replacement and preventative maintenance)
3. As depth increases, for a given amount of energy storage, the
thickness and the cost of the vent line were predicted to increase
rapidly. See Figure 4.31.
Cost per kWh for Vent-line and ventless designs vs. depth kWhb
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Figure 4.31. Cost per kWh (left) and difference (right) between vent-line and ventless designs
vs. depth of spheres.
4. For the storage-only concept, a means of keeping the vent line
exposed to the atmosphere is required. The concept shown in Figure
4.30 shows a small spar buoy attached to a series of spheres. A buoy
with an interior diameter of approximately 1m could supply
approximately 50 spheres with vent lines of 7-8cm diameter,
assuming a simple sum of cross-sectional areas. However, the spar
buoy is another device that must be designed, tested, deployed, and
maintained. It also presents another hazard to shipping, an
obstruction for fishing (more precisely, the multiple vent lines rising
to the spar buoy present an obstruction to fishing), and a potential
visual impact issue for storage scenarios close to shore.
Thus, two ventless concepts were explored. One is to maintain the sphere filled
with water. As the water is pumped out, water vapor will fill the void created (at
approximately 900 Pa for 5C water). The other concept is to initially fill the sphere
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with water until a bubble at latm remains. As the sphere is pumped out, the bubble
expands and will be approximately 1/20th atm (or 5,000 Pa) when empty of water.
5,000 Pa was felt to be a safe margin to water vapor pressure for cavitation
concerns. When water flows back in through a turbine, the air bubble compresses
again to 1 atm then water flow is stopped to maintain the bubble pressure constant.
Air was treated as an ideal gas in these estimations. Additionally, due to the
relatively slow charge and discharge rates (ten hours for most simulations), the
problem was treated as isothermal. The following equation was used:
PfVf = Pi V Equation (13)17
Vf was found to be approximately 3% of the sphere volume, meaning 3% less total
energy can be stored in the sphere in order to prevent the air bubble from exceeding
1 atm when the sphere is filled with water. This reduction in useable volume for
energy storage was accounted for by multiplying 0.95 (a more conservative factor)
times the sphere volume in the simulation models.
Some advantages of the vent-less design include:
1. Simpler and faster deployment. Without a vent-line to be installed,
there is one less reel of material for each sphere that must be
transported out to-sea, installed onto the sphere and installed onto
the FWT or spar buoy. ROV requirements and operating time can be
suitably reduced.
2. Reduced sea-surface impact. For storage-only scenarios, conflict with
shipping, shallow-water fishing and other users of the water space can
be reduced or eliminated because there are no spare buoys. For wind
farms where storage is co-located with the wind turbines, there is no
change.
17 Where Pf= 101,300 Pa, Pi = 5,000 Pa, and Vi = 99% of the sphere volume. The amount of water in
the bottom of the sphere is assumed to be approximately 1% of the sphere volume in order to still
cover the pump impeller.
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3. Any damage to the vent-line could cause flooding into the sphere and
take a sphere (or bank of spheres hooked up to one vent-line) out of
service, potentially permanently. A vent-less design avoids this
additional risk.
Some disadvantages of a vent-less design include:
1. Greater concern with pump cavitation. This could be mitigated with a
positive displacement pump or by limiting how low the minimum
pressure gets when the sphere is pumped empty.
2. Greater control required to prevent the interior of the sphere from
equalizing with external sea pressure.
3. If a fault occurs during discharge and the sphere's pressure rises
above 1 atm (i.e. the bubble collapses), a means to pump the water
back out of the sphere must be retained, which increases the
complexity of the pump.
4.7 Manufacturing and Assembly Concept of Operations
To capture economies of scale with the manufacture of thousands of spheres, the
manufacturing site requires an efficient means of:
1. Collecting the raw materials and components for the spheres,
including fly ash, aggregate for the concrete, steel for the baseplates,
corrosion-resistant cable to aid in holding the spheres together,
power cabling, and the pump/turbine units;
2. Mass-production pre-casting of each hemisphere, envisioned to be a
single-pour into re-usable molds;
3. Assembly of the spheres;
4. Installation (and testing) of the pump/turbine units; and
5. Transportation of the spheres to their offshore site of operations.
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What is currently envisioned is a large assembly line, where two-piece molds are
rotated through various stations for cleaning, preparation, assembly and concrete
pouring, and the cured hemispheres/assembled spheres are rotated through
various stations for cleaning, assembly preparation, assembly, equipment
installation, testing, and then deployed to-sea. Deployment concepts will be
discussed in more detail in the next section.
As Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33 show, a potentially large area may be
required for manufacturing the storage spheres. Some of the major factors that
may drive selection of manufacturing sites include:
1. Sufficient acreage for lay-down areas, on-site mold assembly, on-site
buoyancy module assembly, segment curing and sphere assembly. For an
example where 2,400 spheres are built and deployed in five years,
approximately two spheres must be manufactured, assembled, and
launched every day;
2. Sufficient channel width to allow for 40m+ wide barges or spheres with
buoyancy modules attached to safely clear;
3. Sufficiently long quay for loading spheres onto 170m+ barges. If
buoyancy modules or pontoons are used, a marine railway for launching
the spheres with attached buoyancy modules;
4. Maximum depth channel to minimize the size of barges required to tow
through the channel (depths between 8m and 12m have been evaluated).
Storage capital costs increase by approximately 2% for every 2m
shallower channel due to the increased size of barge or buoyancy module
required to lift the large spheres;
5. Proximity to concrete supplier by railway or barge
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a. For the basic scenario where a 3 GW, 10-hr storage farm is built in
five years, 40,000 mt of concrete is required per day. If multiple
manufacturing sites are being used to produce this size storage
farm, each manufacturing site would require proportionally less
concrete.
b. These numbers may seem significant, but it should be noted that
in the United States, it is estimated that approximately 1 billion
tons of concrete are used every year, so the amounts listed above
constitutes at most at additional 1% of the total concrete
production in the US every day. Ensuring that that amount can be
supplied to the manufacturing sites every day will certainly be a
challenge, but one that has been met in the past with examples like
the Hoover Dam and US Liberty ship production in World War II.
6. Proximity to coal plants for utilization of fly ash in concrete; and
7. Proximity to precision manufacturing sites for rapid delivery of
pump/turbine units.
The cost of the modifications to a manufacturing site required to meet some or all of
the above criteria were not estimated for this paper but will be addressed in future
research.
Mold Prep
Mold Assembiy
Mold Clean
Pour menDe-cld/Cleari Segment
Assembly prep7-Day Cure asn a asml concept o a cr
Figure 4.32, Storage sphere casting and assembly concept of manufacturing
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Transporter Modules Crane for grout injection and
(one per hemisphere) pump/turbine installation
Load onto barge
Removal from molds \
Concrete Material
Final assembly Curing collection area
Hemisphere Cleaning/
Assembly Prep
Mold Cleaning Mold Assembly/
Base plate installation
Figure 4.33. Storage sphere casting and assembly concept of manufacturing (alternate view).
Blue block arrows on right show path of mold assemblies, orange block arrows on left show
path of hemispheres and assembled spheres. Credit: Gokhan Dundar.
The current manufacturing concept consists of the following areas, with the time
duration spent in each area described:
1. Mold Assembly/Baseplate installation - the inner and outer mold
pieces are assembled together with a baseplate that is most likely
fabricated next to the assembly location.
a. Duration: 3 days.
b. Range: 2 - 4 days.
2. Pouring - concrete materials are delivered and mixed in very large
batch plants that can prepare and pour the concrete in a single pour.
25m-diameter spheres require approximately 5,000 mt of concrete to
be pour continuously. The batch plant must be located near a rail line
or pier for offloading the thousands of tons of aggregate, cement, fly
ash, steel fibers, and other materials required for large-scale
production.
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a. Duration: The pour rate is assumed to be 100 m 3/hour; 25m-
diameter hemispheres take approximately 44 hours to pour, 30m-
diameter hemispheres take approximately 80 hours to pour.
b. Range: None.
3. Curing - once poured, the hemispheres are positioned aside to allow
the concrete to cure. Curing time varies with temperature, moisture,
and desired strength prior to de-molding (MacGregor & Wight, 2005).
The molds can be stored stationary, or positioned on a much slower-
moving assembly line to the next station. If steam-curing or higher
curing temperatures are required (in manufacturing sites set in drier
and/or colder climates, steam-curing) and electric heating equipment
(including a source of water) must be available at this area.
a. Duration: 7 days
b. Range: 4-10days
4. De-molding - the inner and outer molds are removed from the
hemisphere and transported to be cleaned. The hemisphere is
transported further for cleaning and assembly preparation. De-
molding may require hydraulics, so properly sized hydraulic power
source and hydraulic repair equipment must be staged at this area.
a. Duration: 2 days
b. Range: 1 - 3 days
5. Mold Cleaning - any residual concrete and release agent is cleaned in
an area compliant with environmental regulations. Even though the
concrete is to be environmentally benign, care must be taken to
ensure hazardous materials are not in the release agent. High-
pressure water and air must be staged in this area.
a. Duration: 2 days
b. Range: 1 - 3 days
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6. Mold Preparation - release agent is applied to the molds and any
minor repairs are made prior to assembly. Release agent and
metalworking materials must be staged at this area.
a. Duration: 2 days
b. Range: 1 - 3 days
7. Hemisphere Cleaning/Inspection - similar to mold cleaning, any
release agent is cleaned off of the hemisphere. Inspections look for
any cracks or other manufacturing defects that would preclude use of
the hemisphere in assembly. Female joints and grout injection ports
are cleared of any restrictive excess concrete. High pressure
water/air and man-lifts must be staged at this area.
a. Duration: 2 days.
b. Range: 1 - 3 days
8. Hemisphere Assembly Preparation - the joint edges are leveled so
they will be vertical and match with the other hemisphere within a
given tolerance. Internal sensors and any required smaller
equipment are mounted in the interior of the hemisphere. If a steel
reinforcement bar or mesh assembly is required to be part of the joint,
it is installed here. The vertical pipe and impeller for the
pump/turbine may need to be partially installed in order to reduced
the size of crane required. Man-lifts with concrete working tools and
metal working tools and materials for making rebar mesh must be
staged here.
a. Duration: 3 days
b. Range: 2-4 days
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9. Sphere Assembly - two hemispheres are brought together. The
baseplates may be welded for increased structural integrity. Metal
working and welding equipment may be staged here.
a. Duration: 3 days
b. Range: 2- 4 days
10. Sphere Grout Injection/Cabling - corrosion-resistant cabling, used for
increased structural integrity on the sphere, is installed three
locations: near the base, at mid-body, and near the pump/turbine unit
boss. Grout is injected into two injection ports at the top of the sphere.
a. Duration: 3 days
b. Range: 2- 4 days
11. Final Assembly - the pump/turbine unit, and additional
sensors/valves/piping/etc. are installed and tested. These higher-
precision items must be staged here.
a. Duration: 3 days
b. Range: 2- 4 days
12. Deployment - the fully assembled sphere is loaded onto a barge or
other type of buoyancy device and brought to a nearby pier for final
preparations. Rigging equipment must be staged here.
a. Duration: 3 days
b. Range: 2- 4 days
13. Voyage Preparation - once the spheres are location on a barge,
additional preparations may be required to ensure they are safely
fastened to the barge. Metalworking tools and materials must be
staged here.
a. Duration: 2 days
b. Range: 1 - 3 days
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A large factor in selecting and developing a manufacturing site is the consideration
for how the hemispheres and assembled spheres will be transported. 25m-diameter
spheres weigh approximately 10,000 mt total; each hemisphere weighs 5,000 mt.
While shipbuilders and large construction projects often move such heavy objects as
part of large projects, an ORES manufacturing site will require moving multiple
hemisphere and spheres every day. Perhaps the best industry to learn from would
be shipbuilding in Korea or China, where companies such as Hyundai Heavy
Industries (HHI) assemble large numbers of large-displacement ships every year.
HHI in particular consumes 2.6 million tons of steel plate annually, nearly 7,500 tons
per working day; roughly the same order of magnitude of weight of material that a
notional ORES manufacturing site would have to manage (Hyunda Heavy
Industries).
Two primary means of transporting hemispheres and spheres around have been
considered to-date: wheeled transporters and rail transfer systems.
Wheeled transporters are nominally multi-axle machines with a flat top surface that
can hydraulically lift 30 - 32 mt per axle. Multiple vehicles can be placed together to
lift very heavy objects. See Figure 4.34. Transporters can often maneuver in very
tight spaces and are not constrained to any pre-laid rail lines. They can also move
between 0.5 and 2.0 km/hr.
Figure 4.34, Wheeled transporters carrying 4,350 t barge (left), close-up picture of wheeled
transporter and hydraulic power pack unit (right). Source: Fagioli Ltd.
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Rail transfer systems are often used in shipbuilding for moving entire ships between
construction/repair sites and to/from docking facilities. They require precisely laid
out rail lines for the transfer system to maneuver along and can handle upwards of
20,000 mt loads, depending on the load limits of the manufacturing site.
Figure 4.35. Rail transfer system moving a small ship to a ship left system (left). Example of
ship lift/ship repair configuration that could serve as model for sphere manufacturing site
(right). Source: TTS Port and Material Handling Division.
A potential third option is a strand jack. The strand jack is a hydraulically operated
device used to pull very large objects using cables. The objects often slide on a
greased skid way; potentially, there could be more freedom with where the skid
ways are laid down versus using rail lines. Conversely, they are slower, require
large amounts of cabling, and may require more time to set-up and take-down
before and after each movement.
Figure 4.36. Series of strand jacks. Source: Fagioli Ltd.
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4.8 Deployment/Installation Concepts
As will be seen in chapter 6, some of the most economical sphere sizes for wind-
farms ranged upwards of 20,000 mt each. Even for smaller spheres closer to 10,000
mt, there remains a significant technical challenge in how to bring the spheres from
the manufacturing site to their intended location on the sea bottom.
As was briefly discussed in section 4.2 and 4.3, the spheres weigh at least 500 mt
more than they displace in order to act as the anchor point for the floating wind
turbines above (for storage-only scenarios, where the spheres are not required to
act as anchors, an assumed excess ballast of 50 mt was used). In most simulations
the spheres are quite large, on the order of 25m to 30m diameters. While this may
not be as big as some oil and gas platforms, the difficulty lies in how to safely and
efficiently deploy thousands of spheres of this size.
Two main concepts were explored:
1. A large barge with moon pool(s), through which the spheres could be
lowered.
2. Cylindrical or barge-shaped buoyancy cans that keep the bottom of
the sphere above the minimum draft of the channel/harbor where
they are constructed. These buoyancy cans would likely have to be
submersible to allow for controlled lowering to the sea bottom.
3. Some additional concepts have been considered, including:
a. A large torus-shaped buoyancy module;
b. Carrying the spheres on a simple barge then sliding them off for a
controlled descent, controlled by a floating crane or equipment on
the barge (similar to what is done with some large oil and gas
frames); and
c. Construction in a floating drydock at the deployment site, followed
by flooding down the drydock until the spheres are complete
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submerged, then moving and lowering the spheres over the edge
by way of floating crane.
These last three concepts were not explored in-detail as they were viewed to be too
risky. They could potentially still be viable if the first two concepts are found to be
too expensive or a more elegant, less risky solution is developed.
Transferring the spheres to a barge or buoyancy modules could also be done on a
Syncrolift@. For example, the barge could be raised partially on a Syncrolift to roll
the spheres onboard, then lowered to float the barge off. For a barge that drafts
10m when fully loaded with spheres, the barges were found to draft -1.8m when
empty. A 1m freeboard when fully loaded would then lead to loading the spheres
almost 9m above sea level.
In order to prevent precluding any manufacturing sites that cannot easily support
such a height difference or the costs to construct a ramp, it may be easier for the
barge to flood down to land on a slightly raised Syncrolift in order to be level with
the pier (regardless of tidal conditions); when the spheres are loaded, the Syncrolift
can then lower to float the barge off. This would also remove any need for the barge
to have a more complex compartmentalized ballasting system that would have to
deballast and ballast successive compartments as the spheres are moved onboard
the barges.
Buoyancy modules such as the buoyancy cans described above and in section 4.8.3
could also benefit from a Syncrolift.
4.8.1 Barge with Moon Pool Concept
On each barge, there may be one moon pool that the spheres could be slid over
before lowering down, or there may be a moon pool for each sphere that the sphere
is suspended over prior to lowering. The advantage of a single moon pool concept is
more secure lashing is possible for the spheres, hydrodynamic drag and wave
effects due to the moon pool shape are reduced, and only one moon pool and set of
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lowering equipment must be engineered into the barge. The disadvantage is that a
mechanism is required to move the spheres over the moon pool once at the
deployment site. However, it may be possible to use the same mechanism to move
the spheres on the barge that is used to move the spheres at the manufacturing site;
part of the next phase of cost estimations will be to estimate how much equipment
is required to support movement of the spheres, including equipment that goes to
sea.
A method for positioning/holding a sphere over the moon pool has not yet been
developed. Retractable rails may be used for sliding the sphere over the moon pool
where retractable pins extend to lock the sphere over the moon pool while the
lowering winches are installed. Once the winches are hooked up, the pins can be
retracted, allowing the sphere to lower to the water, with its speed of descent
controlled by the winches. Detailed design for the winches, pinions, and railings
remains for future research.
The barge concept of sphere deployment focuses on lowering the spheres through a
moon pool with winches. The winch motors could be sized to only allow lowering of
the spheres; raising a 20,000 mt sphere would require at least that total capacity in
total winch power; if the spheres are allowed to be lowered by friction brake only,
the winch motors themselves would only need to be strong enough to raise the
cables back to the barge. The risk is that once the sphere starts to lower, it cannot
be retrieved.
A potential contingency plan would be to build the first few barges with winches or
other lowering assembly that is rated for the weight of the spheres and is able to
raise the spheres back to the barge. Once a number of spheres have been deployed
and the system has proven its viability, implementing the higher risk design of
friction-brakes may be another means of reducing overall costs.
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Moon Pool Barge Concept
1. Barge is ballasted down,
level with pier
3. Sphere attached to drum-brake
devices on edges of moon-pool
(not-shown), which take up
sphere's weight. Transporters
come off barge
5. Once over site, sphere lowered into water
by drum-brakes (not-shown, along edges of
moon-pool)
2. Transporters carry sphere over moon
pool (temporary ramps/structure
required). Portions of barge de-ballasted as
sphere moved on-board to keep barge level
with pier
4. Barge towed out to sea by tug
6. Barge kept steady by tug as sphere is
lowered to bottom
7. Barge is returned to pier, ready to
ballast-down again for next sphere
Figure 4.37. Barge with moon pool concept deployment sequence.
Some advantages of the barge-with-moon pool concept include:
1. Easier to estimate costs. Similar-sized barges exist for parametric
comparison; moon pools would add extra cost/complexity, but
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nothing beyond reason and moon pool construction costs are a
relatively well-known variable in the offshore oil and gas industry;
2. It was felt to be much easier to manufacture large barges than large,
ring-stiffened cylinders. The barges used in the economic simulations
in chapter 6 displaced up to 60,000 mt. Constructing a barge of larger
size requires a larger area but is essentially quite similar to smaller
barges with a stiffened, box-like structure. Ring-stiffened cylinders,
however, require specialized equipment for rolling the steel and jigs
for installing cylinders, a far more time-consuming and capital-
intensive construction process..
3. Towing resistance for barges is relatively easy to estimate and leads
to a more accurate assessment of towing requirements and costs.;
4. Barges are more efficient & realistic way of towing multiple spheres at
one time. Buoyancy cylinders would likely have 2 cylinders per
sphere; stringing multiple sets of spheres together is more difficult
and may not be possible. Therefore, more tugs and buoyancy
cylinders would be required to deploy the same number of spheres in
the same timeframe as if barges are used;
5. For a given draft restraint, as the diameter of the sphere increases, the
length of the buoyancy grows by a factor of three; it quickly becomes
unrealistic to make cylinders long enough and strong enough to
support very large spheres. A 32m-diameter, 20,000mt sphere would
require two cylinders that are each approximately the size of modern
fast attack nuclear submarine hulls (-100m long) and must support
this weight along a -32m length. Building cylinders of this size that
can submerge down to deep depths then surface in a controlled
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manner appeared to be a much greater technical challenge than a box-
like barge with lowering equipment.
Some of the disadvantages, alluded to above, include:
1. Developing a way to load the spheres onto the barge.
2. Developing a way to hold the spheres over the moon pool.
3. Developing/designing the lowering mechanism, which must hold
thousands of tons of sphere until the spheres are submerged. Once
submerged, the empty spheres weigh 50 or 500mt more than their
displacement, so the structural loads are significantly reduced.
4.8.2 Towing Estimates
Tow-tank testing is ultimately required to validate the estimates above and confirm
large, heavily laden barges can be safely, efficiently towed to the many locations
identified in section 3.4. Towing estimates were done using guidelines in the US
Navy Towing Manual, SL740-AA-MAN-010, Revision 3, dtd 01 Jun 2002, and towing
resistances compiled by (Blight & Dai, 1978). Only steady-state towing resistance
was estimated for this thesis; dynamic resistance and resistance from the towline
itself were not done due to time constraints. Towing estimates were estimated from
a rough comparison between standard barges and floating drydocks, section G-2
and G-3 of the US Navy Towing Manual. Actual factors and equations are given in
Appendices E, F, and G in the MATLAB code.
4.8.3 Buoyancy Module Concept
The buoyancy module concept calls for the modules to be strapped to a sphere with
enough buoyancy to keep the sphere above the channel bottom near shore. A tug
tows the entire assembly out to sea where the buoyancy modules are flooded to
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lower the sphere to the bottom. Once on the bottom, the buoyancy modules are dis-
connected from the spheres by ROV or remotely, then high pressure air deballasts
the modules to be raised to the surface.
The buoyancy module concept is derived from a similar concept developed for deep
sea salvage. The US Navy has used buoyancy modules for salvage operations in the
past; buoyancy 'cans' were flooded down in order to raise the US submarine S-51 in
1926 (Ellsberg, 2002). Once the cans were submerged and resting near the S-51,
they were fastened to straps that had been sent underneath the submarine. The
cans were carefully de-ballasted (by pumping high-pressure air into the cans,
forcing the water out) in order to create the positive buoyancy necessary to raise
the stricken submarine to the surface.
Flooding the buoyancy modules used to tow the spheres to their installation point
would work similarly, only in reverse. Once in place, the modules would be flooded
down in a controlled manner, much like a submarine floods its ballast tanks to
submerge, and kept just buoyant enough to ensure the sphere's descent was slow
and controlled. Once resting on the bottom, an ROV or remotely-operated pelican
hooks would disconnect the buoyancy modules from the baseplate of the sphere,
then high-pressure air would de-ballast the modules to allow them to ascend to the
surface, ready to be towed back to port for the next sphere-towing evolution.
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Figure 4.38. Notional buoyancy module design configuration for 2 Sm-diameter sphere.
Double Pontoon Concept
1. Pontoons are docked 2. Transporters carry 2. Sphere is landed onto
onto marine railway Sphere onto 'sled' sled, transporters come
'sled' and raised level between 2 docked out, Pontoons are
with pier pontoons attached to sphere
A,11
4. Sled is lowered into
water down marine
railway
5. Sphere and pontoons are
towed out to sea by tug. Sled
brought back up pier-side for
cleaning, or next set of
pontoons are docked
Figure 4.39. Buoyancy module deployment sequence using ramp and sled, similar to a marine
railway. Buoyancy modules are more 'barge-like' in this sequence.
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Deployment Options: Floodable
Buoyancy Module
U
STug tows sphere to waiting ROV support
vessel (RSV)
e Sphere/Buoyancy Module hooked up to RSV
Start flooding Buoyancy Module
Tug disconnects from Buoyancy Module
PrevtouSiy deployed Sphere
- Continue flooding Buoyancy Module
- Controlled descent to bottom
- Shore-bound tug picks up recovered
Buoyancy Module from previous deployment
- Once on bottom, ROV disconnect buoyancy
modules
- HP air from RSV ObasaftBuoyancy Modules
- Buoyancy Modules start controlled ascent
back to surface to be towed back to shore
- De-bailst buoyatr.yv module
* Buoyancy mod se rises to surface
- Buoyancy module raised to surface to tow
back to port
- Tg arrives with next sphere ready 'or
lowering
* ROV continues other hook-ups/operaton
preps on newly submperged sphere
Figure 4.40. Notional installation sequence for floodable buoyancy modules. (NOT TO SCALE)
The buoyancy module concept was viewed to have some advantages over the barge
concepts:
1. If used in conjunction with a large marine railway or Syncrolift, sphere
may be easier to attach to buoyancy modules that are resting on a dry
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area than loading them onto a barge (which then has to be ballasted as
the 10-20,000mt sphere rolls on).
2. Bouyancy modules may be the only way to raise the spheres if relocation
is required.
3. May be easier and cheaper to use some type of buoyancy module
(modifying an existing structure to be ballasted and deballasted) for
smaller demonstration-scale spheres than implementing a moon pool
into a barge. Further investigation is warranted.
4. If buoyancy 'barges' vice cylinders are used, excessive length may be
avoided, but at the expensive of wide beams.
Some of the primary disadvantages seen so far include:
1. For spheres greater than 10,000mt, the cylinders start to become very
large, rivaling the size of modern nuclear attack submarines (> 100m
long). Designing, building, and maintaining such long cylinders through
hundreds of deployment cycles would constitute a major capital
investment and require new locations for manufacturing cylinders of that
scale.
2. It is assumed each sphere has a set of buoyancy modules attached to it, so
more modules would be required to be built than with the barge concept,
where multiple spheres can be loaded onto each barge.
3. Towing one large, complex sphere alone is difficult, but towing more than
one may be impossible or impractical; the number of tugs required may
then need to be increased substantially if only one sphere can be towed
per tug.
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Towing estimates were not calculated for the buoyancy can concept due to the
complex hydrodynamics involved. As with the barge concept, tow tank testing
would be required to better estimate the towing requirements and limitations.
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5 Wind farm and Storage Operational Simulation
An initial goal of the ORES system was to provide base load electric supply from
offshore wind. A simulation was created to evaluate what size of storage would be
required to provide constant base load over varying wind conditions.
An entering assumption was that offshore wind profiles were roughly diurnal,
similar to onshore wind patterns (Figure 5.1):
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Figure 5.1. Snapshot of onshore wind output versus daily load, California ISO Fall 2006.
(Hawkins & Loutan, 2007)
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Wind data was collected from numerous weather buoys available at
www.ndbc.noaa.gov. The wind data was height-corrected to a height of 90m for a
simulated 5 MW wind turbine (Jonkman, Butterfield, Musial, & Scott, Feb 2009).
The summary of capacity factors and average wind speeds for these locations are
given in Appendix A. The MATLAB@ code used to estimate these capacity factors is
given in Appendix B.
A snapshot from a multi-day period of buoy 44005 (located approximately 70 NM
East of Portsmouth, NH, in the Gulf of Maine) is shown below.
Wind Measured at Buoy 44005, 70NM East of Portsmouth, NH, early Jan 2009
Day1 Day2 Day3 Day4 Day5 Day6 Day7
Day (early January 2009)
Figure 5.2. Snapshot of offshore wind profile in Gulf of Maine. Remainder of year and other
offshore wind data shows similar lack of diurnal pattern. Data source:
www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station page.php?station=44005
No diurnal pattern is visually apparent or nor was there any correlation between
wind and demand, which does follow a very predictable diurnal pattern between
off-peak and on-peak periods.. The correlation between wind measured at Buoy
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44005 and demand for New England was 0.2 and -0.2 for 2008 and 2009 (virtually
no correlation at all).
One of the hypothesis for co-locating storage with wind was that the capacity of the
transmission line could be reduced; if the wind power excess beyond the
transmission cable capacity could be stored (and the duration of that excess didn't
exceed the storage capacity too often), then a steady base load could be supplied to
shore from a combination of wind power and storage. However, if there is no
correlation between wind and demand, then sizing the transmission cable and
storage becomes more difficult. The following sections describe the storage
simulations run to evaluate transmission cable size and hours of storage.
5.1 Simulation Set-up and Logic
A simulation was set-up to evaluate different sizes of transmission cable and vary
hours of storage. Capacity factors (as measured with respect to the total wind farm
capacity and transmission cable capacity), percent wind power wasted 8 , and
overall cost of electricity (COE) were compared. Transmission cable capacity was
varied from four to twelve hours and the percent capacity of the transmission cable
was varied from 50% to 100%.
The control logic for the storage was modified over time. Initially, it was thought to
store wind power during off-peak times and sell to the grid at on-peak times, a
method called arbitrage. However, the Localized Modal Prices (LMP) were generally
too low, even during peak times, to compare to the overall COE of the wind/storage
plant. As the California Energy Commission's study results show, the actual outputs
for various types of power plants can often be above the LMP, which is often a
measure of the marginal price of electricity, i.e., the cost to operate the power plant
18 Percent power wasted was defined as the percentage of total wind power output that could not be
stored (because the spheres were fully charged) and could not be sent to shore (because the
transmission cable was at its full capacity).
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at that particular time. For base load power plants such as nuclear or coal, the
marginal costs are very low because of the low cost of fuel per kWh. Natural gas
fueled power plants have higher marginal costs. Wind has a virtually zero marginal
cost because its "fuel" is free: the wind.
The control logic was kept relatively simple:
1. The size of the wind farm was maintained at 3 GW in order to always be
below the minimum demand in New England. 3 GW was also sizeable
enough to take advantage of economies of scale.
2. When the wind farm's power output was less than the transmission cable
capacity, storage was discharged to maintain transmission cable output at
100% of its rating.
3. When the wind farm's output was greater than the transmission cable
capacity, excess wind was used to charge storage.
4. When the storage was completely discharged, all wind was routed to re-
charge the storage.
5. Once the spheres were completely charged (pumped empty), the wind
farm resumed sending power to shore.
6. Wind farm output to the shore was maintained regardless of demand,
wind conditions, or storage capacity.
7. An attempt to ramp up or ramp down wind power/storage output for
better integration was not conducted in this simulation but remains a
topic of research. As will be seen in Figure 5.5, the 100% to 0% to 100%
cycling of the wind farm causes very large, near-instantaneous jumps in
demand on the shore power plants.
5.2 Simulation Assumptions
A complete list of assumptions used for the wind farm/storage simulations and
economic model simulations are provided in Appendix A.
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e Hourly Demand data
o Downloaded from http://www.iso-
ne.com/market/hstdata/znol info/hourly/, accessed between Aug
and Oct 2010. Data is hourly; to compare with wind data, which is at
10-minute intervals, the demand data was linearly interpolated at 10-
minute intervals. Code is provided in Appendix C.
o Total demand (in MWh) for California downloaded from
www.caiso.com, accessed Oct 2010.
o Total demand (in MWh) for Hawaii downloaded from www.heco.com,
accessed Oct 2010.
e On-Peak times
o On-Peak: 0700-2200
o Off-Peak: 2200-0700
o Discussion: Downloaded from
www.naesb.org/pdf2/we bklt 011505 iip numbering.pdf, accessed
Oct 2010.
- Wind turbine response
o Modeled after a Vestas V112 3 MW turbine.
o Cut-in: 3.5 m/s
o Rated: 12.5 m/s
o Cut-Out: 25 m/s
o Discussion: Downloaded from www.vestas.com, accessed July 2010.
5 MW wind turbines used in simulations were assumed to operate the
same. Post cut-out response (where the wind turbine will wait for
wind speed to dip well below the cut-out speed before re-engaging)
was not modeled.
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Figure 5.3. Typical power curve for 3 MW wind turbine. Source: www.vestas.com, V112 3.0
Product Brochure. Other wind turbines have similar profiles.
*Wind Speed Correction
o Wind speed is measured at 5m heights on weather buoys.
o These speeds were height corrected to 10mn, assuming neutral air and
constant shear over varying wind speeds, using the following
equation from (Hsu, 1994):
18.740
V10m = Vsm * s(13)
80(0.016
4(14
Figur5.3 Thcloer 0m v estimated wind pebed weeourter hwegtascorete to1 9.0m
PoutBohub Oherightubins thaPoer smlaw, wrihapopitecefcin.o
o Hsu and Thomas suggest height corrections are typically within 5-
15% of actual wind speeds. Factors such as actual surface roughness
and upper wind patterns cause deviations in the assumed shear
profile. Because power is proportional to wind velocity cubed,
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estimated power may be up to 30% off of actual power. However, due
to other issues that were not modeled, such as array losses, this was
considered sufficiently accurate for this stage of analysis.
" Wind Speed averaging
o Discussion: A 3 GW wind farm, at 5MW/km 2, is assumed to
take up approximately 600 km2, an area of 20 x 30km. Because of
the size of the array, wind turbines on one end will be seeing wind
speeds already seen by wind turbines on the other end. The
outputs of the 600 wind turbines are combined which results in a
'smoothing' effect. This was simulated in the code by averaging
the power from each wind turbine over 40 minutes. This still
captures the results of any wind turbines that are shutdown due to
wind speeds greater than 25 m/s. No other array factor, which
would account for reduced down-wind power outputs caused by
shadowing or turbulence from upwind turbines, was applied.
- Depth of spheres: 220m
o Discussion: For simplicity, the effects of a vent line or
difference in internal pressure caused by shrinking of the internal
bubble were not explicitly accounted for. Each of these effects had
less than a 1-5% effect on the overall performance of the system,
which was less than what sensitivity analysis showed were the
most significant variables on the price/performance of the system.
5.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
The results from this simulation are shown below:
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Table 5.1. Capacity Factors for wind farm with storage over varying hours storage and
transmission cable capacities
Trans Cable
Capacity:
Hours Storage
4 6 8 10 12
100% 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52
90% 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52
80% 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.51 0.50
70% 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.47
60% 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42
50% 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.37
Table 5.1 shows a general decline in capacity factor as hours of storage is increased
and transmission cable capacity is decreased. The increase in hours of storage
decreases total capacity factor due to efficiency losses of the storage (where 72% of
the charging energy is discharged). The decrease in transmission cable capacity
decreases total capacity factor because of long periods of high wind when the
storage and transmission cable become saturated and some wind power is wasted.
Table 5.2. Capacity Factors (as seen on shore-side of transmission cable) for wind farm with
storage over varying hours storage and transmission cable capacities
Trans Cable
Capacity:
Hours Storage
4 6 8 10 12
100% 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52
90% 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58
80% 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.63
70% 0.71 0.70 0.69 0.68 0.67
60% 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.72 0.70
50% 0.80 0.79 0.78 0.76 0.74
The decline in capacity factors as storage is increased is similar to that shown in
Table 5.1: the efficiency looses of the storage lowers the overall capacity factor. As
transmission cable capacity decreases, the capacity factor increases because the
transmission cable is being utilized more. One sees that the values in Table 5.2 are
simply the values in Table 5.1 divided by the transmission cable capacity.
To simplify the control logic even further, the transmission cable was set to 100% of
the power plant capacity. This would quicken the time to charge the spheres from
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shore. By using shore-based power plants to help charge the spheres when demand
is low, the time to charge was reduced, overall capacity factor of the wind
farm/storage plant was increased, and capacity factors of the shore-based power
plants were increased.
Table 5.3. Capacity Factors of wind farm and as seen from shore-side of transmission cable for
wind farm with storage and onshore generation recharge during off-peak hours
4 6 8 10 12
Capacity
Factor of 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.57
Wind Farm
Capacity
Factor of 0.57 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.59
Trans Cable I I I I I _I
The round-trip efficiency of the storage system (assumed to be 72%: 90% pump
efficiency and 80% turbine efficiency) meant that utilization of storage inevitably
decreased the capacity factor coming from the wind farm. But the use of storage
was seen to improve the overall output in the following ways:
1. As wind power fluctuates, steady base load power can be maintained
(see Figure 5.4);
Varying wind turbine output
(from 2009 Gulf of Maine weather buoy data)
a7m 60 6m
Tim (10-win Intervals, approximately 2-day period)
C
Storage provdta baseload power
over varying wind turbine output
679D mmw am
Tme ( 0-min Intervals, appromeutely 2-day pelad)
Figure 5.4. Snapshot of wind power output based on 2009 Buoy 44005 data (left) with
constant base load by 10 hour storage provided over two day period (dark blue line, right)
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2. As storage level decreases, shore power plant operators can better
plan for when to start-up reserve generators to take up the demand,
based on the forecasted wind profile (see Figure 5.5 and
accompanying caption). A more accurate or longer-term wind
forecast is not as vital and reserve power plants need not be spinning
in case of a sudden, unexpected decrease in wind speeds as happened
on 26 Feb 2008 in Texas (Ela & Kirby, 2008); and
3. Reduction in spinning reserves requirements. Increased hours of
storage gives operators more time to start up generators in case of
sudden decrease of wind. Additionally, if the logic were changed to
lessen the wind power plant during low wind periods (in order to
sustain a smoother output versus the sudden jumps seen in the
current code), some amount of additional energy storage may be
available to stand-in for spinning reserves normally required for
sudden emergencies with other power plants.
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3GW Wind Farm with Storage Simulation Snapsho1
Using shore power to assist
sphere charging during off-peak
hours provides load-leveling
Demand
Total Supply to Shore from Wind Farm
(Storage + Wind)
Power from Shore for Faster Recharge
of Spheres
Total Supply (Wind and Shore)
w Demand met by Shore
Total Wind Supply
Supply from Storage
Power from shore used to
charge spheres more quickly
Storage maintains constant Baseload Storage maintains constant Ba
-_ 
_ _ _ I
15 Apr 16 Apr
eload
Day, 2010
When storage is completely discharged, all
wind power (and shore power during off-
peak hours) is used to re-charge storage.
Figure 5.5. 3 GW wind farm simulation results with onshore power plant re-charge. Towards
evening of 14 April, shore-side operators see wind power declining and storage capacity
nearing empty and can thus prepare to bring on increased reserves. Towards later morning
on 15 April, operators see storage nearing full-capacity and can prepare reserve generators to
spin down as storage and wind takes up base load again.
The simulations described in this chapter were, of course, entirely computer-based.
The actual performance of multiple storage spheres, at various depths, 19 will require
a more robust algorithm to confirm the results and gain more insight into the best
control logic.
19 The simulation assumes an average depth for all spheres. However, actual bottom topography
could result in some spheres being 100m or more difference in depth from each other. How this will
affect overall system operation remains to be simulated in more detail.
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6 Economic Model Simulations
The operational simulations described in chapter 5 were useful in evaluating
storage sizes and transmission cable sizes. From these results, it was not clear that
limiting transmission cable capacity had any economic benefit. Further, allowing for
a high-capacity transmission cable increases the utility of large-scale storage to the
electric grid. Therefore, it was decided to focus on transmission cables able to carry
100% of the wind farm's capacity.20
This chapter will review the entering assumptions that encompassed the economic
model. The economic model utilized the capacity factors calculated in the
operational simulation model but mostly focused on development of an accurate
economic analysis of the cost of storage and effects that each variable had on costs.
At the end of the chapter, a much larger wind/storage concept is explored, with 110
GW of wind supplying up to 10% of the US peak demand and ten hours of storage
providing wind integration, load leveling, and reserve benefits to five major
RTO/ISO's.
6.1 Determining Size of Storage
The results listed in chapter 5 also highlighted some of the benefits of longer-
duration storage, namely that the cost of storage is reduced as the size of storage
increases. This is due primarily to economies of scale and partly from increased
utilization and flexibility possible with greater amounts of storage.
Eyer and Corey evaluated the economic benefits of storage, as shown in Table 2.1.
Eyer and Corey recommend 2-8 hours discharge for electric energy time shift and 4-
6 hours discharge to reduce supply capacity. In an idealized situation, both benefits
can be combined. A sufficiently sized storage system allows onshore power plants
20 Simulations have been fairly simple, but limiting transmission line capacity should still be
considered when more in-depth analysis, including a wider range of storage durations and wind
history, is conducted. Alternatively, if transmission line costs prove to be higher than estimated in
these simulations and storage costs are lower than estimated, different conclusions may be reached.
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to run at near-constant output. For example, Figure 6.1 shows an idealized case
where onshore power is running at a constant output; during low-demand periods,
the storage system is being charged and during high-demand periods, the storage
system is providing the peak loads. The demand displayed is that displayed in
Figure 1.4, repeated five times.
The average onshore output required to meet demand (in Green) is higher than the
mathematical mean of the demand (in Red) due to the efficiency losses of the
storage system. Nevertheless, the increase in total power required is only 2%; so by
increasing total power plant output by 2% and adding a storage system of sufficient
size, the power plants can run at optimum efficiency and the need for less efficient
peaker plants can be reduced or eliminated. Even with the efficiency losses of the
storage system, the net efficiency is greater and the net emissions are lower.
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Load Leveling idealized Example, repeating one day of ISO-New England 2009 data
2 x 1 0 1
0 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5
lime
Figure 6.1. Example of idealized load-leveling with storage providing peak loads and off-peak
demand (storage is assumed to have 75% round-trip efficiency).
Recent research also shows that load leveling also reduces transmission and
distribution (T&D) losses; reduction of these losses can be equivalent to increasing
the efficiency of the power plant by 1-3%. Saved T&D losses compensated for up to
50% of storage losses (Nourai, Kogan, & Schafer, 2008). In the above example, then,
the net effect on the generation is to increase its average output by only 1%, not 2%.
The authors of this study caution that the savings can be site-specific and dependent
on storage location, but it does highlight a benefit of storage to T&D networks.
The advantages of load-leveling hold whether a wind farm is present or not. Adding
a wind farm adds complexity to the control logic and to how the storage system
should be run, but optimization is entirely feasible to meet wind integration needs
and onshore level-loading needs.
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Storage is measured in watt-hours (kWh, MWh, GWh, etc.), so the generators on the
sphere and the transmission cable capacity limit the power output while the
duration is limited by the volume and depth of water. Storage duration above ten
hours was not considered at this time, but larger durations of storage may prove
economically beneficial due to additional ancillary services it may be able to provide
the grid. Additionally, the duration of storage in simple terms means the amount of
time storage can discharge at its rated capacity. If less power is required than its
rated capacity, the duration of storage available is greater.
As Figure 6.1 shows, the output required from storage to maintain load-leveling
varies by demand. The peak output from storage required in this example is
approximately 3.2 GW. Total discharge is 21.3 GWh for an average storage of 8.6
hours. The peak input (as a pump to charge storage) is approximately 4.3 GW. Total
charged is 27.9 GW for average charge duration of 6.5 hours and round-trip
efficiency of 75%.21 To provide this level of service would then require a
transmission cable and pump motors with approximately 33% more capacity than
the notional 3 GW scenario used earlier.
A more complex algorithm to provide load-leveling without increasing the
transmission cable or pump motor capacities was not implemented due to time
constraints. However, even if the shore power plants could not be maintained
perfectly level, the increased load leveling possible with large-scale storage could be
still significantly reduce the daily cycling of power plants, reduce the need for less-
efficient peaker plants, lessen reliance on hydro power for peak demands, and
lessen imports from out of state or out of country for peak demands.
21 The slightly higher round-trip efficiency (75% versus 72% assumed in earlier simulations) is due
to the fidelity of the data at 10-minute intervals.
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Figure 6.2. Example of load-leveling, with CCGT providing slowly varying base load while
storage load follows. Graphs from (Henson, 2010).
Based on combining the two benefits of renewable integration and energy time shift,
ten hours of storage capacity was determined to be most desirable. For shallower-
water scenarios, storage was evaluated at six or eight hours to reduce overall cost.
For Hawaii, the storage was also reduced to lower overall costs and due to the
overall smaller grid requirements. The cost/kWh was found to be higher in these
cases, so further study may show higher storage amount is more desirable.
6.2 Economic Model Assumptions
The complete listing of variables and assumptions used in the simulations for the
economic model are provided in Appendix A. Some further discussions of the most
important assumptions are given below. Variables used in further equations and in
the MATLAB code are shown in italics. Copies of the MATLAB code are provided in
Appendices E, F, G, and H.
* Tax incentives, Power Purchase Agreements (PPA's) and other incentives
were not included.
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" Capital costs were treated as "overnight costs"; financing was not explicitly
accounted for.
- Size of Wind farm/Storage farm [size]
o 3 GW (400 MW for Hawaii storage scenario)
o Range: None
o Discussion: 3 GW set as initial value to ensure wind farm takes up
appreciable (> 10%) demand during some periods of the year, but
does not exceed demand for any of the markets analyzed.
- Year of Initial Operation
o Initial value: 2015
o Range: 2015-2020
o Discussion: Assume wind farm/storage built in 5 years. Extending
construction over 10 years was found to have overall positive effect;
delayed present value income decreased, but overall capital cost
decreased faster due to lower number of molds, barges, and tugs.
Further analysis is warranted to account for other financing aspects.
" Number/Size of wind turbines [n, wt size]
o 600 x 5 MW wind turbines
o Range: 2 MW - 10 MW per wind turbine
- Years of Operation, [years]
o Initial Value: 20 years
o Range: 10-30 years
o Discussion: 20 years used in most literature for evaluating power
plant lives. Concrete structures may last much longer, but present value
of income beyond 20-30 years is very low at higher discount rates.
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- Depth, [depth-s]
o Initial Values: 220m (Gulf of Maine)
300m (Hong Kong)
500m (Los Angeles wind farm, San Francisco wind farm
and storage, San Diego storage, Hawaii storage)
890m (Los Angeles storage)
o Range: 200 - 600m
o Discussion: Beyond 600m, the compressive stresses on the spheres
require greater shell thickness than just that required for ballasting
purposes. Relationship between cost versus depth was evaluated later.
For initial scenarios, 500m was felt to be a reasonable compromise
between efficiency of greater depths but without being excessively deep.
e Floating Wind Turbine availability
o Value: 96%
o Discussion: 4% of wind turbines are assumed to be unavailable
(due to maintenance) at any one time (Hart, 2010).
- Number of days per year that storage was utilized, [days]
o Value: 350
o Range: 250-365
o Discussion: 250 days is often quoted (Poonpun & Jewell, 2008),
(Eyer & Corey, 2010) (Schoenung & Hassenzahl, SAND2003-2783, Aug
2003) to reflect working/non-holidays where on-peak prices are relevant
for arbitrage. However, on-peak and off-peak prices differences will
likely shrink if large-scale storage is used for energy shifting (Sioshansi,
Denholm, Jenkin, & Weiss, DOI: 10.1016/j.eneco.2008.10.005, 2009),
reducing the benefits of arbitrage. Therefore, a larger amount of usage
days was used to take advantage of other benefits of large-scale storage
and to limit days the system stops and restarts operation.
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* Pump efficiency, [ryp]
o Value: 90%
o Range: None
o Discussion: Important for simulation for how much energy is lost in
re-charging storage
e Turbine efficiency, [it]
o Value: 80%
o Range: 70-90%
o Discussion: 80% efficiency results in 72% round-trip efficiency.
75% round-trip efficiency is common estimate for pumped hydro storage
(Denholm P., Ela, Kirby, & Milligan, 2010)
e Excess Ballast, [Ballast]
o Value: 500 mt or 50 mt
o Discussion: 500 mt is assumed value required, when spheres are
empty of water and most buoyant, for all FWT anchoring scenarios
(Musial, Butterfield, & Boone, 2004). 50 mt was assumed value for
storage-only scenarios (or for any spheres beyond the 3-4 spheres per
FWT) simply to ensure spheres remain anchored to soil. Analysis on the
effects of undersea currents have not yet been performed; such analysis
may increase required minimum ballast.
* Discount Rate, [DR]
o Value: 17%
o Range: 7-20%
o Discussion: Used in estimating Net Present Value (NPV), or the
minimum cost per kWh for NPV to equal zero. Based on time-variant
nature of money: one dollar in the future is not worth as much as one
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dollar now. DR commonly accounts for inflation and desired profit; for
new, riskier, and/or very large capital projects, economic justification
may include a higher discount rate to mitigate risk for investors. As
experience is gained, a lower discount rate may be justifiable. Discount
rate is applied to future values of money.
o Equation:
Present Value of $X in year n = $Xyearo(15)
(1+DR)fl
Initial value of 17% from (Hart, 2010) to represent risk of offshore wind
in 2015. For comparison, economic analysis was also done with a
discount rate of 10%.
Learning Curve Factor, [LC]
o Value: 0.9
o Range: 0.85-0.95
o Discussion: Conservative learning curve or progress ratio
based on assumed improvements/economies of scale for offshore and
sphere production. Values based on study done by (NEEDS, 2006)
which found higher learning curve values for on-shore projects and
predicted lower values for offshore projects. 0.9 was picked as
conservative initial value. A lower value equates to costs decreasing
faster.
o Equation:
unt N ~ unt log (LC) (16)COStNthunit = N - Cost/st unit - (16
Learning Curve Approximation
o Discussion: Savings estimated from learning curves
historically done in batches or with data gained through initial
production. To estimate what the total (summed) costs are at any
point along the production line, an approximation is required.
Following equation comes from (Camm, Evans, & Womer, 1987):
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o Equation:
Total Cost N units = cost'se nni - ((N - .5)(1-LC) + 0. 5 (1-LC)) (17)(1-Lc)
Maximum Barge Displacement, [Barge_ displ]
o Value: 60,000 mt
o Range: 40,000 - 80,000 mt
o Discussion: During model development, there were few hard
limits found on the ultimate size of the spheres. 25-30m-diameters
were felt to be maximum size that could be handled ashore (leading to
10,000 - 20,000 mt spheres, themselves heavier than many ships).
Therefore, to prevent the model from recommending sphere sizes
closer in weight to nuclear aircraft carriers (-100,000 mt), a
maximum displacement was set for the barge. Another factor, BF, or
Buoyancy Factor, estimated the ratio of total displacement to cargo.
At 60,000mt maximum barge displacement and a BF of 1.3, the most
economical results for 3 GW, 10 hour storage wind farm/storage
scenarios was to carry two spheres per barge (carrying multiple
spheres per trip), which limited the spheres to approximately 20,000
mt each. If the maximum barge displacement is reduced (which may
be required based on capabilities of US shipyards), this would further
reduce the maximum size of the spheres. Limiting the maximum
barge displacement also reduces the initial capital investment, which
may make it easier to attract further interest/investment.
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Table 6.1. Simulation scenarios basic information (all scenarios provided 3 GW power to
shore except for Hawaii, which provided 400 MW to match the total nameplate capacity of
proposed wind farms on Molokai and Lanai, and Lake Michigan, which was increased to 5GW
to provide more load-leveling capability to large load centers to west and south of storage
location).
Location Wind farm/ Hours of Buoy Capacity Distance Distance Depth
Storage storage (source Factor from to Tow [im]
of wind without Shore [NM]
data) storage [NM]
New England Wind farm 6 44005 0.55 80 100 220
Los Angeles Wind farm 10 46069 0.68 60 60 500
San Wind farm 10 46012 0.48 15 30 500
Francisco
Hong Kong Wind farm 8 N/A 0.50 (est.) 110 110 300
Los Angeles Storage 10 N/A N/A 20 20 890
San Storage 10 N/A N/A 15 30 500
Francisco
Honolulu Storage 6 N/A N/A 3 11 500
San Diego Storage 10 N/A N/A 6 20 500
Lake Storage 6 N/A N/A 30 120 250
Michigan
6.3 Economic Model Algorithm
Before discussing the economical results, the algorithm will be briefly explained.
The main program contains the input variables and cycles through each scenario
(whether wind farm plus storage, or storage only). The costs and other parameters
are calculated in a function (COSfun3.m for wind farm scenarios, COSfun4.m for
storage scenarios, and COSfun5.m for the 110 GW scenarios). Four nested loops
adjust the primary factors: number of spheres per wind turbine (for wind farm
scenarios) or inner diameter of spheres (for storage scenarios), depth of barge,
towing speed, and length-over-beam. The last three are vital for minimizing towing
costs. Four nested loops are used because only four variables are being evaluated
and to avoid any possibility of finding a local minimum; the program searches for a
global minimum from all the possibilities.
Within the COSfun3.m function, the total number of spheres is calculated, then a
required sphere diameter to meet the storage demands is calculated. Within the
COSfun4.m function, the volume of each sphere is calculated first, followed by the
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number of spheres required to meet the size of storage. From then on, both
functions are nearly identical.
The minimum thickness of the shell for strength and to meet ballasting
requirements are compared; the greater value is used, then the total weight of the
spheres is calculated. The size of barges is next determined within the constraints of
depth and length-over-beam. If the estimated size of barge to carry one sphere
exceeds the displacement limit, the function returns all "1000"s. The barge
dimensions are then used to estimate a towing resistance using equations from the
US Navy Towing Manual, SL740-AA-MAN-010, Appendix G. Powering requirements
for tugs come from Blight and Dai. The return speed is also estimated so the round
trip can be accurately calculated; the round trip time is essential to estimate the
total number of barges required to meet the build time.
For vented-designs, the vent line calculations are next done. Then final costs are
calculated.
It was initially believed that the learning factor would have a profound effect on
overall costs, leading to a system where more, smaller spheres are used. From
Equations (1) and the volume of a sphere, its quick to see the number of spheres
rises exponentially as the diameter decreases.
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Variation in number of spheres as sphere diameter changes
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Figure 6.3. Total number of spheres increases exponentially as diameter decreases.
The effects this had on the final results, as summarized in Tables 6.2 and 6.6, was
slightly unexpected. Costs initially decreased as the diameter decreased, but as the
diameter decreased further, the need for additional tugs, barges, molds, etc.
overrode the benefits of economies of scale. Some 'jumps' in cost savings were
observed when the diameter decreased enough to allow an additional sphere to be
loaded on the barge (and keep the barge within its maximum displacement). Many
of the minor jumps were due to various factors, including different number of molds,
tugs, barges, install vessels, that varied independent of each other.
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Variation in Capital Cost over varying outer diameter
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Figure 6.4. Relationship between sphere diameter and costs (here given as capital cost per
kWh), highlighting the complex results due to interactions of over fifty variables. Note that in
the 'flat' area in the middle, the fluctuations are within a 5% band; a difference of 5m in
diameter has little effect. Scenario used in this example was San Francisco storage-only, a
3GW, 10 hours storage in 500m deep water, 30 NM from shore. Difference scenarios would
produce different looking graphs.
6.4 Results
Cost of Electricity (COE) was viewed two ways: with and without storage. Without
storage, the COE was due to the capital cost of the wind farm (wind turbines,
moorings, deployment) and power cable alone and the operations and maintenance
of the wind turbines. COE was calculated by the following:
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Minor fluctuations caused by small
changes in numerous variables:
number of tugs, barges, molds, etc. As
some factors increase, others
decrease... k
Total Cost-DR-(1+DR)Y
COE (1+DR)Y-l (18)22
P-CF-24-365
For the New England, Los Angeles and San Francisco scenarios, capacity factors
were calculated from the simulations discussed in chapter 5 at 100% transmission
cable capacity using the code provided in Appendix D. For the Hong Kong scenario,
an overall capacity factor of 0.50 was assumed.
Optimum Cost of Storage was calculated in a similar manner, but with the
assumption that the full capacity of storage would be used for 350 days of the year
(as discussed in section 6.2). Cost of Storage (COS) was calculated in a similar
manner, but with a different denominator to reflect the optimum output of storage,
where the entire storage capacity is utilized daily over a range of days of the year
(starting assumption was 350 days, see section 6.2). COS also does not include the
cost for purchasing the power to pump the spheres empty; this cost would likely be
the Localized Modal Price (LMP) at the time of charging. During off-peak hours, a
survey of ISO-New England and PJM data showed this cost to most often be 2 - 4
c/kWh.
Storage Cost-DR-(1+DR)Y
COS = (1+DR)Y-l (19)23
P-hours-d ays
Discussion of the costs in Table 6.2 follows over the next few pages.
22 Where Total Cost is the cost of the wind farm only or the cost of wind farm and storage, depending
on which COE is being calculated, DR is discount rate (17% for Table 6.2, 10% for Table 6 .3 ),y is the
years to build plus the years to operate, Pis the power output of the wind farm, CF is the capacity
factor of the wind farm and storage or wind farm only, determined in chapter 5.
23 Where Storage Cost is the cost of the storage component only of a wind farm, or the entire storage
system, hours is the hours per day of storage, and days are the number of days per year that storage
is utilized.
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Table 6.2. Simulation Results [costs are in c/kWh]
COE
Without Added cost
Storage (just Optimum to residents
wind COE With Cost of due to
Site turbines) Storage Storage Storage only
New England 11.9 21.3 28.6 1.6
Los Angeles 10.3 16.2 13.6 0.6
San Francisco 12.1 19.4 13.4 0.6
Hong Kong 13.9 24.4 21.4 4.6
LA (Storage) - - 13.7 0.6
SF (storage) - - 15.3 0.6
Hawaii 
- 24.6 2.1
(storage)
San Diego 
- 14.7 0.6
(storage)
Lake Michigan 
- 28.0
(storage)
To put the estimated COE's into perspective, electric rates for coastal states are
shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5. Average US retail electricity prices in 2009. Source: Musial & Ram, Sep 2010.
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island have three of the top five electric
rates (only New York and Hawaii are higher) while California has the 10th highest
rates. All New England states are above the US Retail Average. Fifteen of the top
sixteen electricity prices are for coastal states.
The COE With Storage includes the capital cost of the spheres, and all aspects of
deploying them to the wind farm location. If one then views the wind farm with
storage as a singular power plant, then the COE With Storage is naturally expected
to be higher (efficiency losses alone preclude matching the COE No Storage price,
plus the capital cost of the storage spheres increases the total capital cost of system).
However, part of that cost increase is mitigated because the cost of spheres include
the 1,500 to 2,000 mt total anchoring weight required for the FWTs.
Assessing the true COE With Storage becomes more difficult because it is not just
wind taking advantage of the storage; onshore generation was used to recharge the
storage more quickly and provide partial load leveling during off-peak hours. Other
renewables such as onshore wind, solar, or potentially wave energy in the near
future can take advantage of large-scale storage.
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Therefore, an updated Cost of Storage was calculated in terms of additional cost per
MWh for the entire grid directly connected to the 3 GW storage system. The total
generation in ISO-New England in 2009 was approximately 127,000 GWh; in
California, it was approximately 203,000 GWh and in Hong Kong it was
approximately 42,000 GWh. The 3GW storage system is presumed to have positive
benefits over the entire ISO for its operating life so the additional cost/kWh to the
end user in the ISO, attributed solely to storage, is the annual cost of storage divided
by the total annual generation for that area. Further research on how best to charge
the benefits of storage to the end-user is necessary to validate this methodology of
measuring costs of storage.
Allocating costs across the grid system is not completely foreign. Electric bills
typically break-out separate charges for Distribution, Transmission, Renewable
Energy, and even Energy Conservation. The Northeast Blackout of 2003 affected 50
million people for as long as two days, contributing to 11 deaths, with a final price
tag estimated at $6 billion (Minkel, 2008). In the wake of this blackout, there was
greater recognition that steps need to be taken to update and stabilize the electric
grid, and that there would be a steep cost to do so. Developing utility scale storage
capacity is one component of that effort with system-wide benefits, so the cost
should be allocated system-wide.
The Optimum Cost of Storage is seen as the best-case scenario for storage, when the
entire storage capacity is utilized every day of the year, including weekends. This is
shown in Table 6.2. In (Schoenung & Hassenzahl, SAND2007-4253, Jul 2007) and
others, storage is assumed to be utilized 250 days of the year, but the benefits for
load-leveling, capacity reduction, and renewable integration justify the use of
storage as often as possible. While not explicitly stated in Schoenung and
Hassenzahl, 250 days/year usage was most likely based on using storage for
arbitrage (where on-peak only occurs during non-holiday weekdays). However, the
benefit to society of load-leveling, including reduced overall fuel use, reduced
overall emissions, and reduced wear-and-tear on power plants ramping up and
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down, is one that could and should be employed every day possible (Lefton, Besuner,
& Grimsrud, 1995).
The discount rate used in the above calculations was 17%, which was chosen based
on operating an early offshore wind in 2015-timeframe (Hart, 2010). If a lower
discount rate were to be used, which may be warranted as the risks associated with
new technologies is reduced through research and testing, prices can drop
dramatically as shown in Table 6.3 where the same simulations were run at 10%
discount rate.
Table 6.3. Simulation results using 10% Discount Rate [c/kWh]
Added cost
COE Without Optimized to residents
Storage (wind COE With Cost of due to
Site turbines only) Storage Storage Storage only
New England 8.5 13.8 18.6 1.0
Los Angeles 7.4 10.3 8.8 0.4
San Francisco 8.7 12.4 8.8 0.4
Hong Kong 9.9 15.7 14.0 3.0
LA (storage) - - 8.1 0.4
SF (storage) - - 9.7 0.4
Hawaii (storage) - - 18.6 1.7
San Diego 
- 9.3 0.4(storage)
Lake Michigan 
- 18.1 0.8
(storage)
A direct comparison to other forms of storage and electricity generation comes from
National Renewable Energy Labs (whose study was based on 10% discount rate)
and California Electricity Commission's (CEC) evaluation of different generating
technologies. The ORES system compares favorably with PHS and CAES (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6, Levelized Cost of Storage Comparisons; ORES results added to Steward et al, 2009
CEC's discount rates, referred to as weighted average cost of capital (WACC), varied
on the type of technology and the owner of the technology. WACC varied from 4%
to 15.9%. Therefore, comparison of results in Table 6.4 with the 10% discount rate
is appropriate. The cost of storage can be compared to power plants of similar
capacity factor. A 10 hour storage system effectively has a capacity factor of 0.40,
which is roughly the average of the assumed capacity factors assigned to simple
cycle and combined cycle gas turbines for CEC's estimates (Klein, 2009). This shows
promise that large-scale storage, acting in place of gas turbines for load-following,
may be cost-competitive, even including the additional cost of charging the storage
(which is not included in the results of Table 6.2 and Table 6.3).
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Table 6.4. Cost of generating electricity comparison. Source: Klein 2009
In-Service Year = 2009 Size Merchant IOU POU
(Noinnal 2009 S) MW $kW-Yr SfMWh WikWh S/kW-Yr SIMWh qikWh SlkW-Yr SIMWh $/kWh
Small Simple Cycle 499 348.91 844.31 8443 259.31 55.69 65.57 252.90 308.01 30.80
Conwntional Simple Cycle 100 326.51 794.67 79.47 252-53 614.84 61.48 239.02 291.10 29.11
Advanced Simple Cycle 200 280.91 341.84 34 18 230.85 281 03 28.10 234.37 190. 29 19.03
Conwatioal Conbd Cycle (CC) 500 758.01 123.84 1238 701 17 114.75 11.48 657.95 107.91 10.79
Conventional CC - Duct Fied 550 727.66 127.38 1274 67088 117.84 11.76 627,39 110.25 11.03
Adiwnced Combned Cycle 800 699.97 114.36 1144 549.05 105.23 10.62 610.57 100.14 10.01
Coal-IGCC 300 747.38 116.83 1168 528.75 96.32 9.83 529.53 98.49 9.85
Bsomass ?GCC 30 658.89 109.99 11.00 5W 72 111.65 11.16 701.86 117.58 11.76
Biornass Combustion - Fadized Bed Boler 28 583.49 104.02 10.40 61.87 100.75 10.05 698.48 10.42 10.84
Biornass Combustion - Stoker Boiler 38 721.41 108.25 10.83 710.28 105.87 10 59 740.14 110.42 11.04
Geothermal - Binary 15 427.95 83.11 8.31 475.41 93.52 9.35 505.80 106.91 10.59
Geothermal - Flash 30 422.50 78.91 7.89 457.95 8051 8.85 494.92 100.59 10.05
Hydro - Small Scale & Dewoped Sites 15 165.e5 8.47 8.55 181 77 95.54 9.55 189.61 103.50 10.35
Hydro - Capacrty Upgrade of Existng Site 80 135.40 6.96 70 131.31 55.39 6.54 99-17 51-29 5.13
Solar - Parabolic Trough 250 37670 224.70 2247 399.04 238.27 23.83 452.71 271 52 2715
Solar - Photogltaic (Stnge Axis) 25 439 58 282.21 26.22 4.70 278.71 27.87 533,55 320.00 32.00
Onshore Wind - Class 34 50 203.33 72.41 7.24 217.55 77.75 7.78 220.99 80.52 8.05
Onshore Wmd - CLass 5 100 20859 5.47 5_55 222.94 70.19 7.02 225.59 72.44 7.24
Source EnergyCsson
Table 6.5 shows additional information related to each scenario, giving a sense of
the scale of large storage systems and also how many industries can benefit from
each site, even at the 3 GW scale.
Table 6.5. Summary of Simulation parameters. All scenarios are 3 GW, 10 hour storage
systems except for Hawaii (400 MW, 6 hours), New England (3GW, 6 hours), and Hong Kong (3
GW, 8 hours).
Distance Sphere Shell Number of
Depth from shore Towing DIstance Total # OuterSphere weight Thickness Number Number Number installation
Site [m] [NMI [NMI Spheres Diameter (m] (MT] [m] of tugs of barges of molds vessels
New
England 220 80 100 3000 32.9 22392 2.2 10 10 34 8
wind farm
Los Angeles 500 80 80 2400 32.0 20590 2.1 8 8 26 6
wind farm
San
Francisco 500 30 60 2400 32.0 20590 2.1 7 8 26 6
wind farm
Hong Kong 300 110 120 3000 32.7 21911 2.2 11 12 33 8
wind farm I_____________________ ______
LA storage 500 30 30 2796 26.8 14558 2.4 5 6 28 7
SF storage 500 30 60 3239 29.2 15370 1.9 7 8 33 8
soage 500 5 12 232 30.4 17250 1.9 3 4 12 3
San Diego 500 6 15 3239 29.2 15370 1.9 6 7 33 8storage _____
Lake
Michigan 250 30 120 12985 23.3 7666 1.4 23 24 118 32
Storage
The total costs are summarized below. Costs are in $M unless otherwise noted.
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Table 6.6. Summary of simulation cost results.
Capital cost capital cost CosI of storae cost o Cost of cost Of cost Of Cost O U S
per JWh per 0L. Total Cost Prtn Spheres molds barges towing Installation Cot st Mold Cst st Barge cost
ilj storage [$1 Storage [$1 t WanMsny
New
England $ 567.49 $ 2,476.30 17644 10215 8093 2220 314 398 878 465 5 14 46
wind farm
Los iees $ 269.77 $ 2,476.30 15522 8093 6328 2220 236 302 668 348 5 13 43
wind farm
San
Francisco $ 266.99 $ 2,276.30 14839 8010 6328 1620 236 302 584 348 5 13 43
wind farm
"am $ 425.88 $ 2,596.30 18010 10221 7951 2580 302 460 953 465 5 13 45
wind farm
LA storage $ 251.74 $ 2,517.40 7552 - 4757 1620 176 254 339 407 4 9 47
SF storage $ 298.82 $ 2,988.20 8965 - 5754 1620 241 349 536 465 4 11 51
a $ 552.84 $ 3,317.10 1327 - 748 176 109 142 46 107 5 12 38
San Diego 285.41 $ 2,854.10 8562 - 5754 1332 241 311 459 465 4 11 51
storage_____________________ ________
Lake
Michigan $ 561.00 $ 3,370.00 16849 - 9900 2700 458 746 1187 1859 2 7 43
Sorage-- -- -- - - - - -- - - -- -- --
The cost breakdowns for the spheres and complete systems are shown in pie charts
below. For a 3 GW system, the cost of each sphere was broken down into concrete,
turbine, and baseplate costs. Labor costs are included within each section; the labor
for concrete also includes labor for assembly, so it is naturally skewed higher.
3 GW
Sphere Cost % Breakdown
concrete: 64.6%
baseplate: 362%
turbine: 10.2%
Figure 6.7. Cost breakdown for each sphere. Concrete costs also include labor for assembly
and mold preparation.
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The cost breakdown for a 3 GW, 10 hour storage wind farm and storage-only
scenario are shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. The majority of the scenarios had
very similar results (within 2-3 % of each other).
Floating
wind
turbine
cost
32%
Install
vessel
cost
2%
Towing
cost
Barge cos
2% Mold cost
2%
Figure 6.8. Cost breakdown for 3 GW, 10 hour storage wind farm
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tow cost install cost
barge costs 5% 4%
3%
mold costs
2%
Figure 6.9. Cost breakdown for 3 GW, 10 hour storage-only
6.5 Sensitivity Analysis
Single-variable sensitivity analysis was conducted on the cost model. Appendix A
lists the assumed starting values and ranges for all of the variables in the simulation
and cost model. These ranges were included in the sensitivity analysis performed
on the entire wind farm and on storage alone.
To illustrate which variables had the greatest effect on COE, Cost of Storage (for
wind farm), and Cost of Storage (for a storage-only scenario), tornado diagrams
were used. The San Francisco wind farm and storage-only scenarios were used for
consistency. In the following figures, the dashed line through the middle of the
tornado diagrams represents the cost per kWh associated with all variables set at
their initial assumed value (given in section 6.1 and Appendix A). The bars
represent how much higher or lower the cost per kWh changes when that variable is
changed to its highest and lowest values (also given in section 6.1 and Appendix A).
As will be discussed later, only one variable was altered at a time; the tornado
diagram provides a visual method of evaluating the relative sensitivity of the output
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to each variable, but does not provide any insight into interactions between two or
more variables. A more robust method of estimated cost per kWh would be to vary
ALL variables within their range of values; a Monte Carlo simulation could do this
over thousands or more iterations. Monte Carlo simulations were not conducted for
this thesis but will be done during follow-on research. Nevertheless, tornado
diagrams can provide some useful insight into which variables or factors have the
greatest effect on cost per kWh and thus deserve greater focus and attention.
Cost of Electricity for 3 GW wind farm 10 hour storage 500m deep 30 NM from shore
0.85 0.9Learning Curve0.85 09
7% 20% Discount Rate
600m 200m Depth of Sphere
4 10 Years to Build/DeployWind-farm
$2M F$6i] 6M Cadn r Turbine
750 4000 Ctofaeate/
4 10 Hours of Storage
10 3 Size of each FloatingWind Turbine (MW)
$175 $400 Sphere Material Cost/
C 100 C 15 0 e 20 0 0 25 300 30
Cost of Electnci [c<Wh]
Figure 6.10. Sensitivity analysis on Cost of Electricity (for entire wind/storage farm)
The majority of the results were unsurprising; discount rate and learning curves
dominated, highlighting the need for a strong research and development plan
(discussed further in section 7.3) and design for manufacturability. The effects of
depth will be discussed further in section 6.6. The effect of storage hours had an
opposite effect to cost of electricity than it did for cost of storage, seen in Figure 6.11
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and Figure 6.12. Storage by itself has a negative effect on the cost of electricity but
so too would cost of integration of large wind systems, typically given at $4 -
5/MWh (EnerNex Corp, 2010). Based on these results and further research, a
storage system integrated with offshore wind should be capable of providing
additional benefits than just wind integration.
Cost of Storage: 3 GW wind farm. 10 hrs storage, 500m depth, 30 NM from shore
0.85 0.95 Learning Curve
FL T~. 1 O~mSphere Depth600m 200m
79( 20% Hours of Storage
10 4 Discount Rate
750 4000 Cost of Baseplate/
Molds ($/n 2)
365 250 # Days Used per Year
175 400 Material Costs for
sphere ($/t)
0.9 0.5 Ratio of Concrete
Cost to Total
$0 07 $0 09 $0 11 $0 13 $0 16 $0 17 $0 19 $0 21 $0 23 $0 25 Sphere Cost
Cost of Storage [$/kWVh]
Figure 6.11. Sensitivity Analysis on overall Cost of Storage (as part of a 3 GW wind farm)
As discussed above, hours of storage had the opposite effect on cost of storage than
it did on cost of electricity. Larger storage takes advantage of economies of scale.
The cost of baseplate/molds, estimated by multiplying the surface area of these
pieces by a cost factor, had a larger effect than initially estimated, primarily due to
the baseplate. This reflected the conservative assumptions over the size and
requirements for the baseplate. Further research and prototypes may prove that a
lower cost baseplate is adequate.
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Cost of Storage: 3 GW Storage-only farm, 10 hours storage, 500m depth, 30 NM from shore
600m 200m Sphere Depth
0.85 ~0.95 Learning Curve
7% 20%7 /Discount Rate7%/ 20%
365 250 Days Storage used/year
750 4000 Cost of Baseplate/Mold
($/M2)
10 4 Hours Storage
Material Costs for$175/mt : $400/mt sphere ($/mt)
0.9 0.5 Ratio of Concrete Costto Total Sphere Cost
$0.08 $0,13 $0.18 $0.23 $0.28 $0.33
Cost of Storage [$/kWh]
Figure 6.12. Sensitivity Analysis on Cost of Storage for 3 GW storage-only scenario
When a storage-only scenario was analyzed, the learning curve and discount rates
had a lesser effect on the cost of storage than depth. This is due to the insensitivity
of cable costs to these factors; no learning factor was applied to the transmission
cable, so no economies of scale were captured. This was done purposefully due to
the lack of estimates for undersea transmission cables. As additional projects are
completed and more companies compete for undersea cable work, prices would be
expected to fall.
Overall, however, discount rate, sphere depth, and learning curve had the greatest
effects on overall costs in nearly every case.
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- A lower discount rate may be justified through exhaustive design analysis,
model testing, and systematic evaluation of demonstration projects to reduce
the risk associated with a project.
- Learning curve will likely be viewed "after the fact", but focusing on
manufacturability of the design from the onset should have a positive effect
on improving cost reductions, resulting in cost savings as thousands of
spheres are constructed.
- Sphere depths may be limited by bottom topography, but given the current
results that deeper depths are cheaper, it appears to be economically
advantageous to strive for the greatest depths that are technically feasible.
Of the other variables that affected the overall cost of storage, some are easily
changed by the nature of the project (distance from shore, for example), while
others may be at the mercy of the market (e.g. concrete and steel costs).
If the costs of storage were to be amortized over the annual electrical demand of a
region, one could start to compare the cost of storage with the predicted costs of
high (20-33%) renewable penetration. This portion of study is not yet complete,
but gives an idea for how storage could be priced, perhaps if regulations and pricing
rules are changed as required.
For wind farm or storage-only scenarios, the amortized cost of storage is calculated
similarly to the optimal cost of storage, except that the overnight capital cost of the
storage portion of the project is divided by the total energy output (in MWh) for the
region in order to get a $/MWh estimate. For California, this was 260,000 GWh in
2008; for New England, 120,000 GWh; and for Hawaii, 1020 GWh.
The results were shown in the right-most column of Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. This
cost, if allowed to be distributed to all customers, could support uninhibited use of
large-scale storage to allow for increased renewable integration, load-leveling and
other storage benefits described in section 2.2.
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The overall cost savings would be gained from the improved efficiency and fuel use
from load leveling, reduced, deferred, or eliminated renewable integration costs that
would otherwise be incurred, reduced congestion along transmission lines that feed
in peaker plants (which can be eliminated if load-leveling occurs) and savings from
reduced spinning reserve requirements. These potential savings are still being
analyzed.
6.6 Effect of Depth and Offshore Distance on Cost
As scenarios were being created for chapter 5 and 6 analysis, the question arose as
to whether it was better to be closer to shore in shallower water or further from
shore in deeper water. Evaluating the cost of storage using single-variable analysis
as shown in the previous section is helpful but may not fully capture the cost and
benefits of where storage should be located.
A modified version of the code used in the previous section was used to evaluate
two-variable analysis of cost of storage vs. distance and depth. Distances were
varied from 20 NM to 120 NM (up to 350 NM for later simulations in Gulf of Maine)
and depths were varied from 200m to 2,500m. The other assumptions used in
previous simulation were retained, including the overall size (3 GW) and capacity
(10 hours) of storage.
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Figure 6.13. Cost of storage vs. depth and distance from shore (3 GW, 10 hours storage)
The results clearly show that depth has a much greater effect on costs than distance.
If a choice in location is possible, it appears much more economical to locate storage
in deeper water further from shore than shallower water closer to land.
At approximately 1,500 - 1,800m, the cost of storage versus depth levels out due to
the much increased shell thickness required to maintain a Factor of Safety for the
greater pressures at those depths. Thus, the weight of the spheres increase well
beyond that required for minimum ballasting and starts to outweigh the efficiency
gained at greater depths.
Some assumptions used for this analysis included:
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Effects of depth and
1. No vent line was required. If vent lines are required, the higher cost
of vent lines required for greater depths would lessen the initial
positive impact of greater depths (see Figure 4.31);
2. No economies of scale for longer transmission cables were estimated;
and
3. The effect of deeper water on transmission cable installation costs
was not estimated.
6.7 Large Scale Simulation
The above scenarios were chosen as a baseline for future comparisons and were
made as similar to each other as possible (often with only hours of storage being
varied for some scenarios). As these scenarios were developed and analyzed, the
limits of locations with sufficient depth for cost-effective storage and large enough
areas for large wind farms meant a new concept was required. Remaining in the
previously established band of 200m to 600m was found to be quite restrictive for
installing FWTs together with storage (the greater depths analyzed for the Los
Angeles storage scenario highlights the need to push the sphere technology as deep
as technically possible for economic reasons).
In order to evaluate wind farms much larger than 3 GW, a different concept was
explored. The wind farm would be located either in one large area or in multiple
areas as necessary for the best wind conditions and minimal water space conflict. A
storage farm, meanwhile, would be located at the greatest depths closest to shore,
not necessarily in-line with the wind-farm. Therefore, transmission cables would
either route through the storage farm or route directly to shore, with a separate
transmission cable out to the storage farm.
The depth of the storage farm was maintained at 500m for all locations, with the
exception of Gulf of Maine where 350m depth was used. The hours of storage was
also reduced; the earlier scenarios looked at wind farms that were 10% or less of a
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region's peak demand, so the full range of storage could likely be utilized on a daily
basis. With the larger wind farms being evaluated here (>30% of the peak demand),
ten hours of storage would likely NOT be fully utilized. The average demand
throughout the year was found to be almost half of the peak demand, so the daily
fluctuations in demand (from daily peak to daily trough) would not be large enough
to take advantage of the entire storage for much of the year. Therefore, storage size
was reduced to six hours. Further study is warranted to better size storage for each
region to best meet historical demand; the value of six hours storage for all regions
of the 110 GW scenario was used for simplicity and initial cost estimations.
The build time was increased from five years to ten years to account for the large
increase in size for this scenario. As before, the capital costs were assumed to be
"overnight" costs, a simplified approximation that ignores finance costs. On the
other hand, income from portions of the wind farm that are operational prior to ten
years is not accounted for (and thus some higher present-value income was not
accounted for), which leads to higher required charges per kWh to make up for the
capital cost.
For this alternative scenario, multiple large wind farms are envisioned: 110 GW
total divided among the following areas:
Table 6.7. 110 GW locations and initial conditions
Avg Wind Storage apacity
farm Wind farm FactorSize of Percentage distance farm distance Nearby at
Location wind of Peak from area from weather weather
farm Demand shore [km 2] shore buoys buoys at
[NM] [NM] hei ht
Gulf of Maine (East 10 30% ISO-NE 70 2,000 220 44005 0.55of New Hampshire) GW 
________ 
________
30% 5-20Northern California 10 Northern (two 2,000 60 46012 0.50(IVO San Francisco) GW California ae)
CAISO areas)
30%
Southern California 10 Southern 50 2,000 70 46069 0.53(IVO Los Angeles) GW California
CAISO
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Western Gulf of 20 42019
Mexico (IVO Corpus GW 30% ERCOT 15 4,000 70 42020' 0.57
Christi, TX)
Northern Gulf of 10 30% 20 42039
Mexico (South of GW Entergy (three 2,000 65 42040 0.48
Mobile & Pensacola) areas)
Mid-Atlantic (East 50 41004,
of North & South GW 30% PJM 20 10,000 80 41013 0 .57
Carolina)
Total 110 15% United 22,000
GW States
Wind turbines were located in best regards to known wind conditions (based on
NOAA weather buoy data) and clear of known conflicted areas (e.g., military training
areas, with exception of Southern California, where the wind farm is proposed for
the eastern most portion of the Pacific Missile Range south of Santa Cruz Island). A
vent-less design was assumed for simplicity. The cost of transmission cable was
broken up into two portions: the portion from the wind farm to shore was included
in the wind farm's cost of electricity; the portion of the transmission cable from the
wind farm to the storage farm was included in the cost of storage.
The optimization code developed for the individual scenarios was used for each
geographic area of the 110 GW scenario, though it was modified slightly to account
for the separate (and often further) location of the storage farms.
Graphical representations of each area, using online charts available from
www.charts.noaa.gov, are shown below:
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Figure 6.14. Gulf of Maine 10 GW scenario.
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Figure 6.15. Mid-Atlantic 50 GW scenario
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Figure 6.16. Northern Gulf of Mexico 10 GW scenario
Texas, off coast of Corpus Christie: 20 GW
Buoy 42019-
CF ".56 N
Figure 6.17. Western Gulf of Mexico 20 GW scenario
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Figure 6.18. Southern California 10 GW scenario
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Figure 6.19. Northern California 10 GW scenario
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The results for Cost of Electricity (for wind only), Cost of Electricity (for wind plus
storage, if treated as a separate power plant), and Cost of Storage (for storage
benefits treated separately) and other pertinent info are shown below:
Table 6.8. 110 GW scenario cost results at 17% discount rate.
COE without Capital Total
Storage (just Optimized Cost of Overnight
wind COE with Cost of Storage Cost
Site turbines) Storage Storage [$/kWh] [$B]
Gulf of Maine 12.4 18.6 22.9 470 50
Mid-Atlantic 10.6 13.1 13.8 283 180
Northern Gulf of 12.8 17.0 16.2 331 39
Mexico
Western Gulf of 9.4 12.7 15.5 317 74
Mexico
Southern 11.9 14.9 15.4 315 40
California
Northern 12.1 15.1 14.8 302 38
California
The total overnight cost for 110 GW, 660 GWh is $422 B, at an overall average of
$1,946/kW wind farm capacity, $1,812/kW storage capacity, and $312/kWh energy
storage. At an assumed build time of ten years, this equates to $42.2B per year, or
less than 8% of the US Department of Defense budget for 2010 (Office of
Undersecretary of Defense (Comptroller), 2010). As shown in Figure 6.11, a lower
energy storage cost could be realized if the storage were to be placed in deeper
waters. For simplicity and consistency, a 500m depth was chosen for all scenarios
except for Gulf of Maine, where 350m was the maximum possible before the
continental shelf was reached. However, areas of deeper depths with minimal
slopes were observed in most of the scenarios. Further evaluations of each location
would likely yield many viable, deeper locations.
For comparison, the same simulations were run at 10% discount rate, as with the
previous scenarios. The results are shown below (Capital Cost of Storage in $/kWh
is based on "overnight" capital cost and does not change with discount rate).
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Table 6.9. 110 GW scenario cost results at 10% discount rate.
COE without
Storage (just Optimized Cost
Site wind turbines) COE with Storage of Storage
Gulf of Maine 5.1 11.3 14.0
Mid-Atlantic 4.3 8.0 8.4
Northern Gulf of
Mexico 5.3 10.3 9.9
Western Gulf of 3.9 7.7 9.5
Mexico
Southern
California 9.0
Northern
California 4.9 9.2 9.1
Cost breakdowns for some of the scenarios are shown. Most have similar
breakdowns. The Gulf of Maine has slightly higher cost percentages associated with
storage due to the greater storage transmission line and towing distances and
shallower water. The Mid-Atlantic wind farm has slightly higher cost percentages
associated with the wind farm itself mostly due to the vast size of the wind farm.
The other four scenarios are similar to Northern Gulf of Mexico scenario shown
below.
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Total instal Vessei
New England 10 GW wind farm Cos
Towing costs
Total cost of barges 4%
1%
total Cost molds
1%
Cable cost forwind
fam only
Figure 6.20. Gulf of Maine 10 GW scenario cost breakdown
North Carolina/South Carolina 50 GW wind farm
Total Install Vessel
Total cost of barges towing costs Cost
1% 3%
Total Cost molds
0%
cable cost o os kW
Figure 6.2 1. Mid-Atlantic 5 0 GW scenario cost breakdown
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Alabama/Florida 10 GW wind farm -stal
Vessel
total cost of barges towing costs Cost
Total Cost molds
1%
Cable cost for wind
Figure 6.22. Northern Gulf of Mexico 10 GW scenario cost breakdown
Economies of scale, as estimated in the economic model, favor much larger projects.
Whether or not these economies of scale will come to fruition with the other factors
that can vary a project's outcome over the course of its life (raw material costs,
global economic stability, competition for resources and labor pool, etc.) was not
analyzed in detail.
The total, overnight capital cost of delivering 15% of the United States peak
electrical demand from wind may be daunting, but the final delivered electrical
prices appear competitive and the benefits discussed throughout chapters 2, 3, and
6 are tremendous and show that the storage concept discussed in this thesis can
make a long-lasting improvement on renewable energy penetration in the United
States as well as improve efficiency and reduce emissions for existing fossil-fueled
power generation.
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Table 6.10. 110 GW scenario additional results
Distance Distance
from from Outer
shore to wind farm Towing Sphere Sphere Shell Number of
Depth wind farm to storage Distance Total # Diameter weight Thickness Number of Number Number of installation
Site [m] [NM] [NM] [NM] Spheres [im [mt] [m] tugs of barges molds vessels
New 30 7 4 2
England 350 70 140 220 12706 26.3 11282 1.7 14 15 61 16
Mid- 500 80 40 80
Atlantic 45478 26.2 11403 1.7 36 37 217 55
Northern
Gulf of 500 15 45 100
Mexico 9718 25.6 10676 1.7 8 9 46 12
Western
Gulf of 500 15 55 90
Mexico 18191 26.2 11403 1.7 15 16 87 22
SoCal 500 50 20 110 9096 26.2 11403 1.7 8 9 44 11
NoCal 500 25 5 60 9096 26.2 11403 1.7 7 8 44 11
Using the labor estimates provided in section 3.3.3, building 110 GW of wind and
storage over 10 years could create as many as 350,000 to 400,000 jobs for the
duration of construction, and thousands of permanent jobs for the operations and
maintenance of the wind and storage farms. These are very rough numbers, as the
assumptions provided in section 3.3.3 may not necessarily apply when scaled by a
factor of twenty. Additionally, the savings expected from economies of
scale/learning curves could lead to less workers. Conversely, the tooling-up of
industry to support a 110 GW wind/storage project would take time and include
jobs that haven't been accounted for elsewhere.
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7 Conclusions and Further Research
The undersea energy storage concept described in this these is a technically viable
and cost-competitive large-scale energy storage technology. Further research and
confirmation of the assumptions in the economic analysis model are required; most
assumptions were biased to be conservative but the numerous interactions between
all variables within the economic model are too complex to make any conclusion
that the final cost estimates are themselves also conservative.
Prototype and demonstration model testing will validate the two-piece construction
concepts. The choice of self-consolidating, steel fiber reinforced concrete appears
promising; its performance in pre-casting large hemispheres will be assessed during
prototype testing.24
Based on initial observation of offshore wind, limiting transmission cable capacity
does not appear to be justified, but further analysis is strongly recommended to
confirm these results and evaluate more robust wind/storage combinations and
control algorithms (section 5.3).
The construction of a 3GW, 10 hour storage wind farm requires concrete and steel
materials well within the current capacity of the United States (section 4.7). At
500m depths, and using number and weight of sphere from Table 6.5 as a rough
estimate for concrete required, a storage system requires approximately 1,660,000
mt of concrete per GWh of storage. If 30% by-weight fly ash is used to replace
Portland Cement, approximately 50,000 mt of fly ash can be utilized per GWh of
storage.
To repeat from section 3.3.4, if the output of coal plants from the coastal states were
replaced with wind, 30B gallons of gasoline could be annually liquefied from coal
24 See forthcoming thesis from James Meredith and G6khan Ddndar, graduate students from MIT.
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that would otherwise be used to generate electricity. This corresponds to 35% of
the gasoline usage in the states where coal power plants were replaced by wind and
is approximately 21% of the total US gasoline consumption for 2008. Given that the
US imports nearly 60% of its petroleum annually, this concept would dramatically
and substantially set the US on the path of true energy independence.
7.1 Comparison to other Energy Storage Technologies
The costs summarized in Table 6.3 can be compared to other large-scale storage
technologies summarized in Steward et al (2009) (Figure 6.6) and Schoenung and
Hassenzahl (2003), (Figure 7.1). While the assumptions for these results differed
from those used in this paper, the final results do not differ significantly and show
promise that undersea energy storage can be a cost-effective means for large-scale
energy storage. Steward et al used a loan interest rate of 10% while Schoenung and
Hassenzahl used a discount rate of 8.5% for their calculations; comparison of their
values to those in Table 6.3 may be more appropriate. (Steward, Saur, Penev, &
Ramsden, Nov 2009) (Schoenung & Hassenzahl, SAND2003-2783, Aug 2003)
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Figure 7.1. Revenue requirements for energy storage technologies with analysis results at
similar discount rates added for comparison. Source: Schoenung and Hassenzahl, 2003, with
results from section 6.4 added for comparison.
More importantly, as discussed earlier in this thesis, the options for large-scale
storage for many states that can take advantage of offshore wind may be limited due
to geology that does not support CAES or topography that does not support PHS. In
the cases where floating wind turbines may be an economical choice and bottom
topography supports its deployment, undersea energy storage can be added to the
wind farm or installed separately to provide a more robust and reliable system and
also provide the advantages of storage to onshore facilities. As shown in sections
6.4 and 6.7, installing storage-only farms can be a cost-effective means of energy
storage. In the end, a robust power system in the US and world-wise will utilize
many different types of storage systems depending on the particular needs and
geographies of specific areas.
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7.2 Emissions Reductions
A more detailed Life-Cycle Analysis (LCA) of Energy and Emissions for ORES is in-
progress, so the results presented here are first-order and deal primarily with the
materials that make-up the floating wind turbines and storage spheres.
Nevertheless, the results show promise for significant savings in C02 emissions over
the lifetime of the system, regardless of whether natural gas or coal plants are
displaced.
If used in place of load-following, the following analysis by Southern California
Edison shows potential emissions savings for a 75% round-trip efficient storage
displacement of load-following power plants (Rittershausen & McDonagh, 2010):
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec ege
4% 40 7% 14% 18%, 260% 160% 13% 18% 11% 8% 3% 12%
Figure 7.2. Emissions savings from a device shifting energy off to on peak (Rittershausen &
McDonagh, 2010)
A CO2 emission "return on investment" was also estimated. The LCA emissions for
the wind farm were taken from (Winzettel, 2009). Emissions data for coal plants
and natural gas plants were taken from (Klein, 2009). The emissions for the storage
spheres were estimated from the concrete and steel weights using (Ashby, 2009)
and are shown in Table 7.1. The payback period is the number of years that the C02
emissions from the fossil-fueled plant equal the C02 emissions from the
construction of the wind farm with storage plant.
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Table 7.1. Emission Payback (years) for two storage/wind farm scenarios
New England, New England, California, California,
220m depth, 220m depth, 500m depth, 500m depth,
Inputs 6 hrs storage 6 hrs storage 10 hrs storage 10 hrs storage
Fly Ash % 30% 50% 30% 50%
Portland Cement % 11% 11% 11% 11%
Total Concrete per Sphere [mt] 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
C02 per Ton of Portland Cement [mt] I I I I
Steel per Sphere (baseplate + fiber) Jmt] 879 879 879 879
C02 per Ton Steel [mt] 4 4 4 4
size of wind turbine [MW] 5 5 5 5
size of coal power plant or Gas Turbine plant [MW] 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
wind-farm Capacity Factor 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
number spheres/wind turbine 5 5 4 4
number wind turbines 600 600 600 600
C02 to produce 1 wind turbine [mt] 498 498 498 498
C02 to produce all wind turbines [mt] 298,800 298,800 298,800 298,800
C02/kWh of burning coal (assume 30% efficiency) [kg) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
CO2/kwh from CCGT (assume 55% efficiency) [kg] 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37
capacity factor coal plant 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
kWh/yr, coal plant 1.05E+10 1.05E+10 1.05E+10 1.05E+10
Capacity Factor CCGT 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
kWh/yr, CCGT 9.20E+09 9.20E+09 9.20E+09 9.20E+09
Outputs
C02/coal plant/yr [mt] 10,512,000 10,512,000 10,512,000 10,512,000
C02/CCGT/yr [mt] 4,507,020 4,507,020 4,507,020 4,507,020
Total Number of Spheres 3,000 3,000 2,400 2,400
Total Cement for Spheres [mt] 4,620,000 3,300,000 3,696,000 2,640,000
Total Fly Ash used [mtl 1,980,000 3,300,000 1,584,000 2,640,000
Fly Ash per Sphere [mt] 660 1,100 660 1,100
Total Steel for all Spheres [mt] 2,637,054 2,637,054 2,109,643 2,109,643
Total C02 from Cement [mt] 4,620,000 3,300,000 3,696,000 2,640,000
Total C02 from Steel [mt] 10,548,214 10,548,214 8,438,571 8,438,571
Total C02 for production of Spheres [mt] 15,168,214 13,848,214 12,134,571 11,078,571
Total C02/production of all windturbines [mt) 298,800 298,800 298,800 298,800
Total C02 (Turbines + Spheres) [imt] 15,467,014 14,147,014 12,433,371 11,377,371
% C02 from Steel 68% 75% 68% 74%
% C02 from Concrete 30% 23% 30% 23%
% C02 reduced by Fly Ash 13% 23% 13% 23%
C2 Payback Period
CO2 Payback vs coal plant [years] 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.1
C02 Payback vs CCGT [years] 3.4 3.1 2.8 2.5
Ignoring Deployment, Operations & Maintenance (which will require sea-going
vessels that burn diesel fuel) and other manufacturing processes emissions such as
welding and machining, the emissions Return on Investment (ROI) is still on the
order of one year if equivalent coal power is displaced or two to three years if
combined-cycle gas turbines (CCGT) are displaced.
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Katzenstein and Apt have studied the actual emissions avoided by wind
penetrations and concluded actual C02 emissions were approximately 80% of
predicted emissions, while NOx emissions at some percentages of wind penetration
could actually exceed those with no wind penetration. This is primarily due to the
additional spinning reserve requirements and ramping up and down of either
simple combustion turbines or combined-cycle turbines due to the intermittency of
wind power. We predict that the inclusion of large-scale storage truly does capture
the predicted emissions reductions by eliminating or greatly reducing the gas
turbine ramping and spinning reserves required to mitigate intermittent wind
power (Katzenstein & Apt, 2009).
Reducing the amount of steel would have the greatest affect on reducing C02
emissions for the manufacture of the spheres. Increasing fly ash would have the
next greatest impact on reducing C02 emissions.
A more detailed exergy LCA was not conducted for this thesis. Future analysis could
utilize Carnegie Melon's Green Institute Economic Input-Output (EIO)-LCA model to
conduct a more comprehensive LCA on energy and emissions (see www.eio-lca.net
for further information). The EIO-LCA model takes into account the impacts of
many supporting industries that contribute to a single product. While "floating
wind turbines" and "underwater concrete storage spheres" are not selectable
products in the EIO-LCA model, similar products (metal fabrication, concrete
construction, etc.) can be selected to provide a reasonable estimate of the energy
and emissions associated with the wind farms and storage farms that have been
analyzed in chapter 6.
7.3 Plan of Action and Milestones
In order to test our hypothesis that concrete hemispheres can be cast, joined
together into spheres, and used as underwater pumped storage, a simple 30" inner-
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diameter sphere has been designed and is being constructed by Iron Dragon and
Newstress of New Hampshire.
The hemisphere molds are being built to test various concrete mixes and modes for
manufacture. The molds have been constructed from the hemi heads used for 250
gal and 500 gal LPG tanks.
The hemi heads were modified to fit inside of each other to allow pouring of
concrete, removal of each mold, and handling of each hemisphere by small forklift
and chain-fall. In parallel, small DC submersible pumps were researched to insert
into the completed concrete sphere for testing as pump/turbine units. The small
inner-diameter (30") won't provide much energy storage (on the order of 1-2 watt-
hours at 10m depths), but the lessons learned from manufacturing, handling, and
assembly is expected to be tremendous and will lead towards successful, larger
demonstration models that will hopefully be tested in the Gulf of Maine with
permission from University of Maine's offshore test-site near Monhegan Island.
Figure 7.3. 30" inner diameter hemisphere mold design and completed sphere on test stand
with pump attached to standpipe. Credit: James Meredith, MIT
A proposed Plan of Actions and Milestones follows:
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Phase I : Fall 2010 - Spring 2010
- 30" Diameter Mold prototypes built and tested
- Manufacturing and Operational Testing
- Proof of concept for hemisphere molding and assembly
concept
- Vented and Vent-less operations
- Repeatability of hemisphere molds
- Pump/turbine comparison
- Materials Evaluation (unreinforced concrete, concrete with rebar,
and SFRC)
- Onshore and pool-depths
Phase II: Summer 2010 - Summer 2011
- 2-3m Outer Diameter Development Prototype
- Hemispherical Mold and Baseplate Refinement
- Buoyancy module development (if required); 3m diameter sphere
may still be deployable from larger offshore support vessel
- Pump/Turbine design and testing
- Scaled assembly process to produce multiple spheres
- Deployment in Shallow depths (30-50m)
- Operations with small-scale wind turbine
- Continued Control Logic development to support load-leveling
simulation with diesel generator and load bank
Phase III: Summer 2011 - Winter 2012
- 10m Diameter Development Prototype
- Buoyancy Module or Barge Development
- Integration with Onshore grid and Floating Wind Turbines
- Assembly Process Refinement
- Deployment in Deeper depths (100-200m)
Phase IV: Winter 2012 - Summer 2013
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- 15-25m Diameter Full-Scale Sphere
As development continues with larger designs, collaboration with concrete,
fabrication, and power electronics industry is highly desirable. By leveraging the
experience gained in these industries and getting feedback from manufacturing,
technical risk can be reduced. A close relationship between industry and academia
will be vital for bringing many of the concepts described in this thesis to fruition, or
modifying the concepts to be more technically achievable and economical
7.4 Future Research
This thesis provided an overview of many of the challenges that may face this large-
scale underwater energy storage concept but due to time and resource constraints,
detailed analysis could only be performed on a few of those challenges. The
following sections summarizes many of the research topics that remain to be taken
into further detail in order to validate the assumptions in this thesis and prove the
technical and economic viability of the ORES concept.
7.4.1 Economic Analysis
Besides the continuous validation of the assumptions present in the economic
model, some simplifications used in the computer code deserve more robust
analysis. Net Present Values (NPV), used in calculating the cost of electricity and
cost of storage, has limitations in that a single output is calculated from a multitude
of single estimated values (some of which are covered above; the remainder are
covered in Appendix A) (de Neufville & Webster, 2010). A better method would be
to calculate costs based on the range of estimates. Therefore, a more thorough
analysis should be done with Monte Carlo simulations to sample from the full ranges
of input estimates. While sensitivity analysis showed that the majority of the
variables did not have a major effect on the overall cost of storage when taken
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individually, evaluation of the effects of changing ALL variables could yield
drastically different results.
Another simplification is that all sphere and wind turbine production is completed
prior to energy production/storage. In reality, as turbines and spheres are installed
and production is ramped up, the earliest installed turbines could start operating
and creating revenue. Therefore, a more robust economic analysis should include
the options of installing the full transmission cable early to start generating revenue
prior to the complete wind farm/storage farm installation, or evaluate two or more
installations of smaller transmission cables (at the beginning and end of
construction, for example).
The construction of supporting equipment (barges, installation vessels, etc.) also
needs to be more properly accounted for and integrated in the economic evaluation.
The economic model presented in this thesis assumes the barges, tugs, and other
equipment are manufactured "overnight" and capable of supporting full-rate
production from the beginning. A more detailed analysis of production ramp-up
and a review of shipyard capabilities to produce these supporting but necessary
elements of sphere installation is required.
7.4.2 Concrete Material Analysis and Manufacturing
Possibly the greatest concern with the current design is how concrete will withstand
the dynamic loads of frequent pumping/filling operations. The buoyancy of the
sphere increases as the sphere is pumped down, then becomes less buoyant as
water flows back in during power-generation periods. This changing of buoyancy
will create stresses around the shell, with maximum stresses likely in the lower half
of the sphere. Accordingly, because of the large numbers of spheres that may
ultimately be deployed, this area of concrete research needs to be explored further.
As mentioned earlier, significant research has been conducted in academia and
industry on steel-fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) and glass-fiber reinforced
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concrete (GFRC). Long-term performance of these higher-performance concretes in
a marine environment is still an ongoing research topic. Both SFRC and GFRC have
been shown to reduce crack propagation; SFRC has been shown to handle much
greater cyclic stresses than un-reinforced concrete (Houari, 1992) (Maidl, 1995).
While the costs for SFRC can be estimated using available publications (R.S. Means,
2010), cost estimates for large volumes of GFRC were more difficult to obtain. As
Appendix A shows, the concrete used in the simulation was assumed to contain 751b
of steel fiber per cubic yard.
Another assumption for this concept is the use of self-consolidating concrete (SCC),
also known as self-compacting concrete, in order to reduce labor costs, simplify
mold construction, increase productivity, and reduce probability of voids
developing in the poured concrete. SCC has been used in construction since
approximately 1985 (Liu, 2010); fairly recently, SCC-SFRC has been researched for
different applications. However, most research shows the properties that make
SFRC best (typically longer, larger fibers) make the product less capable of self-
consolidating (where shorter or no fibers are preferred). The optimum point of
fiber size, number, and shape for best self-consolidating and best crack-
mitigation/cyclic stress performance remains a major point of research to validate
our concept. As mentioned earlier, small diameter spheres will be tested with
different concrete mixes, but validating these mixes in a marine environment with
larger-diameter spheres should be conducted as a risk-mitigation strategy prior to
full-scale development. (Grunewald, 2009) (Thomas & Matthews, 2004)
A further area of research and development pertains to the large scale of concrete
being poured on a daily basis. A 25m-diameter sphere requires approximately
10,000 mt of concrete; a 30m-diameter sphere requires approximately 20,000 mt of
concrete. The vision is for this concrete to be poured continuously; from -5,000 mt
per hemisphere for a 25m-diameter sphere to -10,000 mt per hemisphere for a
30m-diameter sphere.
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As recently as 2009, some of the largest SCC single-pours have been on the order of
16,000 m3 or nearly 40,000 MT for high-rise towers (Largest Quantity of SCC in a
single pour achieved in Abu Dhabi, 2009) so the amount required for each
hemisphere is achievable
However, constructing thousands of spheres will require such pours on a daily basis
(2,400 spheres over five years averages out to just under two spheres per working
day); a new paradigm in concrete mixing and pouring will be required in order to
meet such demand and the infrastructure costs to support such pours have not yet
been fully explored. Shipping large quantities of material to support such pours is
not new; the largest coal power plants in the United States consumes nearly 40,000
mt of coal every day they are operating at full power.25 The logistics of shipping
large quantities of aggregate, cement, and fly ash for sphere production would not
differ greatly from that required to generate electricity from coal.
The large amount of concrete used for storage is not believed to be a major strain on
the concrete industry either. In 2005, approximately 1 billion mt of concrete was
manufactured; implementing a 3 GW, 10 hour storage system would require nearly
10,000,000 mt of concrete per year, requiring only a 1% increase in concrete
production (Environmental Protection Agency, 2005). Another way of stating this is
that for every 5,000 - 6,000 GWh storage installed per year, approximately 1%
increase in concrete production is required in the United States. Such a small effect
on the overall demand of concrete would not be expected to cause a measurable
stress on concrete supply or a spike in concrete prices.
Finally, a cost-effective means of moving the spheres around a manufacturing site
and onto a barge/buoyancy module must be developed. The two primary options
reviewed so far, establishing a rail system and using wheeled transporters, each
have advantages and disadvantages. The rail system is more likely to be able to
25 On average, 0.47mt of coal is required per MWh electricity. The largest coal power plants in the
United States can generate over 3,500MW, which requires 3500 * 24 *0.47 = 39,480 mt coal per day
at 100% power. (Ref: http://web.mit.edu/mitei/docs/reports table-plants.pdf, accessed
02/18/2011)
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handle the large weights involved (10,000 mt or more for a complete sphere) but
requires more time and changes to a manufacturing site. Additionally, once the rail
layout is complete, changes to the site may be costly and difficult.
Conversely, wheeled transporters retain greater flexibility and can be coupled
together to carry very large loads. However, current technology appears to be
limited to 30 - 34 mt per axle with each axle taking up approximately 1.5m by 2.5m
area. If the maximum number of axles is lined up underneath a 25m-diameter
sphere, with some additional spreaders to help distribute the weight evenly among
all of the axles, 180 axles can fit within a 25m x 25m area, capable of lifting 6,100 mt.
However, a 25-m diameter sphere capable of deploying down to 650m depth weighs
10,500 mt. Reducing the size of the conical base will reduce the total weight, but not
by 4,300 mt.
Ultimately, a combination of options may be required. Wheeled transports could
move the empty molds around and into position for pouring, railed systems could
move the poured hemispheres and cured hemispheres into system, then finally a
strand jack system could slide the completed sphere assembly to a barge or other
system to be towed out to sea.
7.4.3 Pump/Turbine Design, Simulation, and Testing
Single-stage pump/turbines that can handle up to 700m head have been designed
and tested (Deane, Gallachoir, & McKeogh, 2010). Additionally, submersible pumps
are often operated with water wells and with the oil and gas industry. However, the
unique requirements for the storage sphere will mandate a design that combines
the best characteristics of both designs into a reliable system that can be removed
by ROV (for replacement/repair).
Four major concerns are cavitation (especially for the non-vented concepts),
corrosion, clogging from sediment ingestion (during turbine operations), and effects
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on nearby marine life (during pumping and turbine operations). A self-clearing
feature must be incorporated into the pump/turbine unit to maintain maximum
efficiency. Again, the oil/gas industry and power utilities (who maintain many
ocean-side power plants that utilize seawater for steam condensers) can provide
lessons on designs; the key challenge will be to incorporate these lessons into a
mass-producible, economic, yet still high-performance design.
A reliable mechanism must be incorporated into the pump/turbine design to allow
it to maintain differential pressure for long periods of time, and then be able to
pump or act as a turbine with minimal mechanical shock and minimal efficiency loss.
This may be as simple as an actuated gate or ball valve.
Figure 7.4. Example pump-turbine impeller. Source: www.voithhydro.com
Finally, the unit must be able to cycle between pump and turbine operations and
back very quickly in order to handle any combination of renewable energy source
fluctuations and demand fluctuations. If the pump/turbine unit can be economically
very robust, the entire storage system's worth and ability to handle multiple uses
greatly increases.
7.4.4 Anchoring System: Simulation and Testing
The anchoring system is a vital portion of the sphere; in order for the sphere to
remain stationary and provide the necessary ballast for the floating wind turbines
above, a steel plate that will constitute the bottom of each hemisphere must be
designed and tested to support the weight of the hemisphere and handle the static
and dynamic stresses incurred by the floating wind turbine.
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The design of the bottom of the plate is of vital importance; underwater currents
(particularly from storms that pass through the wind farm) can create tremendous
forces on the sphere, therefore the bottom plate must be designed to hold onto the
bottom and remain stationary. A simple with plate stiffeners and three or more sets
of flukes, as shown in Figure 3.4, could be a good starting design.
Additionally, the effects of undersea currents on spheres with 25m+ diameter cross-
sections have not been analyzed. A current of 1 m/s on a 25m-diameter sphere
could potentially apply a force of approximately 80,OOON using the following
equation:
F= -pCDA .V 2  (20)262
Evaluation of how the above anchoring platform ensures sphere movement is
minimized through all buoyancy conditions remains to be analyzed.
7.4.5 Environmental Impact Assessment
As mentioned in section 3.3.2, there is great potential that the spheres and
associated floating wind turbines (or spar buoys, if required) can be of great benefit
as fish, benthic, and plant aggregators, much like any artificial reef. Of equal concern,
however, is how to protect this increased density of marine life from being damaged
by the continuous operation of the spheres.
A ten-hour storage device in 500m-deep water exhibits flow rates on the order of
0.2 to 0.3 m3/second at full charge/discharge rates. The effect this would have on
local marine life remains to be assessed and simulated. Perhaps simple screens over
the inlets will suffice to prevent fish from being sucked into the turbine; actual
26 Where F is the force applied to the sphere due to current in Newtons, p is density of seawater, CD is
drag coefficient of a sphere (assumed to be 1.0), A is the cross-sectional area of the sphere, and v is
the velocity of current in m/s.
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designs should be tested in a controlled environment prior to deployment on the sea
bottom.
7.4.6 End of Life Assumptions
Any Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) should include End of Life, or Disposal, costs and
impacts into the analysis. For a concrete sphere, the initial assumption is for a
twenty-year life; however, various concrete structures built in the North Sea have
proven themselves for over forty years. Assuming one complete storage cycle every
day, a forty-year life results in approximately 14,600 cycles over its lifetime. If the
utilization of SFRC allows for greater cyclic loading and the performance of the
concrete still meets established design criteria, then the spheres should continue to
provide storage even beyond forty years (pump/turbine unit replacement or
refurbishment would likely be required more frequently but better maintenance
estimates have not been researched yet).
For eventual end-of-life/decommissioning of the storage spheres, the sphere design
should simply act as an artificial reef with positive benefits towards cultivating deep
sea marine life. When the storage spheres have served their purpose, or if normal
wear and tear have lessened their efficiency to the point of being ineffective, the
vision is for the pump/turbine units and transmission lines to be removed and the
remainder of the sphere kept in-place to continue to serve as an artificial reef.
Proper selection of concrete and steel materials will be important to ensure a
permanent artificial reef remains a viable option.
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Appendix A Assumptions for Simulation Models
Year of Operation FY2015 FY2015- Production started in FY2010 with wind
FY2020 farm fully operational by FY2015
(based on 5 year build time). FY2015
values used for initial cost/kw of wind
turbine and discount rates from (Hart,
2010)
Buoy info: 44005, 80NM East of Portsmouth, NH. http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station hist
46069, 90NM West of Long Beach, CA ory.php?station=44005 accessed
46012, 30NM West of San Francisco, CA 09/01/10. 2008 & 2009 data.
Electrical demand Hourly from ref to right. Linearly ISO-New England data via:
data interpolated to 10 min intervals with http://www.iso-
randomized fluctuations along linear ne.com/markets/hstdata/znltinfo/hourl
interpolation y/
On-Peak/Off-Peak On-Peak: 0700-2200 http://www.naesb.org/pdj2/weq-bklet_
times Off-Peak: 2200-0700 011505_lipnumbering.pdf
Wind turbine Modeled after Vestas V112 3MW turbine. www.vestas.com. 5MW wind turbine
response Cut-in: 3.5m/s, Rated: 12.5m/s, Cut-out: used in simulation assumed to operate
25m/s the same. Post Cut-out response was
not modeled (i.e., some wind turbines
wait until wind speeds die down to <
20m/s after exceeding 25 m/s; this was
not simulated in our code)
Number wind 600, corresponding to a 3GW wind farm 600-2000 3GW is approximately 10% of New
turbines [n] England's capacity & 5% of California's
capacity
Wind speed Buoy at 5m, corrected to 90m with (Hsu, 1994) (Thomas, Kent, & Swail,
correction following eqn: Vel(@ 10m) = 2005). First equation corrects
vel*(8.7403/(log(5m/.0016). Vel (@90m) measurements at buoy's anemometer
= Vel @10m*(90m/10m)^(0.11). height (5m for buoy 44005 and most
NOAA buoys) and corrects to 10m,
assuming neutral air and constant shear
over varying wind speeds. 2nd eqn if
Power Law for use over open ocean,
again assuming constant shear. Believe
to be within 5-15% of actual wind at
90m according to these two references.
Conversion of Power for every 10 min was linearly +/- 5% variation picked as reasonable
hourly data to 10- interpolated, then randomly varied +/- 5% number that would stress the system.
min intervals along that slope. Prices were simply
linearly interpolated (no random
variation)
Years of Operation 20 (assume same wind/demand every 20-30
[y] year and evaluate cost/MWh over 20
years).
Depth [d] 220m for New England scenario. Google Earth & charts downloaded
500m for LA/SF/HI/SD wind farm & from:
storage scenarios http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/ngg/bathy
890m for LA storage scenario netry/niaps/directdownload.htinl
300m for Hong Kong scenario
Sphere diameter Outer diameter determined for estimating 15-30m For economic simulation model, inner
[Diam] displacement diameter was varied. For wind farm
simulations, number of spheres per
FWT was varied and diameter was
calculated based on total # spheres,
total storage desired, and water depth.
Seawater density 1025 kg/m 3
[psw]
Concrete density 2400 kg/m 3  2300-2500
[Pcl
Initial "charge" to 100%
spheres
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Floating Wind 96% 4% of wind turbines are assumed to be
Turbine availability unavailable or down for maintenance at
[A] any one time (Hart, 2010)
Shore Power Cable 100% of wind farm's peak capacity 50% - Varying cable capacity %'s were
Capacity [P] P= 100% 100% evaluated, but there did not appear to
be an economic benefit for lessening the
cable capacity. Therefore, the cable
capacity was set just below the assumed
availability of wind turbines (to simplify
the simulation code; the effect on costs
and capacity factor was found to be
insignificant).
Number of days 350 250-365 250 days/year is often quoted
storage used/year (Poonpun & Jewell, 2008) (Eyer &
[days] Corey, 2010) to reflect working/non-
holiday days where on-peak prices are
relevant but we see no reason why
storage cannot provide benefits
everyday. We further felt, from a
mechanical point of view, that it would
be beneficial for the storage system to
maintain continuous operation instead
of sitting idle for days at a time
Hours of Storage 4-12hrs (providing full cable capacity) 8 hours has been found to be most
[hours] economical (Sioshansi, Denholm, Jenkin,
& Weiss, DOI:
10.1016/j.eneco.2008.10.005, 2009)
but 4-12 hours were evaluated for
comparison.
Sphere's Pump 90%
efficiency [_p]
Sphere's turbine 80% 70% - 90% 80% results in 72% round-trip
efficiency [qT] efficiency. Literature quotes 75% - 85%
round-trip efficiency for most pumped-
hydro systems (Denholm P., Ela, Kirby,
& Milligan, Jan 2010)
Max Charge in .Y n 3  3.6E9 converts Joules to MWh. g is
Spheres (per wind gl *d *pSW gravitational constant [9.81... m/s 2 ]
turbine) MaxChrg 
- 3.6E9
Excess Ballast [B] 500MT or 5OMT Each mooring for floating wind turbine
assumed to be SOOT. Cost for anchor
lines is assumed to be part of the
floating wind turbine cost. Ballast
weight comes into play when estimating
barge size and costs. For greater
number of spheres, ballast in "non-
anchoring" spheres is SOT. During
worst-case scenarios (i.e., tropical
storm, hurricanes, etc.), the spheres can
simply be filled with water to provide
excess ballast to keep the wind turbine
and spheres in-place.
Submerged power $4M/NM/GW $2- Estimate from Ed Stern, Neptune RTC,
cable cost [Ccable] $6M/NM/ by e-mail
GW
Shore Connection $350M/GW $300M- Estimate from Ed Stern, Neptune RTC,
Costs [Cshorel $400M by e-mail
Cable Development $50M/GW $25- Estimate from Ed Stern, Neptune RTC,
Costs [Caev] 75M/GW by e-mail (variance added by authors)
Cable Connection $20M/GW $15- Estimate from Ed Stern, Neptune RTC,
Costs [Cconn] 25M/GW by e-mail (variance added by authors)
Distance between Provided in Table 6.1 20-125NM Distance to shore is factor for power
wind-farm & shore cable; distance for towing has large
[Rcabie and Rtow] effect on deployment costs for spheres
(deployment costs for floating wind
turbines assumed to be part of FWT
cost/kw)
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Pump-turbine cost 1.135 * (FWT rating [kw] *65000) + (16.5 Multiplied (Fingersh, Dec 2006) 13.5% is
[CPTU] * FWT rating [kw])1.249 by factor additional factor for marinization of
of 1.0 - 2. components. Motor/Generator
assumed to be similar cost to wind
turbine generator. Impeller & valve
costs for remainder of unit assumed to
be of similar cost and complexity to
wind turbine gearbox, so gearbox cost
factors were used.
Pump-turbine size Set based on number of spheres per wind Did not evaluate using more powerful
[PPTU] turbine and percent cable capacity. pump or turbine than what wind
turbine can power (for instance, power
from on-shore could be used during off-
peak times to recharge the spheres
faster). This would be worth further
investigation, especially for providing
large-scale load-leveling benefits.
Wind turbine cost $4000/kw $2000- (Hart, 2010) DOE's Offshore Wind
[CFWT] $6000/kw Strategic plan gives $3950/kw as 2015
value. DOE's paper and NREL's Offshore
Wind Study (Musial & Ram, NREL/TP-
500-40745, Sep 2010) assumes this cost
also includes power cables to shore.
Since floating wind turbines are being
used further distance from shore,
simulations assume the same cost/kw
includes everything EXCEPT the shore
power cable, which is calculated
separately. Economies of scale should
be gained from installing both FWT and
spheres at the same location and at the
same time.
Barge Module cost $2000/m2 of barge surface area $750- Barge required to carry spheres to
[Cbuoy] 4000/m 2  deployment site. Number of spheres to
be carried limited by barge
displacement limit. $2000/M 2 was
initial estimate; when used to compare
against used barges found at
www.maritimesales.corn accessed Mar
2011, results in estimated barge prices
2-3 times actual. Due to additional
complexity of moon pool and handling
equipment, this seemed to be
reasonable.
Barge displacement 60,000 mt Maximum barge size set in order to set
limit upper bounds on size of spheres.
Spar Buoy Costs $15M/spar buoy $5M - 40M Size of spar buoy TBD, believe inner
[Cspar] diameter required for ventilation is on
order of 1 - 1.5m for 50 spheres.
Spar Buoy O&M 3% of Cspar 2% - 4%
[SOM)
Vent line Cost (Cvent) Varies. $80-$400 Costs estimated from on-line data of
PVC piping of different diameters and
thicknesses. Required diameter and
thickness to minimize D/P from air flow
and prevent collapse was compared to
'fitted function' of costs, see section
4.5.1.
Buoyancy Factor 1.3 Ratio of TOTAL barge displacement
(BF) over barge cargo capacity. Empirically
derived from barge data collected in
Blight & Dai.
FINANCIAL
Discount Rate (DR) 17% 8 - 20% (Hart, 2010) 2015 estimated
discount rate used.
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Inflation (i) 3% 2 - 4% Used in COE calculations
Alpha [a] 1 + j (Tester, 2005) Used in later Cost of
a = 1+ DR Electricity calculation
Learning curve 0.9 0.85 - 0.95 0.9 was reasonable number initially
factor [LC] evaluated due to repetitive nature
of manufacturing. Cost of Xth unit =
X * 1st unit cost * log(.9)/log(2)
Learning Curve Total cost of N units = Cost of 1st unit/(1- (Camm, Evans, & Womer, 1987)
Approximation LC)*((N-.5)^(1-LC)+.5^(1-LC))
Capital Cost of Wind Cost of FWTs + shore cable costs Deployment costs for FWTs
farm [CCW] assumed to be part of wind turbine
cost/kw. Cable costs treated
separately
Capital Cost of Cost of spheres + pump-turbine units + Overnight costs for entire storage
Storage [CCS] towing cost + crane costs + cost of molds + system (manufacturing, materials,
cost of barges + vent line costs + installation deployment). Cable costs are
vessel costs treated as part of wind farm costs
For Storage-Only scenario, cable cost and
spar buoy costs are included
Capital Recovery DR(1+ DR)b+y (Poonpun & Jewell, 2008) CRF
Factor [CRF] CRF = - ____ refers to how much revenue must
(1 + DR)*Y -- 1 be made for a zero NPV after [years
oper) of operation.
Annual Energy AEP = P * h * D (Poonpun & Jewell, 2008)
Production |AEP oper
Wind turbine 3% of CCW 2% - 5% Includes parts, labor, leasing and
Operations and insurance. 1% - 3% is approximate
Maintenance range seen in on-shore wind
[WOM] turbines. Assume that reliability and
fault sensors will improve for
floating wind turbines by 2015
timeframe, but cost/hour of
maintenance will be higher than
already seen in Europe
Spheres Operations 1% of CCS .1% - 2% Assumed to be low and most likely
and Maintenance 3% Of Cspar (in Storage-Only case) 2% - 5% focused on preventative and
[SOM] corrective maintenance on
pump/turbine units. When spar
buoys are used for Storage-Only,
SOM is assumed to be similar values
to WOM
Cost of Storage CRF * CCS + SOM (Poonpun & Jewell, 2008)
[COS] COS =
AEP
Cost of Electricity 00 CCW'(l-a ) (Tester, 2005) 8765 are hours in
[COE] COE = 18+ WOM + SOM year, P is maximum power from
CF-P -1000-8765, b-a(1-a') shore power cable, CF is Capacity
Factor of wind farm (without
storage)
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MANUFACTURING
Build time [b] 5 yrs. 5-10 yrs. Years to build entire wind farm
including deployment of all spheres;
used to determine # molds, #
buoyancy modules, # tugs required,
etc.
Concrete Cure time 7 days 3-7 reference
[tcure]
Concrete Pour rate 100 m3/hour (R.S. Means, 2010)
[rpour]
Mold prep 3 days 2-5 Prep time is measured from when
time[tpep] shell is removed until ready to pour
again
Assembly time [tassy] 6 days 3-9 Assembly time is measured from
removal from mold until grouting
complete & read to launch into
water
Ready time [tready] 4 days 2-6 Ready time is measured from
sphere/buoyancy module launch
into water until hook-up to tug and
ready to tow to sea
Sink time [tsink] 2 days 1-4 Sink time is measured as the time to
remove buoyancy modules & lower
spheres to their location & hook-up
to grid once at the wind farm site
Concrete 7/3 (from RS Means graph, p.47) (R.S. Means, 2010) For typical
material/labor ratio concrete manufacturing, material
costs of Concrete is approx. 68%
cost of structure, labor is remainder.
If Self-compacting concrete used,
overall costs can go down 25%
(Schutter & al, 2008) therefore we
assume concrete material costs
account for 70% of structure cost.
Working days/year 250 250-300 Also accounts for poor weather for
[Dwork] deployment
Cost concrete [Cconc] $260/mt, including labor $175 - (R.S. Means, 2010) 7250psi/5OMPa
$400/mt concrete desired. Assume 5000psi
concrete ($125/yd 3+ $50/yd 3 for
100# of Steel fibers), corrected to
$/m 3. Total cost comes from
factoring concrete/labor ratio to
include extra % of cost for labor.
Extra cost for self-consolidating
plasticizers assumed to be offset by
cost-savings of using fly ash to
replace 30% cement by weight.
Cost to build molds Size of mold was assumed to be $750-
[Cmoid] approximately twice the surface area of the $4000/m2
storage spheres. Cost/surface area set to
$2000/m2
Sphere cost [Csphere] Total weight of sphere is assumed to equal
the volume of water displaced inside the
sphere. Weight * cost of concrete/ton = cost
of sphere. Cost of pump-turbine added, then
a learning curve was applied
Labor Ratio 0.7 0.5 - 0.9 The ratio of material cost over total
cost.
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DEPLOYMENT
Tug crew size 6 4-12 Based on (Darcy, 2009) which
evaluated ferry crews. Initial tug
crew size assumed to be 3-person
on-watch with port/starboard
alternating watch sections during
transit
Crew salary Ave of $130,000/crew * 1.2 overhead charge $100,000 - (Darcy, 2009)
$160,000
Tug size Estimated from barge dimensions and towing Blight and Dai use estimates for
speed towing power for given resistance.
US Navy Towing manual gives
estimates for towing resistance
based on some barge dimensions
(Length, Beam, height above
waterline, etc.). (Blight & Dai, 1978)
Towing speed 3 kts 3 - 6 kts Varied during code to determine
most economical speed.
Tow Time [ttow] Function of towing speed and distance to tow Return speed also calculated using
(return trip) Blight and Dai, working backwards
with given tug power and new draft
of unloaded barges. Results were 5-
5.5 kts return speed.
Number of Spheres Determined by dividing barge displacement Initial estimate to account for ability
to be towed/tug limit by weight of spheres to tow more spheres as their sizes
decrease. More detailed analysis
required on towing requirements
Number of tugs Function of how many spheres required to be Assume tugs remain on-station
required installed per day, number of spheres that can during sink time, come back for
be towed at once, towing distance (round 'down time' while spheres are
trip), sink time and ready time loaded and prepared for voyage,
and work an average of 250
days/year
Marine Fuel Oil $4/gal $3 - $5/gal Price for fueling tug boats (not
price [Cfuel] included for other deployment
vessel costs)
Draft [draft] 10m. A key factor in towing resistance. 6 - 10m Draft in harbor that spheres are
manufactured. Evaluation of
potential harbors that can support
estimated manufacturing needs is a
further research item. 10m set as
initial draft based on quick
assessment of potential harbors in
New England area (Portsmouth, Fall
River, Boston) and Hawaii
(Honolulu, Barber's Point)
Sfc of tug's engine 230 g/kWh 210 - 280 Specific Fuel Consumption. (Woud
g/kWh & Stapersma, 2003)
Tow Factor 1.5 1 - 2 Additional factor to acct for parts,
insurance, etc. for tugs and crew.
Install Vessel Cost $40M per vessel $20M - 60M Estimated values. A vessel, with
[Cmne] ROV capability, would be required
for installing and hook-ups of FWT
to mooring lines and to shore power
cable. The vessel would also be used
for hooking up spheres to FWT and
each other.
Installation Vessel 20 15-40
Crew
Install Vessel Crew Ave of $130,000/crew * 1.2 Overhead factor $100,000- (Darcy, 2009) Assumed to be
Salary $200,000 similar salary or higher to tug crew
Install Vessel Factor 1.5 1 - 2 Additional factor to acct for parts,
insurance, etc. for install vessel and
crew.
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Appendix B Location Assessment Code
%% Location judge.m. Created by Gregory Fennell, 2010-2011 for thesis
% work on undersea energy storage at MIT for Professor Alex Slocum
% file imports a text file, which is downloaded from www.ndbc.noaa.gov.
% The files are historical data for weather buoy of interest. File
% extensions are typically .php or .txt, but all are simply text files.
% Wind speeds are in 'm/s' in the seventh column. If file size is much
% less than 2MB, then data is missing. Some data may show '99' for wind
% speed, but code below ignores it.
% MOST buoys measure wind at 5m height; but buoy data page gives anemometer
% height.
%close all;
clear all;
A = importdata('44005c2009.txt',' ',2); % file name based on NOAA website
wind = A.data(:,7); % column 7 has wind speed in m/s at 10 min
intervals
% now to correct for height; buoy is at 5m, turbine is at 'ht'. Use NREL's
% guidance under http://rredc.nrel.gov/wind/pubs/atlas/appendix A.html:
% V(ht) = V(ref)*(hub ht/sensor ht)^(1/7)
hub ht = 90; % 90m seems
% reasonable guess to keep blades well off water surface
sensor ht = 5; % default buoy height; make sure data is recorded at this level,
else results will be more erroneous
cutin = 3; % starts turning at 3m/s
rated = 12.5; % V112 at rated pwr at 12.5m/s
cutout = 25.0; % turbine shuts down > 25m/s (no power)
wind = (wind.*8.7403/(log(sensor_ht/.0016)))*(hub_ht/10)^(.11); % corrected to
10m using eqn (1) of Thomas, Kent, Swail 2005
% "Methods to Homogenize Wind
% Speeds from Ships and Buoys",
% Int J of Climatology, 25,
% 2005
%wind = wind.*(hub ht/sensor ht)^(.11); % wind data is THEN corrected by
power law, alpha = 0.11; expect 1-40% error underestimating wind speed @ 90m
% Lubitz 2009, Power Law Extrapolation of
% Wind Measurements for Predicting Wind
Energy Production", Wind Engineering, Vol
33, #3, 2009
% also see: Hsu, S.A., E.A. Meindl, and D.B. Gilhousen, 1994, Determining the
power-law wind-profile exponent under near-neutral stability conditions at sea,
J. Appl. Meteor., Vol. 33, pp. 757-765
% alpha = 0.11
mn = mean(wind) % average wind speed,but caution! Includes any '99'
speeds!
dir = A.data(:,6); % sixth column is direction, in degrees. '999' means no
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reading, which appears to be ignored by 'rose' function
dir = dir*pi/180;
rose(dir) % gives peaks where majority of wind is coming from.
% 'rose' function is not like compass, so care must be taken to read it
% properly!
% below data is from V112 3.0 sheet, available from www.vestas.com
yb = [0 0 100 560 1420 2580 3000 3000];
xb = [0 3 4 6 8 10 12.5 25];
PwrFit = fit(xb',yb','pchipinterp'); % this function found to 'fit' pretty
well
supply2(1:length(wind)) = 0;
wt size = 3; % V112 is 3MW, use that for now
supply2 = ((wind>cutin).*(wind<cutout)).*(wt_size/max(yb)*PwrFit(wind));
CF2 = mean(supply2)/wtsize % estimated (optimum) capacity factor, doesn't
acct for array losses, availability, etc.
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Appendix C Demand Data Creation Code
The following code was used to take the hourly data from ISO-New England
(http://www.iso-ne.com/markets/hstdata/znl-info/hourly/) and create data at 10-
min intervals to match with 10-min interval wind data. Some small randomizations
were added for the power data, but because the wind farm size is always less than
demand, these randomizations did not affect the results. Data from other ISO's
could be used, but columns and variables in 'textread' function would need to be
updated.
%% demand price matrixgenerator.m Gregory Fennell 2010-2011.
created in support of thesis on undersea energy storage for Prof Alex
Slocum.
simple script to take demand & price data and extrapolate over 10-min
% intervals that match wind data. Price data is linearly interpolated
% between hourly values, while demand data is randomized +/- 10% over
linear interpolation to add some stochastic spikes to the demand data.
close all;
clear all;
prior to loading data, Excel file is simplified to remove extraneous
% data, column headers, then setup data into below sequence & saved as text file:
[date,hour,DA,RT,supplied] = textread('2009_smd hourly simple.txt', '%s%d%f%f%f');
% now to manipulate data into 10 min intervals and into one long vector.
% Average one hour & next hour, then add/subtract randomized value of 10%
% every 10 min. Costs are simply linearly interpolated
demand = 0;
price = 0;
da = 0;
for i = 0:364 % 365 days of data in 2009
for j = 0:23
tempdl = supplied(i*24+j+1);
if (i==364) & (j==23)
tempd2 = supplied(i*24+j+1); % checks for last line in array (so ave
isn't skewed low)
else
tempd2 = supplied(i*24+j+2);
end
aved = (tempdl + tempd2)/2;
for k=1:6
price(i*24*6+j*6+k) = RT(i*24+j+1); % real-time prices
da(i*24*6+j*6+k) = DA(i*24+j+1); day-ahead price estimates
if k==1
demand(i*24*6+j*6+1) = tempdl;
else
demand(i*24*6+j*6+k) = tempdl+(tempd2-tempdl)*(k-1)/6+abs(tempd2-
tempdl)*((rand()-.5)/5); % randomize +/- 10% of ave demand
end
end
end
end
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% saved data into text file; data is in one long column vector.
dlmwrite( 'ISONEdemand2009.txt' ,demand,'
dlmwrite( 'ISONEprice2009.txt' ,price,'
dlmwrite('ISONEda2009.txt*,da,' ');
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Appendix D Wind Farm/Storage Simulation Code
%% V10 OnshoreReCharge.m Code by Gregory Fennell (evolved from original code by Ruaridh
Macdonald) over 2010/2011 in support of thesis on Undersea energy storage for Prof Alex
Slocum, MIT
V10 - onshore power used during off-peak hours can be used to
also charge spheres when they're empty (help level-load thermal plants
and increase speed of charging
close all;
clear all;
tic
A = importdata('/users/gfenn99411/Documents/MATLAB/Slocum Thesis/Wind
data/46069c2008.php',' ',2); 44005: Gulf of Maine, 46012: 24NM W of San Fran, 46069:
80NM W of LA
demand = textread( '/users/gfenn99411/Documents/MATLAB/Slocum Thesis/DemandPrice
data/ISONEdemand2009.txt'); data copied from FERC & PJM websites for VA-ish area
(Dominion Energy Co.)
wind = A.data(:,7);
now to correct for height; buoy is at 5m, turbine is at 'ht' . Use NREL's
guidance under http://rredc.nrel.gov/wind/pubs/atlas/appendix A.html:
V(ht) = V(ref)*(ht/5)^(1/7)
hub ht = 90; % GE website lists hub height as site dependeant; 90m seems
% reasonable guess to keep blades well off water surface
sensorht = 5; % majority of buoys have anemometers at 5m
cutin = 3; starts turning at 3m/s
rated = 12.5; % V112 at rated pwr at 12.5m/s
cutout = 25.0; % turbine shuts down > 25m/s (no power)
wind = (wind.*8.7403/(log(sensor ht/.0016)))*(hubht/10)^(.l1); % corrected to 10m using
eqn (1) of Thomas, Kent, Swail 2005
% "Methods to Homogenize Wind
% Speeds from Ships and Buoys",
% Int J of Climatology, 25,
2005
below data is from:
http://nozebra.ipapercms.dk/Vestas/Communication/Productbrochure/vll230/,
p. 15 for V112 performance, 3MW wind turbine
yb = [0 0 100 560 1420 2580 3000 3000];
xb = [0 3 4 6 8 10 12.5 25];
PwrFit = fit(xb',yb','pchipinterp');
supply = 0;
wt size = 5; % assume 5MW wind turbines.
supply = ((wind>cutin).*(wind<cutout)).*(wt_size/max(yb)*PwrFit(wind)); % what each wind
turbine supplies given the wind speed
months = 12; used as temp variable to look at 3-4 months for faster trouble-
shooting.
years = 20; % assume 20-year life of system;
time = months*30*24*6; 30 days/month, 24 hours/day, 6 x 10min intervals/hour
will try to look at different depths, different diameters. Power
% generated by ALL turbines is ave of 40 min (4 values in 'wind'
% vector)
charges = 1; % initially, spheres are fully charged (like buying a new car and getting
a "free" tank of gas)
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turbeff = .8; % efficiency of pump-turbine on spheres acting as turbine
(discharging spheres)
pumpeff = .9; % efficiency of pump-turbine on spheres acting as pump (charging
spheres)
num spheres =2; # spheres/wind turbine; will also vary once analysis is done varying
cable capacity & hours storage
wasted = zeros(6,5,time-5); % track MWh of wind power curtailed or not used to meet
demand or stored. More used when cable capacity < 100%
fromshore = zeros(6,5,time-5); track how many MWh used by shore-based generators
offpeak(6,5,time-5)=0; had to manually track when on-peak & off-peak times
occur
supply-storage = zeros(6,5,time-5); " 'time-5' used to prevent issues at end of files,
because supply is average of 40 min of wind power
for k=1:6
for j = 1:5
wt size = 5; % temp variable if looking at 3MW wind-turbines (default is 5MW from
above)
% total capacity -30GW in NE
%n = 30000/wt _size*.2; % look at 20% penetration
%n = 30000*.3/wt size; % look at 30% penetration
n = 600; % # of wind turbines; initially assume 2 spheres per wind
turbine. May change if N/S orientation
% of wind turbines and thin (E-W) 200-600m shelf means all
wind-turbines are in a long row
% instead of rectangular cluster -> will have
% to re-eval how many spheres per wind turbine
% then
depths = 500; % set 500m (off of Cali, LA or SF) or 220m is ave depth 80NM
off of NH
percpwrtoshore = 1.1-k*.1; look at 100-50%, 10% intervals
% perc pwrtoshore = .9; % initial value for debugging; assumed value for majority
of analysis; <95% perc pwr doesn't appear to be justified, but further/more detailed
analysis may be better
hours = 2*j+2; % look at 4-12 hrs, 2 hr increments
%hours = 10; % initial value for debugging
CC(k) = n*wt-size*percpwrtoshore; % max cable capacity
charge_rate = wtsize/numspheres*percpwrtoshore*pump-eff/6; % slightly
greater than 1/2 of wind turbine capacity (* % pwr going to shore)
dischargerate = wtsize/num-spheres*percpwrtoshore*turbeff/6; % each spheres
output = max of 1/2 capacity of wind turbine. Further size restriction based on max cable
capacity.
% so if cables can handle 50% of wind farm and each turbine is 3MW, then each sphere's
% turbine is .75MW (2 spheres/turbine: 1.5MW max from storage going to
% shore. Cables between wind turbine & spheres can handle max wind turbine
% output, but for now assume sphere's pump/turbine can only charge at
% slightly higher pwr than its turbine rating.
density = 1025; % density of seawater
maxcharge = percpwrto-shore * n * wtsize * hours;
vol(k,j) = maxcharge/turbeff/numspheres/n/9.81/depths/density*3600000000;
airflow(k,j) = vol(k,j)/hours/3600; % m3/sec.
diams(k,j) = (vol(k,j)*3/4/pi()^(1/3)*2;
charge(k,j,1) = max-charge*charge-s; % start off fully charged
maxsphere = CC(k)/6; % keeping track of 'MW' (which is what demand & wind power
are) vs 'MWh' (what is put into & taken out of storage) was very important. Errors may
still exist in the code, so use w/ caution!
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maxrecharge = chargerate*num spheres*n;
based on pump size
max that spheres can be charged,
CS = 0; % charge space tracker, how much space left to charge spheres
DS = 0; % discharge space tracker, how much left to discharge (could probably have
been done w/ CS... next time!)
% tracker used for when spheres fully empty
main logic section %
offpeakstart = 0; % reset 'peak demand time' tracker
for i = 1:min(length(supply)-8,length(demand)-8)
into null values at end of supply tot
stime-5: ensure don't run
supplytot(k,j,i) = .96*mean(supply(i:i+4))*n; DOE's Strategic Pian for US
Offshore Wind Industry (9/2/10)
%estimates 96% availability in 2015. Average over 40min to account for large wind
farm size (include SOME
% smoothing effect)
NOTE: using .96 w/ below logic & CC=100% means spheres always
discharge to maintain 100% output; for estimating CF's, this
% factor was temporarily removed.
if (charge(k,j,i) > maxcharge)
charge(k,j,i) = maxcharge;
end
if (charge(k,j,i) < 0)
charge(k,j,i) = 0;
end
ensure don't over-charge in code
ensure don't over-empty in code
off-peak consistently (by observation) between 2300 & 0700. 0700
starts at i=37 & every 144 ticks after (next at 181). 2300 starts at i=133,
every 144 ticks after
if (rem(i-134,144)> 47) && (rem(i-133,144)<47) %previous point is on-peak,
current point is off-peak, save that demand level
offpeak(k,j,i)=1;
offpeakstart = demand(i);
end
if (rem(i-133,144) < 47) && (demand(i) < offpeakstart)
back up, shut off supply to spheres (have used available off-peak)
offpeak(k,j,i) = 1;
else
offpeak(k,j,i) = 0;
end
CS(i) = min(maxcharge - charge(k,j,i), max-recharge);
remaining in spheres (0 if full)
DS(i) = min(charge(k,j,i), maxsphere);
in spheres to discharge (0 if empty)
once demand comes
returns space
returns space remaining
% assume supply tot always < demand (for 3GW wind farm in New England,
% this is valid). IOW, wind farm will never exceed demand in this
scenario
if wasempty == 0 soheres able to discharge
if supplytot(k,j,i) + DS(i)*6 >= CC(k) && supplytot(k,j,i) < CC(k)
some of spheres is discharged, enough wind to exceed cable capacity
supplied(k,j,i) = CC(k);
charge(k,j,i+1) = charge(k,j,i) - (CC(k)/6 -
supplytot(k,ji)/6)/turb_eff; more is taken out- from spheres than supplied due to
turbine efficiency
supplystorage(k,j,i) = (CC(k)/6 - supplytot(k,j,i)/6);
remove turb eff from equation.
have to
tracker(i) = 1; tracker used for trouble-shooting
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wasempty = 0;
wasted(k,j,i) = 0;
elseif supplytot(k,j,i) > CC(k) % wind exceeds cable capacity; more
clever logic in future may artifically limit CC in order to maximize stead supply to
shore, versus the 'all-on' and 'all-off' logic present here
supplied(k,j,i) = CC(k);
if (supplytot(k,j,i)-CC(k)) > CS(i)*6/pumpeff % more supply than can
be charged into spheres, spheres starting to get filled up
charge(k,j,i+1) = charge(k,j,i) + CS(i);
wasted(k,j,i) = supplytot(k,j,i) - CC(k) -
CS(i)*6/pump_eff;
tracker(i) = 2; % tracker used for trouble-shooting
else
charge(k,j,i+1) = charge(k,j,i) + pumpeff*(supplytot(k,j,i) -
CC(k))/6;
wasted(k,j,i) = 0;
tracker(i) = 3; tracker used for trouble-shooting
end
else % supply + DS < CC; deplete rest of spheres & set 'was-empty'
supplied(k,j,i) = supplytot(k,j,i) + DS(i)*6;
supplystorage(k,j,i) = DS(i);
was_empty = 1;
charge(k,j,i+1) = 0;
wasted(k,j,i)=0;
tracker(i) = 4; tracker used for trouble-shooting
end
else spheres WERE emptied, use all wind energy to fill up. Use shore
power (during off-peak hours) to help fill up spheres & level load thermal plants
if (supplytot(k,j,i)/6*pump_eff + charge(k,j,i)) > maxcharge
charge(k,j,i+1) = maxcharge;
supplied(k,j,i) = min(supplytot(k,j,i)*pumpeff - (maxcharge -
charge(k,j,i))*6,CC(k));
was_empty = 0;
wasted(k,j,i)=0;
tracker(i) = 5; % tracker used for trouble-shooting
else
% insert logic for taking onshore power to charge spheres
% during off-peak times (2300-0700) here: Idea is to
% level-load thermal plants, so whatever demand is at 2300,
% maintain that demand and use extra power to supply
% spheres (assume pump can handle it for now....
% if within off-peak period,
% bring shore-power to pump out spheres
% keep demand leveled
% track how much comes back from shore
if offpeak(k,j,i)
avail = min(offpeakstart-demand(i),CC(k));
%avail = 0; temp var set to 0 for comparing charging time...
else
avail = 0; % during on-peak times, shore power not available
end
charge(k,j,i+1) = charge(k,j,i) + pumpeff*supplytot(k,j,i)/6 + avail/6;
supplied(k,j,i) = 0;
fromshore(k,j,i) = avail;
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wasted(k,j,i)=O;
tracker(i) = 6; tracker used for trouble-shooting
end
end
end
CF(k,j) = mean(supplied(k,j,1:i))/wt size/n; % capacity factor calculated
CFcable(k,j) = mean(supplied(k,j,1:i))/wtsize/n/percpwrto_shore; capacity factor
OF CABLE ONLY (also can view as the capacity factor seen by shore)
storage(k,j) = sum(supplystorage(k,j,:)); % how much is discharged from spheres
perc-wasted(k,j) = sum(wasted(k,j,:))/sum(supplytot(k,j,:)); what % of wind
power is wasted? Almost none if 100% cable capacity
CFpeak = mean(supplytot(k,j,1:i))/wt size/n; max possible CF if no storage
present
fromshore(k,j) = sum(fromshore(k,j,:))/6; % track amt from shore to re-
charge spheres
wind sup(k,j) = sum(supplytot(k,j,:))/6; total supplied by wind
to-shore(k,j) = sum(supplied(k,j,:))/6; % total supplied to shore
end
end
toc
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Appendix E Economic Model Code: Wind Farm with
Storage Scenarios
First, the main script is below, followed by the function that does the primary work.
%% OptimizationVl7b.m, by Gregory Fennell, MIT, 2010/2011, for thesis on
% undersea energy storage for Prof Alex Slocum.
code inputs economic assumptions (also discussed in chapter 5 & 6 &
Appendix A of thesis) into function, COSfunV3m. Code optimizes based
% on number of spheres per floating wind turbine and towing parameters:
% town speed, Length over Beam, and barge depth. Other initial
parameters include discount rate, size of storage, hours of storage,
distances from shore. Capacity Factors came from earlier code (in
Appendix D) for New England, LA & San Fran; other CF's are esimates (or
don't matter for storage-only code).
Code shares some variable w/ V17C and has some old variables no longer
used (but kept in when making quick changes/updates to code).
% Ventline calcs use values estimated elsewhere; not very robust. Look
at code in Appendix F for more robust vent-line estimation code.
Nested 'for' loops done in place of MATLAB 'min' functions because of
relatively low number of variables (4), simplicity of calcs, and issue
of local minimums that can arise in 'min' functions in Matlab. Code
runs fairly fast even w/ nested 'for' loops, takes a few minutes to run
through complete optimization code.
clear all;
close all
%- %%% % % ?91b%%  % % %% %%% %%
% scenario-specific variables
1: New England wind farm
% 2: Los Angeles wind farm
3: San Fran wind farm
% 4. LA very-deep storage only
5: San Fran storage only
6. Hawaii storage only
7. Hong Kong wind farm
8. San Diego storage-only
for m = 1:4
q = [1 2 3 7];
wind-farm scenarios
i=q(m);i =
11 = lI
lb = [3 3 3 3];
ub = [15 6 10 6];
% shared code w/ storage-only eval, so these numbers look at
%lower bounds of input variables
% upper bounds of input variables
% below used for US Navy Towing estimates further below
towliney = [1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000]; % tug BHP from US
Navy Towing Manual, Fig K-I
towline3x = [17 27 35 46 56 66 77 87 97 108]; towline pull, in LT, for 3kts, that
intersect w/ towliney tug BHPs
towline4x = [16 25 33 43 52 62 72 82 92 103]; % same as above, but for 4 kts
towline5x = [14 23 29 39 48 58 67 77 86 97]; 5 kts
towline6x = [13 20 27 36 44 52 62 70 79 90]; 6 kts
towline7x = [11 17 23 32 39 48 57 66 75 85]; % 7 kts
towline8x = [9 15 20 28 35 44 53 60 69 78]; % 8 kts
tugfit3 =
tugfit4 =
tugf it5 =
tugfit6 =
tugfit7 =
fit(towline3x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline4x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline5x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline6x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline7x',towliney','power2');
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tugfit8 = fit(towline8x',towliney','power2');
% primary input variables (most likely to be varied by user)
size = 3000;
wtsize = 5;
hours = [6 10 10 10 10 6 8 10]; New England WF, LA WF, SF WF, LA storage, SF
storage, Hawaii storage, HK windfarm, SD storage
days-use = 360; % number of days per year that storage is full utilized
ballast = 500; % extra ballast (in metric tons) required when sphere used for
mooring is at its most buoyant (empty), based on NREL report ....
ballast lt = 50; % extra ballast for non-mooring spheres (same as normal
ballast for storage-only spheres). To keep equations simple, blahblah & blahblah It are
same for storage only scenario
depths = [220 500 500 890 500 500 300 500]; % set roughly 220m deep IVO
buoy 44005
dist to shore = [80 80 30 30 30 5 110 6]; % in NM, average distance from shore
(where DC converters would lie) and IVO wind farm/storage farm)
distto tow = [100 80 60 30 60 12 120 15]; % can't assume spheres at closest
point to wind farm; rough estimates of distance tugs/barges would have to travel
% dist to tow basis': New England: Portsmouth NH/Fall River, MA; LA: Long Beach; SF:
former
% Mare Island SY; Hawaii: Honolulu Harbor/Barber's Pt; Hong Kong: same; San
% Diego: IVO NASSCO Shipyard
maxdepth = [600 600 600 1000 600 600 600 600];
thickness)
n = [600 600 600 600 600 80 600 600];
# set to equate to 400MW total wind farm.
% rating for spheres (for calc
# of wind turbines; for Hawaii,
CF3(1,:) = [0.549 0.56224 0.5746 0.57252 0.57081]; results from via, NE (i2hr,
10hr, Shr, 6hr, 4hr)
CF3(2,:) = [0.6437 0.64872 0.65956 0.66438 0.66971]; LA results
CF3(3,:) = [0.49977 0.51723 0.52735 0.52716 0.52728]; SF results
CF3(4,:) = [1 1 1 1 1];
CF3(5,:) = [1 1 1 1 1];
CF3(6,:) = [1 1 1 1 1];
CF3(7,:) = [.5 .5 .5 .5 .5]; % guess 50% CF for offshore Hong Kong
CF3(8,:) = [.4 .4 .4 .4 .4]; % guess 40% CF for offshore San Diego
demand = [1.19E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 1.01E7 4E7 2.6E8]; % 2009
CT/MA/ME/NH/RI/VT demand, 2009 CA demand, 2009 HI demand (EIA.gov data, Elec Industry:
http://www.eia.gov/cneaf/electricity/esr/esr-sum.html)
% rest of variables, alphabetical order
%s%%% i%%%%%%%%% c%%%s%%%%%%%%%%
assemble~time = 6; % days to remove from mold, clean, join & grout
buildtime = 5;
# of molds
% # years it will take to build wind farm -> part of determining
BF = 1.3;
% cable cost data: ref: email from Ed Stern, NeptuneRTS LLC, 9/2
% @ 70-90NM scale, for 1000MW sys: $3-5M/mile for cables + $15-20M for buried
connections
% shore-conn: $300-400M/1OMW
% development costs : $50M/1000MW
avepwrcablecost = 4E6;
shoreconncost = 350E6;
cableconncost = 20E6;
devcost = 50E6;
barge-limit = 60000;
% $/mile/IDOOMW
$/1OOOMW for shore converters
% cost for underwater cable connections
cost/1000MW for power cable development
% limit the total displacemtn of the barge w/ spheres.
concstrength = 34.5; % MPa compressive strength (-5000opsi concrete);
conc_density = 2400; %kg/m^3
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concrete labor ratio = .7; % % from RS Means Estimating Handbook 3rd ed, p. 47,
modified to account for use of SCC, which can lower labor costs by factor of 4-5
(Schuetter 2008, Self Compacting Concrete, p 260+)
% RS Means quotes $233/CY for 8000psi & $125/CY for 5000psi concrete + $50/CY for 100# of
steel
% fibers. Assume 50MPa concrete required -> 5000psi concrete + steel fibers (need to
look at research to see if this is valid assumption.
Also assume cost of plasticizers to make SCC is offset by increased Type F fly
ash, which lowers amt of cement required
cost concrete = 175/.7455/concrete labor ratio; convert CY to m^3 and include
labor costs. 175 is for 5000# concrete + 75# steel fibers/CY + estimate for plasticizers
to create self-consolidating concrete
crew rate = 130000*1.2; % 1.2 is overhead factor; $130000 is ave income per crew
member
crew-size = 6;
crewsalary = crewsize*crew rate; % annual salary of 6 person crew, based on
Joseph Darcey's 2009 thesis
curetime = 7; % days for concrete to cure; may be shorter but 7 days is
conservative time for sufficient strength
density = 1025; % SW density, kg/m'3
density-steel = 7400; ave steel density, 7400kg/m^3
dieselprice = 4; staring value of marine fuel oil of $4/gal. Gal converted
to kg by 0.38gal/kg
discount rate = .17; from DOE's Creating Offshore Wind Industry in US, 2011-
2015, 9/2/10; predicted for 2015
inflation = .03;
alpha = (1+inflation)/(1+discountrate);
FOS = 1.5; % factor of safety for shell thickness/hoop stress
freeboard = 1; %i above waterline on barge
install-vessel = 30E6;
install-crew = 30;
installsalary = installcrew * crewrate * 1.2;
learning = .9; % 90% learning curve seems reasonable
LC = -(log(learning)/log(2));
moldpreptime = 3; % days to clean, prep & assemble molds
percpwrtoshore = 1; keep this variable in case we want to evaluate limiting
shore-power capability
pourrate = 100; % assume 100m^3 of concrete can be poured/hour
readytime = 4; % days from assembly until ready to tow
sink time = 2; days from when arrived at sink-point to attached to wind-
turbine/grid
sfc = 230; g/kwhr, pretty typical for smaller diesels (Woud &
Stapersma, Design of Propulsion & Elec Pwr Gen Sys, Imarest 2003)
spar_initcost = 15E6; % both values are complete guesses... Will hopefully be able
to orovide better estimates in near future.
annualsparcosts = .03*spar_init_cost;
spherePM factor = 1.35; project mgmt factor (& other contingencies) added to
cost of concrete & estimated cost of pump/turbine units
surf cost mold = 2000; % cost ($) per m'2 of mold & buoyancy modules.
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surfcostbuoy = 2000;
towcap = 2; % no longer used
towcap lt = 2;
towfactor = 1.5; % add'I parts/insurance etc for tugboat & crew (added to fuel &
salary)
y1000 = [18 17 16 15 14 12 10 9 8 6]; % what tug of 1000BHP can tow at 1-10kts
(twin screw, ducted controllable-pitch props
y2000 = [29 28 27 25 23 20 17 15 12 9]; % what tug of 2000BHP can tow @ 1-10 kts, etc
y3000 = [40 38 35 33 29 27 23 20 16 13];
y4000 = [52 49 46 43 39 36 32 28 23 20];
y5000 = [62 60 56 52 48 44 39 35 30 26];
y6000 = [73 70 66 62 58 52 48 44 38 33];
y7000 = [85 81 77 72 67 62 57 53 47 40];
y8000 = [98 92 87 82 77 70 66 60 53 48];
y9000 = [110 104 97 92 86 79 75 69 62 55];
y10000 = [122 116 108 103 97 90 85 78 70 63];
turbeff = .8; % efficiency of pump-turbine on spheres acting as turbine
(discharging spheres)
turbcostfactor = 1.5; % for later adjustment high/low (sensitivity analysis)
ventcostper meter = [100.9 176.4 176.4 200 200 200 100.2 200]; % vent line costs
$200/meter depth. Expect deeper system to cost more (prop to depth^2? Exponential?) due
to thicker vent pipe thickness required to prevent collapes at deeper depths
wt size = 5;
windturbcost = 4E6*wtsize; assume $4M/MW for floating wind turbines, mooring
lines, installation (once in full-scale production, then learning curve will lower
further)
annual turbine costs = .03*windturb cost; 3% of capital cost for parts/year,
insurance, leasing, etc over lifetime (may be high; check articles)
workdays = 250; % assume x working days/year, vary 300-250
years = 20; % assume 20-year life of system; will actually be more complex,
because
%it will take quite a few years to get entire windfarm into place,
and
% hard to say how long spheres & turbines will actually
last!
now put all wind-farm specific variables into 'y' vector:
y = [size wtsize hours(i) daysuse ballast ballast_lt depths(i) disttoshore(i)
disttotow(i) maxdepth(i) n(i) demand(i) CF3(i,2) assemble-time build-time BF
avepwrcablecost shore conn cost ... % 1-18
cableconncost devcost conc strength conc_density cost_concrete crewsalary
curetime density densitysteel dieselprice discountrate alpha FOS freeboard ... %
19-32
LC mold-prep time percpwr_toshore pour-rate readytime sinktime sfc
spherePM factor surfcostmold surfcostbuoy towfactor tow-cap turb_eff
turb cost factor ... % 33-46
ventcostper meter(i) wind turb cost annual turbine costs workdays years
bargelimit installvessel installsalary]; 47-54
minCOS = 10000;
tmp = 0;
t= 1;
for p = 4:15 % vary 4 - 15 spheres per FWT. 2-3 were found to be too large
(>20,000mt each)
for j = lb(2):.1:ub(2)
for k = lb(3):.5:ub(3)
for 1 = lb(4):.5:ub(4)
Z = COSfunV3([p j k 1], y,
tugfit3,tugfit4,tugfit5,tugfit6,tugfit7,tugfit8);
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tmp(t)=Z(1);
end
end
end
end
end
if Z(l) < minCOS
minCOS = Z(1);
saved(m,1:4) = [p j k 1]
saved2(m,1:length(Z)) = Z;
end
t = t+1;
Pie chart section
place = [cellstr('New England Windfarm') cellstr('Los Angeles Windfarm') cellstr('San
Francisco Windfarm') cellstr('Los Angeles Deep Storage') cellstr('San Francisco Storage')
cellstr( 'Hawaii') cellstr( 'Hong Kong Windfarm') cellstr( 'San Diego Storage')];
pievec = [saved2(m,7) saved2(m,9) saved2(m,10) saved2(m,ll) saved2(m,32) saved2(m,12)];
pievec2 = [saved2(m,7) saved2(m,9) saved2(m,10) saved2(m,ll) saved2(m,32) saved2(m,12)
saved2(m,35) saved2(m,8)];
[labell] = sprintf('Sphere: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,7)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label2] = sprintf('Molds: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,9)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label3] = sprintf('Barges: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,10)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label4] = sprintf('Towing: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,l1)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label5] = sprintf('Install vessel: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,32)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label6] = sprintf('Vent line: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,12)/saved2(m,6)*100);
%[label7] = sprintf('Spar buoy: %.lf%%',saved2(26)/saved2(6)*100);
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[labella] = sprintf('Sphere: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,7)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label2a] = sprintf('Bods: %.lf%%',saved2(m,9)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label3a] = sprintf('Targes: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,11)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label4a] = sprintf('Towing: %D.1f1 ',saved2(m,l1)/saved2(m,5)*lOO);
[label5a] = sprintf('Install Vessels: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,32)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label6a] = sprintf('Vent line: %.lf%%',saved2(m,12)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label7a] = sprintf('Floating Wind Turbines: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,35)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label8a] = sprintf('Cable: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,8)/saved2(m,5)*100);
figure;
pie(pievec,[cellstr(labell) cellstr(label2) cellstr(label3) cellstr(label4)
cellstr(label5) cellstr(label6)]);
colormap Jet
title([place(ii),' Storage Cost % Breakdown'],...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',20);
legend([cellstr(labell) cellstr(label2) cellstr(label3) cellstr(label4) cellstr(label5)
cellstr(label6)]);
figure;
pie(pievec2,[cellstr(labella) cellstr(label2a) cellstr(label3a) cellstr(label4a)
cellstr(label5a) cellstr(label6a) cellstr(label7a) cellstr(label8a)]);
colormap Jet
title([place(ii),'Total Cost % Breakdown'],...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',20);
legend([cellstr(labella) cellstr(label2a) cellstr(label3a) cellstr(label4a)
cellstr(label5a) cellstr(label6a) cellstr(label7a) cellstr(label8a)]);
xlswrite('windfarm results 01302011.xls',saved2);
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Following is 'COSfunV3.m', the function called by the above code.
%% COSfunV3.m, by Gregory Fennell, MIT 2011 for thesis on undersea energy storage for
Prof Alex Slocum
% function is called w/ variables and returns economic results, sphere
% sizes, and required number of tugs, barges, etc.
% similar format & calcs to COSfunV4.m, but w/o ventline calcs. Tried to
% keep both algorithms as close as possible to each other, but some
% differences probably slipped through.
% 'light' variables are used here; using 450tons less ballast saves SOME
% money in steel, concrete, etc. Assume wind turbines need 3 'heavy'
% spheres for tension-leg platforms, any spheres beyond that are 'light'
% ones w/ 50mt excess weight.
function Z = COSfunV3(x,y,a,b,c,d,e,f)
num spheres =x();
tow-speed = x(2);
depth =x(3);
LoverB =x(4);
tugfit3 = a;
tugfit4 = b;
tugfit5 = c;
tugfit6 = d;
tugfit7 = e;
tugfit8 = f;
% primary input variables (most likely to be varied by user)
size = y(1);
wtsize = y(2);
hours = y(3);
daysuse = y(4); % number of days per year that storage is full utilized
scenario-specific variables
ballast = y(5); extra ballast (in metric tons) required when sphere used for
mooring is at its most buoyant (empty), based on NREL report ....
ballastlt = y(6); % extra ballast for non-mooring spheres (same as normal ballast
for storage-only spheres). To keep equations simple, blahblah & blahblah lt are same for
storage only scenario
depths = y(7); % set roughly 220m deep IVO buoy 44005
disttoshore = y(8); % in NM, average' distance from shore (where DC converters
would lie) and IVO wind farm/storage farm)
disttotow = y(9); % can't assume spheres at closest point to wind farm; rough
estimates of distance tugs/barges would have to travel
maxdepth = y(10); % rating for spheres (for calc thickness)
n = y(ll); % # of wind turbines; for Hawaii, # set to equate to 400MW total
wind farm.
demand = y(12);
CF3 = y(13);
% %1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% rest of variables, alphabetical order
assembletime = y(14); %days to remove from mold, clean, join & grout
buildtime = y(15); % years it will take to build wind farm -> part of determining
# of molds
BF = y(16);
% cable cost data: ref: email from Ed Stern, NeptuneRTS LLC, 9/2
% @ 70-90NM scale, for 1000MW sys: $3-5M/mile for cables + $15-20M for buried connections
% shore-conn: $300-400M/1000MW
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% development costs $50M/1000MW
avepwrcable cost = y(17); $ S/mile/1000MW
shoreconn_cost = y(18); % $/1000MW for shore converters
cableconncost = y(19); % cost for underwater cable connections
dev cost = y(20); % cost/1000MW for Dower cable development
concstrength = y(21); % MPa compressive strength (-5000psi concrete);
concdensity = y(22); %kg/m'3
% RS Means quotes $233/CY for 8000psi & $125/CY for 5000psi concrete + $50/CY for 100# of
steel
% fibers. Assume 50MPa concrete required -> 5000psi concrete + steel fibers (need to
look at research to see if this is valid assumption.
% Also assume cost of plasticizers to make SCC is offset by increased Type F fly
1 ash, which lowers amt of cement required
costconcrete = y(23); % convert CY to m'3 and include labor costs. 175 is for 5000#
concrete + 75# steel fibers/CY + estimate for plasticizers to create self-consolidating
concrete
crew salary = y(24); annual salary of 6 person crew, based on Joseph Darcey's 2009
thesis
cure time = y(25); # days for concrete to cure; may be shorter but 7 days is
conservative time for sufficient strength
density = y(26); % SW density, kg/m'3
densitysteel = y(27); % ave steel density, 7400kg/m^3
dieselprice = y(28); staring value of marine fuel oil of $4/gal. Gal converted
to kg by 0.38gal/kg
discountrate = y(29); % from DOE's Creating Offshore Wind Industry in US, 2011-
2015, 9/2/10; predicted for 2015
alpha = y(30);
FOS = y(31); % factor of safety for shell thickness/hoop stress
freeboard = y(32); m above waterline on barge
LC = y(33);
moldpreptime = y(34); % days to clean, prep & assemble molds
percpwrto shore = y(35); keep this variable in case we want to evaluate limiting
shore-power capability
pour-rate = y(36); % assume 100m 3 of concrete can be poured/hour
ready-time = y(37); % days from assembly until ready to tow
sink time = y(38); % days from when arrived at sink-point to attached to wind-
turbine/grid
sfc = y(39); % g/kwhr, pretty typical for smaller diesels (Woud & Stapersma,
Design of Propulsion & Elec Pwr Gen Sys, Imarest 2003)
sphere_PMfactor = y(40); o project mgmt factor (& other contingencies) added to cost
of concrete & estimated cost of pump/turbine units
surfcostmold = y(41); cost ($) per m'2 of mold & buoyancy modules.
surfcostbuoy = y(42);
towfactor = y(43); % add'l parts/insurance etc for tugboat & crew (added to fuel &
salary)
tow-cap = y(44);
y1000 = [18 17 16 15 14 12 10 9 8 6]; what tug of 1000BHP can tow at 1-10kts (twin
screw, ducted controllable-pitch props
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y2000 = [29 28 27 25 23 20 17 15 12 9]; % what tug of 2000BHP can tow @ 1-10 kts, etc
y3 0 00 = [40 38 35 33 29 27 23 20 16 13];
y4000 = [52 49 46 43 39 36 32 28 23 20];
y5000 = [62 60 56 52 48 44 39 35 30 26];
y6000 = [73 70 66 62 58 52 48 44 38 33];
y7000 = [85 81 77 72 67 62 57 53 47 40];
y8000 = [98 92 87 82 77 70 66 60 53 48];
y90 0 0 = [110 104 97 92 86 79 75 69 62 55];
y10000 = [122 116 108 103 97 90 85 78 70 63];
turb eff = y(4 5); % efficiency of pump-turbine on spheres acting as turbine
(discharging spheres)
turbcostfactor = y(46); % for later adjustment high/low (sensitivity analysis)
ventcost_per meter = y(47); %
windturb_cost = y(48); % assume $4M/MW for floating wind turbines, mooring lines,
installation (once in full-scale production, then learning curve will lower further)
annualturbine costs = y(49); % 3% of capital cost for parts/year, insurance, leasing,
etc over lifetime (may be high; check articles)
work-days = y(50); % assume x working days/year, vary 300-250
years = y(51);
bargelimit = y(52);
install_vessel = y(53);
installsalary = y(54);
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0- %% ,-1% %% qq% %%%
% main logic section
CC = n*wt-size*percpwrtoshore; max cable capacity
max_charge = hours*percpwr_toshore * n * wt size;
vol = max charge/turb_eff./num spheres/n/9.81/depth-s/density*3600000000;
interior volume function of depth, storage &
airflow = vol/hours/3600;
diams = 2*(vol*3/4/pi).^(1/3); % inner diameter
r = diam s/2;
xO = 2; % initial guess to help 'fsolve'
% 'fsolve' used to solve how thick shell needs to be in order to keep
% sphere on the bottom when completely empty of water & have necessary
% excess ballast
t_min = fsolve(@(t) (4/3*pi*((r+t).^3-r.^3)+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*concdensity/1000 +
(r+t).^2*pi*.l*(densitysteel-density)/1000-ballast-
(4/3*pi*(r+t).^3+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*density/1000,x0);
t_minlt = fsolve(@(t) (4/3*pi*((r+t).^3-r.^3)+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*conc_density/1000 +
(r+t).^2*pi*.l*(densitysteel-density)/1000-ballastlt-
(4/3*pi*(r+t).^3+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*density/1000,x0);
maxtmp = 100*tmin*concstrength/diams*4/FOS; % simple hoop-stress calc, 100
factor converts MPa to meters depth
if max_tmp < maxdepth
t_min = max depth/100*diams/4/conc-strength*FOS; % set minimum thickness based
on concrete strength, max depth, and factor of safety
end
diam out = diam s + 2*t min;
volout = (diamout/2).^3*4/3*pi();
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turbcost = turbcostfactor*1.135*(wtsize*percpwrto shore*65000./num spheres +
(16.5*wtsize./numspheres*percpwr_toshore*1000).^1.249); % used parametrics found in
NREL report 500-40566, Dec 2006 , assumed pump=turbine unit costs as much as marinized
turbine and gearbox
13.5% is extra for marinizing the turbine for submerged use
turb cost equation based on wind-farm scenario, so for storage-only case,
we're still using an assumed FWT size and # spheres/FWT to determine
needed size of pump/turbine. Not exact, but still adds up OK
complete rest of variables to determine size/wt of spheres:
wtplate = (diam out/2).^2 * pi * .1 * densitysteel/1000; treat steel baseplate
as 10cm thick all over (acct for stiffeners, mooring attachments, anchorage devices, etc)
volbase = 14*pi*(diamout/2).^3/75; conical base volume, see thesis/notebook
for calcs
wt = (volout-vol+vol base)*conc_density/1000 + wtplate; wt of concrete (wt of
base plate & pump/turbine unit not accounted for here
displ = (vol_out+volbase)*density/1000; % slightly less than actual; vol of plate
& pump/turbine unit not accounted for
% in case where spheres are used as ballast for FWT, any extra spheres only require
minimal amt of ballast (see above for 'ballast_ It'),
% so costs & buoyancy requirements are a little less
% 1/15/11: for now, keep 'light' spheres same as heavily-ballasted spheres till I
can figure out consistant, clever way to do it
vol base lt = vol base;
wt lt = (vol_out-vol+volbaselt)*conc density/1000 + wt_plate; % need to update;
vol out should be 'vol out It' based on a t min It & diam out It...
displlt = (volout+volbase_lt)*density/1000;
need enough molds to meet build rate, accounting for filling time
(assumes spheres have heavy ballast; lighter ballasted spheres will
take less time to pour and need less molds)
cure time and prep time: 250 is working days/year, no OT
nummolds = ceil((num-spheres*n/work_days/build time) .* (curetime + mold prep time
+ ((vol out-vol+volbase)/pourrate/24)));
% calc surface area of spheres, multiply by 2 (for inner & outer mold),
% mult by 'surfcost' for cost per square meter; doesn't acct for extra
% ballast, but close enough (and surf cost mold can be modified to
increase cost accordingly for fancier mold system, etc
costmold = 2*4*pi()*(diam-out/2).^2*surfcostmold;
% use learning curve for mold costs:
% learning curve approx from: Camm, J, Evans, J, Womer, N, "The Unit
Learning Curve Approximation of Total Cost",Computer ind. Engineering,
Vol 12, No3, 1987, Pergamon Journals, Ltd
cost mold total = costmold/(1-LC).*((nummolds+.5).^(l-LC)-.5^(1-LC));
% now to determine cost of floatation devices for towing, and towing
itself. Number of buoyancy modules/barges based on time it takes
to get spheres out, deploy them, get empty barge back to shore and
outfit for next set of spheres & desired deployment rate
(spheres/day)
subm vol is portion of sphere underwater when lowered into the
moonpool during towing (to reduce barge displacement & strength of
% winches).
submvol = pi*depth^2/3*(3*diamout/2-depth)+volbase;
buoyancy need = BF'displ-segment vol*density/1000; total need; assume excess
ballast of sphere is below waterline (in conical base, legs or whatever)
% buoyancy need it = BF*displ lt-segment vol*density/1000;
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towcap = floor(bargelimit/BF./wt);
displ_barge = BF*wt*towcap; % BF accts for wt of structure/other stuff; not
just an imaginary bubble holding spheres up!
displ_barge_lt = BF*wtlt*tow cap;
lt_ship = (BF-1)*wt*tow_cap; % it ship displacement of barges (used later
for drafts of barge w/o spheres on it to est return speed at same BHP as when towing out
lt_ship_lt = (BF-1)*wt_lt*tow-cap;
height = depth + freeboard; % Im of freeboard when fully loaded
moonpool_vol = tow cap*(depth*(diam out+2).^2 - submvol); % assume moon-pool(s)
are open to water, and sphere is lowered to depth of barge
moonpool_area = tow cap*4*(diam out+2)*height; % surface area of moon pools, used
for cost estimating later
LB = (displ_barge + moon-poolvol*density/1000)/depth; % temp variable of required
length * beam
beam = max(sqrt(LB/LoverB), diam-out+2+6); min beam requires deck space on either
side of moon pool (3m in this case) for winch gear
len = LB./beam;
LBit = (displ_barge_lt + moonpool_vol*density/1000)/depth; temp variable of
required length * beam
beamlt = max(sqrt(LBlt/LoverB), diamout+2+6); % min beam requires deck space on
either side of moon pool (3m in this case) for winch gear
lenlt = LB_lt./beam it;
area = moonpoolarea + 2*(len*height + len.*beam + height*beam);
areait = moonpoolarea + 2*(lenlt*height + lenlt.*beamlt + height*beam it);
buoy modulecost = area*surfcost_buoy;
buoy modulecostlt = arealt*surfcost buoy;
use learning curve for all buoyancy modules too:
% cost of buoyancy module and volume requirement is very simplistic;
% assumes an imaginary bubble that has virtually no weight. Actual
% buoyancy module has weight, so additional volume required to provide
% desired real buoyancy. Additional volume & size equates to
% additional cost, but this additional cost will be accounted for by
% increasing 'surf cost buoy' factor for time being.
% following method from US Navy Towing Manual, values based on towing
% floating drydock/barges, from Blight & Dai, 1977; use beam & length
% for full-size spheres to be conservative
% quick & dirty resistance prediction calcs:
Ax = depth*beam;
SA = 2*len*depth + len.*beam + 2*beam*depth; wetted surface area (m^2)
fl = .7; % .65 is for moderately dirty bottom; .7 accts for that plus probably
moon-pool affects
f2 = .4; % .2 for raked bow/stern; .5 for square bow/stern; .4 accts for add'i
moon-pool affects
f3 = .8; % shape factor based on shape above water; .8 accts for weird, large
shape of 2 spheres (use .6 for return barge, which will be flat-decked)
f3rtn = .6;
C = beam*(height-depth) + (diam out-depth).*diam out; % rough cross-section to
wind
R = fl*SA*10.764*(towspeed/6)^2; % friction resistance (10.764 converts
m^2 to ft^2)
G = 2.85*Ax*10.764*f2*towspeed^2 * 1.2; % wavemaking resistance
W = C*10.764*.004*(40+towspeed)^2 * f3; % wind resistance (40 is max wind speed
in kts)
Rtot = (R+G+W)/2240; lbs converted to LT
if tow speed <= 4
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([3 4], [tugfit3(Rtot) tugfit4(Rtot)], tow-speed);
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elseif tow-speed <= 5
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([4 5], [tugfit4(Rtot) tugfit5(Rtot)], tow-speed);
else
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([5 6], [tugfit5(Rtot) tugfit6(Rtot)], tow-speed);
end
% return estimates:
returndraft = lt_ship/density./LB*1000;
return-draft lt = lt-ship lt/density./LB_lt*1000;
Axrtn = returndraft.*beam;
Axrtn lt = return draft lt .* beam;
SArtn = 2*len.*return draft + len.*beam + 2*beam.*return draft;
SArtn lt = 2*len lt.*return draftIt + len lt.*beam + 2*beam.*return draft lt;
Crtn = beam.*(height-return_draft); % higher cross section of barge, but no spheres
so overall wind cross section should be les;
Ctrnlt = beam.*(height-returndraft_lt);
xl = 1:1:10;
tugpower2 = tugpower/.746; convert back to BHP for below calcs
if tugpower2 <= 1000
y_rtn = y10 0 0 ;
elseif tugpower2 <=2000 && tugpower2 > 1000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-1000) * (y2000-ylOOO)/1000 + y1000;
elseif tugpower2 <=3000 && tugpower2 > 2000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-2000) * (y3000-y2000)/1000 + y2000;
elseif tugpower2 <=4000 && tugpower2 > 3000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-3000) * (y4 000-y 30 0 0 )/1000 + y3000;
elseif tugpower2 <=5000 && tugpower2 > 4000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-4000) * (y5000 -y4 00 0 )/1000 + y4000;
elseif tugpower2 <=6000 && tugpower2 > 5000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-5000) * (y6000-y5OOO)/1000 + y5000;
elseif tugpower2 <=7000 && tugpower2 > 6000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-6000) * (y7000-y6000)/1000 + y6000;
elseif tugpower2 <=8000 && tugpower2 > 7000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-7000) * (y8000-y7000)/1000 + y7000;
elseif tugpower2 <=9000 && tugpower2 > 8000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-8000) * (y9000-y8000)/1000 + y8000;
else
y_rtn = yl0000;
end
% just look at "non-light" barges for now till code confirmed
6 to work...
Rtmp = fl*SArtn*10.764*(xl/6).^2;
Gtmp = 2.85*Axrtn*10.764*f2*x1.^2 * 1.2;
Wtmp = Crtn*10.764*.004*(40+x1).^2 * f3rtn;
Rtottemp = (Rtmp + Gtmp + Wtmp)/2240; vector of towing resistance for
unladen barge
if max(Rtottemp) < min(yrtn)
rtnspeed = 10;
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else
[xO, y0] = intersections(xl,Rtottemp,xl,y-rtn); % find intersection speed
at which total resistance = availa resistance of tug
rtn speed = xO;
end
towtime = (disttotow/tow speed + disttotow./rtnspeed)/24; % days to get to
wind farm, at tow speed. Return speed used for coming back w/ only the buoyancy modules
at shallow draft.
% estimation of towing costs.
towrate = ((sfc*.000264*2.*tugpower*dieselprice*24) + crew salary/365)*tow factor;
numtugs = ceil(((num spheres*n/work days/buildtime)./tow-cap*(ready time + towtime
+ sinktime)));
towcost = numtugs .* towrate * work-days * build_time; % more conservative
amount than SCOPIC day rates below
% alternative tow rates: (not used except for comparison; values above
% were higher & thus more conservative at this stage
% using SCOPIC 2007 rates, corrected for inflation to 2010 prices (1 +
% i)^3:
% SCOPIC 2007 AppA: $2.50/bhp/day (<5000bhp tugs); $1.875/bhp/day
% (5000-12000bhp), corrected for inflation to 2010 dollars
% tow rate2 = (sfc*.000264*2.*tugpower*dieselprice*24) +
(tugpower/.746<5000).*(tugpower/.746*2.50*(1+inflation)^3) +
(tugpower/.746>=5000).*(tugpower/.746*l.875*(l+inflation)^3);
% tow cost2 = num_tugs.*tow rate2*work days*build time;
numbuoyancy = ceil((3*n/workdays/build time) .* (ready_time + sinktime +
tow time)/tow cap);
numbuoyancy lt = ceil(((num spheres-3)*n/work days/build time) .* (readytime +
sinktime + towtime)/tow cap);
numbarges = num buoyancy + num buoyancylt; % costs between regular & 'It' barges
isn't much; track total # of barges
costbuoyancytotal = buoymodule_cost/(1-LC).*((num buoyancy+.5).^(1-LC)-.5^(1-LC)) +
buoymodulecostlt/(l-LC).*((num buoyancylt+.5).^(1-LC)-.5^(l-LC));
% estimation of cable costs. Costs based on estimates provided by
% Neptune RTC; better data/costs are predicted as industry ramps up and
% increased cable laying conductd to support more & more offshore wind
% farms in the US.
cablecost = n * wt size * avepwrcablecost/1000 * percpwrto shore *
disttoshore + (cableconncost + devcost + shoreconncost)*n*wt-size/1000;
singlesphere = costconcrete*(vol out-
vol+volbase)+turbcost+(diam out/2).^2*pi*surfcostbuoy;
singlesphere lt = costconcrete*(vol_out-
vol+volbaselt)+turbcost+(diamnout/2).^2*pi*surf costbuoy;
sphere cost = sphere_PMfactor*(singlesphere/(1-LC).*((n*3+.5).^(l-LC)-.5^(1-
LC))+single_sphere_lt/(1-LC).*((n*(num-spheres-3)+.5).^(1-LC)-.5^(1-LC)));
% cost of concrete to fill volume + cost of pump/turbine unit +
% estimated cost of steel base plate (using buoy module surface area
% costs)
fwtcost = windturbcost/(l-LC)*((n+.5)^(1-LC)-.5^(1-LC));
% just a wild guess that annual sphere costs will be 1% of total
% sphere cost (to support turbine changeout/repair...), otherwise
% expect them to be pretty reliable...
annualspherecosts = .01*spherecost;
numinstall = ceil(num spheres*n/work days/buildtime * (sink-time + 1));
total install cost = numinstall*(installvessel + install-salary * build-time);+tota
% notional cost for vent line; just a guess at this point
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ventcost = ventcostper meter*depths*num spheres*n;
cost = sphere_cost + fwt cost + cable cost + cost mold total + costbuoyancytotal +
towcost + ventcost + totalinstallcost; include up-front cost of support ships &
cabling to shore.
cost VL = cost-vent cost;
% 12/20: removed crane cost from cost equation (assume barges lower
% spheres to bottom)
tow ships are rented, buoyance modules &
molds are bought up-front as well.
cablecostnosphere = n * wt size * avepwrcablecost/1000 * dist to shore +
(cableconncost + devcost + shoreconncost)*n*wt-size/1000;
cost nosphere = fwtcost + cablecost_nosphere;
pom = annual turbine costs*fwtcost/windturbcost + annualsphere costs;
poverno = costnosphere; overnight costs
pomno = annualturbine costs*n; ' yearly O&M costs
coststorage = cost-fwtcost - cablecost; cost for just storage (may only
make sense for 100% cable capacity...)
coststorageVL = coststorage-vent cost;
costper-kw = costnosphere/percpwr-toshore/n/wt size/1000;
costper kwhrstorage = coststorage./maxcharge/1000;
costper kwhrstorageVL = cost storageVL./maxcharge/1000;
COE eqn from Tester, J. et al, Sustainable Energy: Choosing Among Options, MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA, 2005
COE = 100./(CF3*(n*wt_size*1000)*8766).*(cost/build-time*(l/alpha^buildtime)*(1-
alpha^build_time)/(l-alpha^years)+pom);
COE VL =
100./(CF3*(n*wt size*1000)*8766).*(costVL/build time*(l/alpha^buildtime)*(l-
alpha^build_time)/(l-alpha^years)+pom);
% .53 below is Capacity factor of wind farm with no storage (for New
% England... need to plug in values for LA & SF...)
COEno =
100./(.53*(n*wt_size*1000)*8766)*(cost_nosphere/build-time*(l/alpha'build-time)*(l-
alpha^build_time)/(l-alpha^years)+pomno);
% COS = cost of storage in c/kwhr; uses assumptions in Schoenung &
% Hassenzahl, SAND2003-2783: 1 discharge/day tho 'days-use' variable is
% set to 300 (varied from 250-365)
COS =
100./(n*wtsize*1000*daysuse*hours).*(coststorage/buildtime*(l/alpha'build time)*(l-
alpha^buildtime)/(l-alpha^years)+pom);
% equations from Poonpun & Jewel, 2008:
AEP = CC.*hours*daysuse*1000;
OMC = annualspherecosts;
TCC = cost-storage;
ir = discount rate;
CRF = ir*(l+ir)^(years+build-time)/((l+ir)^(years+buildtime)-l);
AC = TCC*CRF;
COE2 = (AC+OMC)./AEP;
COE2_VL = ((TCC-ventcost)*CRF+0MC)./AEP;
COE3 = (AC+OMC)./demand/1000; % demand*1000 = total kwhr demand in ISO-NE for 2009
COE3_VL = ((TCC-ventcost)*CRF+0MC)./demand/1000;
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diff = COS-COE2*100;
Z(1)
Z(2)
Z(3)
Z(4)
Z(5)
Z(6)
Z(7)
Z(8)
Z(9)
Z(10)
Z(11)
Z(12)
Z(13)
Z(14)
Z(15)
Z(16)
Z(17)
Z(18)
Z(19)
Z(20)
Z(21)
Z(22)
Z(23)
Z(24)
Z(25)
Z(26)
Z(27)
Z(28)
Z(29)
Z(30)
Z(31)
Z(32)
Z(33)
Z(34)
Z(35)
Z(36)
Z(37)
Z(38)
Z(39)
Z(40)
Z(41)
Z(42)
Z(43)
Z(44)
COE2;
COE;
diam out;
wt;
cost;
coststorage;
spherecost;
cablecost;
cost_moldtotal;
costbuoyancy-total;
= towcost;
= ventcost;
nummolds;
= num tugs;
num barges;
len;
beam;
displbarge;
tugpower;
towtime;
rtn speed;
buoymodule cost;
costmold;
singlesphere;
t min;
COE3;
vol;
COEno;
costperkwhrstorage;
costperkw;
tow cap;
air-flow;
total installcost;
num install;
fwt cost;
cost concrete*(volout-vol+vol base);
turb cost;
(diam out/2).^2*pi*surf_costbuoy;
COE2_VL;
COEVL;
cost VL;
coststorageVL;
COE3_VL;
costperkwhrstorageVL;
end
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cost of concrete shell
cost of steel base-plate
Appendix F Economic Model Code: Storage Farm
Scenarios
First, the main script is below, followed by the function that does the primary work.
OptimizationVl7cStorage.m Created by Gregory Fennell 2010/2011
% for work on thesis on Undersea Energy storage for Prof Alex Slocum at MIT
Code varies four primary parameters related to energy storage: sphere
diameter, towing speed, depth of barge, and length over beam. Towing
parameters were initial concern, so extra attention paid on reducing
their effects. Initial group of variables are most often likely to be
changed, based on scenario desired. Code setup to look at 4 storage
scenarios: LA (deeper water, 390m, to see benefits of deeper water),
% SF, Hawaii (400 MW to match wind farms on Molokai & Lanai), and San
Diego. ANy scenario in the world could be added in their places, or
added.
new optimization code (using function based on EconModelVl6 Combined.m)
that looks at multiple input variables to find Lowest COE/COS/COSadd
(depending on what is desired).
input variables are:
1. number of spheres/floating wind turbine (will look at total # spheres
% or diameter later for storage-only case)
2. towing speed [kts]
3. L/B of barge
% 4. depth of barge [m]
later variables may include:
1. distance from shore vs. water depth (esp for shallow-angle topography;
if too steep, then probably can't place spheres there
2. freeboard (set at Im in COSfun; higher may be better for sea-keeping)
clear all;
close all
for m=l:4
q = [4 5 6 8]; look at LA, SF, HI & SD storage
i=q(m); % from older code
ii = i; % for pie charts later down
diam s = 25; initial, for trials
tow-speed = 4; initial value, for trials
depth = 6; % initial value, for trials
LoverB = 4; % initial value, for trials
xO = [diams towspeed depth LoverB]; % residual code from when 'fmincon'
funciton was used; now just do nested loops to look at ALL possibilities
lb = [15 3 3 3]; %lower bounds of input variables
ub = [35 6 10 6]; % upper bounds of input variables
% below used for US Navy Towing estimates further below
towliney = [1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000]; % tug SHP from US
Navy Towing Manual, Fig K-i
towline3x = [17 27 35 46 56 66 77 87 97 108]; % towline pull, in LT, for 3kts, that
intersect w/ towliney tug BHPs
towline4x = [16 25 33 43 52 62 72 82 92 103]; % same as above, but for 4 kts
towline5x = [14 23 29 39 48 58 67 77 86 97]; 5 kts
towline6x = [13 20 27 36 44 52 62 70 79 90]; 6 kts
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towline7x = [11 17 23 32 39 48 57 66 75 85];
towline8x = [9 15 20 28 35 44 53 60 69 78];
% 7 kts
% 8 kts
tugfit3 = fit(towline3x',towliney','power2'); % this function found to match data
best
tugfit4 = fit(towline4x',towliney','power2');
tugfit5 = fit(towline5x',towliney','power2');
tugfit6 = fit(towline6x',towliney','power2');
tugfit7 = fit(towline7x',towliney','power2');
tugfit8 = fit(towline8x',towliney','power2');
% primary input variables (most likely to be varied by user)
size = [3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 400 3000 3000];
size = [2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000];
hours to keep same amt of energy storage (30GWh)
wtsize = 5; % kept in from old code
hours = [6 10 10 10 10 6 8 10]; % New England
storage, Hawaii storage, HK windfarm, SD storage
days-use = 360;
% 3 GW storage
% increase power, then decrease
WF, LA WF, SF WF, LA storage, SF
% number of days per year that storage is full utilized
% scenario-specific variables
% 1: New England wind farm
2: Los Angeles wind farm
3: San Fran wind farm
% 4. LA very-deep storage only
% 5: San Fran storage only
% 6. Hawaii storage only
% 7. Hong Kong wind farm
%8. San Diego storage-only
ballast = 50; % extra ballast (in metric tons) required to keep spheres solidly on
ground (could be less, would need further study for effects on deep-ocean currents,
settling, scouring, etc
ballast lt = 50;
(all spheres are 'light'!)
% kept to minimize changes in code from wind-farm versions
depths = [220 500 500 890 500 500 300 500];
buoy 44005
set roughly 220m deep IVO
disttoshore = [80 80 30 30 30 5 110 6]; % in NM, average distance from shore
(where DC converters would lie) and IVO wind farm/storage farm)
disttotow = [100 80 60 30 60 12 120 15]; % can't assume spheres at closest
point to wind farm; rough estimates of distance tugs/barges would have to travel
% dist to tow basis': New England: Portsmouth NH/Fall River, MA; LA: Long Beach; SF:
former
% Mare Island SY; Hawaii: Honolulu Harbor/Barber's Pt; Hong Kong: same; San
% Diego: IVO NASSCO Shipyard
maxdepth = [600 600 600 1000 600 600 600 600];
thickness)
n = [600 600 600 1 1 1 1 1];
code)
num spar = [600 600 600 50 50 10 600 50];
since floating wind turbines not available
% rating for spheres (for calc
% kept in, but not needed (n=1 for storage
% set # spar buoys (used for ventilation,
% Capacity Factors are N/A for storage (kept in code for now)
CF3(1,:) = [0.549 0.56224 0.5746 0.57252 0.57081]; results from VI, NE (12hr,
10hr, 8hr, 6hr, 4hr)
CF3(2,:) = [0.6437 0.64872 0.65956 0.66438 0.66971]; % LA results
CF3(3,:) = [0.49977 0.51723 0.52735 0.52716 0.52728]; % SF results
demand = [1.19E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 1.01E7 4.2E7 2.6E8]; % 2009
CT/MA/ME/NH/RI/VT demand, 2009 CA demand, 2009 HI demand (EIA.gov data, Elec Industry:
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http://www.eia.gov/cneaf/electricity/esr/esr sum.html)
% HK demand:
% http://www.indexmundi.com/hong kong/electricityconsumption.html,
% accessed 1/30/2011
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0%%%
% rest of variables, (mostly) alphabetical order
assembletime = 6; % days to remove from mold, clean, join & grout
buildtime = 5; % # years it will take to build storage farm -> part of
determining # of molds, barges, tugs
BF = 1.3; % buoyancy factor: ratio of total displacement of barge over total weight
of spheres that barge holds
% based on empirical data provided in Blight & Dai, 1978
% cable cost data: ref: email from Ed Stern, NeptuneRTS LLC, 9/2
% @ 70-90NM scale, for 1000MW sys: $3-5M/mile for cables + $15-20M for buried
connections
% shore-conn: $300-400M/I000MW
% development costs : $50M/1000MW
avepwr cablecost = 4E6; % $/mile/1000MW
shore conn cost = 350E6; $/1OOOMW for shore converters
cable conn cost = 20E6; % cost for underwater cable connections
devcost = 50E6; cost/OOMW for power cable development
bargelimit = 60000; limit the total displacemtn of the barge w/ spheres.
CF3(4,:) = [1 1 1 1 1]; t old code from Cost of electricity calcs; not needed
CF3(5,:) = [1 1 1 1 1];
CF3(6,:) = [1 1 1 1 1];
CF3(7,:) = [.5 .5 .5 .5 .5]; guess 50% CF for offshore Hong Kong
CF3(8,:) = [.4 .4 .4 .4 .4]; guess 40% CF for offshore San Diego
concstrength = 34.5; % MPa compressive strength (-5000psi concrete);
concdensity = 2400; %kg/m^3
concrete labor ratio = .7; % from RS Means Estimating Handbook 3rd ed, p. 47,
modified to account for use of SCC, which can lower labor costs by factor of 4-5
(Schuetter 2008, Self Compacting Concrete, p 260+)
% Quick est of manpower required for
manufacturing line: 5 pour, 5 mold clean, 4
transport around site, 4 crane&hdlg, 6 assly,
6 de-mold, 6 mold assly, 4 pump install: 40 *
S1.3 for proj mgmt: 50 total per shift,3 shift @
$50/hr, 250 days/year: ~$2M/year
% RS Means quotes $233/CY for 8000psi & $125/CY for 5000psi concrete + $50/CY for
100# of steel
% fibers. Assume 5OMPa concrete required -> 5000psi concrete + steel fibers (need to
look at research to see if this is valid assumption.
% Also assume cost of plasticizers to make SCC is offset by increased Type F fly
% ash, which lowers amt of cement required
cost concrete = 175/.7455/concrete labor ratio; convert CY to m^3 and include
labor costs. 175 is for 5000# concrete + 75# steel fibers/CY + estimate for plasticizers
to create self-consolidating concrete
crewrate = 130000*1.2; % 1.2 is overhead factor; $130000 is ave income per crew
member
crew size = 6;
crewsalary = crew size*crewrate; annual salary of 6 person crew, based on
Joseph Darcey's 2009 thesis
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curetime = 7; 1 # days for concrete to cure; may be shorter but 7 days is
conservative time for sufficient strength
density = 1025; % SW density, kg/m^3
densitysteel = 7400; % ave steel density, 7400kg/m^3
dieselprice = 4; % staring value of marine fuel oil of $4/gal. Gal converted
to kg by 0.38gal/kg
%discount rate = .17; % from DOE's Creating Offshore Wind Industry in US,
2011-2015, 9/2/10; predicted for 2015
discountrate = .1;
inflation = .03;
alpha = (1+inflation)/(l+discount_rate);
FOS = 1.5; % factor of safety for shell thickness/hoop stress
freeboard = 1; % m above waterline on barge
installvessel = 30E6; % $30M for ROV-capable vessel, another rough guess.
installcrew = 30; % initial guess for crew size for loitering vessel w/ riggers,
ROV, etc
installsalary = installcrew * crew rate*1.2; % assume slightly higher crew rate
than tugs
learning = .9; % 90% learning curve SEEMS reasonable; may be too fast for
concrete spheres which have pretty low labor costs, but probably OK for more complex
pieces
LC = -(log(learning)/log(2));
mold preptime = 3; % days to clean, prep & assemble molds
percpwr_to_shore = 1; % keep this variable in case we want to evaluate limiting
shore-power capability
pour-rate = 100; % assume 100m^3 of concrete can be poured/hour (from RS Means)
readytime = 4; % days from assembly until ready to tow
sinktime = 2; % days from when arrived at sink-point to attached to spar
buoy/grid
sfc = 230; % g/kwhr, pretty typical for smaller diesels (Woud &
Stapersma, Design of Propulsion & Elec Pwr Gen Sys, Imarest 2003)
spar init cost = 10E6; % COMPLETE initial guess for spar buoy, mooring lines,
installation (once in full-scale production, then learning curve will lower further)
annualsparcosts = .03*spar_initcost; % 3% of capital cost for
%parts/year, insurance, leasing, etc over lifetime (may be high; check articles)
spherePMfactor = 1.35; % project mgmt factor (& other contingencies) added to
cost of concrete & estimated cost of pump/turbine units
surfcost mold = 2000; % cost ($) per m^2 of mold & buoyancy modules.
surfcostbuoy = 2000;
towcap = 1; no longer used
towfactor = 1.5; % add'1 parts/insurance etc for tugboat & crew (added to fuel &
salary)
y1000 = [18 17 16 15 14 12 10 9 8 6]; % what tug of 1000BHP can tow at 1-10kts
(twin screw, ducted controllable-pitch props
y2000 = [29 28 27 25 23 20 17 15 12 9]; % what tug of 2000BHP can tow @ 1-10 kts, etc
y3000 = [40 38 35 33 29 27 23 20 16 13];% from Blight & Dai figures
y4000 = [52 49 46 43 39 36 32 28 23 20];
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y5000 = [62 60 56 52 48 44 39 35 30 26];
y6000 = [73 70 66 62 58 52 48 44 38 33];
y7000 = [85 81 77 72 67 62 57 53 47 40];
y8000 = [98 92 87 82 77 70 66 60 53 48];
y9000 = [110 104 97 92 86 79 75 69 62 55];
y10000 = [122 116 108 103 97 90 85 78 70 63];
turbeff = .8; efficiency of pump-turbine on spheres acting as turbine
(discharging spheres)
turbcost factor = 1.5; % for later adjustment high/low (sensitivity analysis)
ventcostper meter = [100.2 176.4 176.4 301.4 190.1 190.1 111.9 190.1]; vent line
costs /meter depth. Expect deeper system to cost more (prop to depth'2? Exponential?)
due to thicker vent pipe thickness required to prevent collapes at deeper depths
% old code; ignored in current COSfunV4, as vent line costs are
% estimated in that function
workdays = 250; % assume x working days/year
years = 20; % assume 20-year life of system; will actually be more complex,
oecause
%it will take quite a few years to get entire windfarm into place,
% and hard to say how long spheres & turbines will actually last
vent line variables (PVC values used for now)
minDP = 900; % Pa, for vent line cost est's
Po = 101300; % 1 atm pressure
rhopvc = 1500; % density of PVC
E_pvc = 4E9; % Young's Modulus for PVC
v = .4; Poisson's ratio for PVC
now put all wind-farm specific variables into 'y' vector:
y = [size(i) wtsize hours(i) days use ballast ballast_lt depths(i) disttoshore(i)
disttotow(i) maxdepth(i) num-spar(i) demand(i) CF3(i,2) assemble-time build-time BF
avepwrcablecost shore conn cost ... % 1-18
cable conn cost devcost concstrength conc density cost_concrete crewsalary
cure time density densitysteel dieselprice discount-rate alpha FOS freeboard ...
19-32
LC mold-preptime percpwr_to_shore pourrate readytime sinktime sfc
spherePMfactor surfcostmold surfcost_buoy tow-factor turbeff
turb cost factor ... % 33-45
vent_costper meter(i) spar_init_cost annual_sparcosts work days years
bargelimit installvessel install-salary minDP Po rhopvc Epvc v]; % 46-58
% try simple, nested-loop iteration
minCOS = 10000;
tmp = 0;
t= 1; % set temp counter
for p = 30:-.5:20 % vary diameter
for j = lb(2):.l:ub(2) % vary towing speed
for k = lb(3):.5:ub(3) % vary barge depth
for 1 = lb(4):.5:ub(4) % vary length-over-beam ratio
Z = COSfunV4([p j k 1], y,
tugfit3,tugfit4,tugfit5,tugfit6,tugfit7,tugfit8);
tmp(t)=Z(1); % used to plot cost of storage quickly
if Z(l) < minCOS
minCOS = Z(1);
saved(m,:) = [p j k 1]; % quick save of parameters
saved2(m,:) = Z; % majority of data saved
end
t = t+1;
end
end
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end
end
end
%% pie-chart plotting section
place = [cellstr('New England Windfarm') cellstr('Los Angeles Windfarm') cellstr('San
Francisco Windfarm') cellstr('Los Angeles Deep Storage') cellstr('San Francisco Storage')
cellstr('Hawaii') cellstr('Hong Kong Windfarm') cellstr('San Diego Storage')];
pie vec = [saved2(m,7) saved2(m,9) saved2(m,10) saved2(m,11) saved2(m,32) saved2(m,12)
saved2(m,26)];
pie vec2 = [saved2(m,7) saved2(m,9) saved2(m,10) saved2(m,11) saved2(m,32) saved2(m,12)
saved2(m,26) saved2(m,8)];
[labell] = sprintf('Sphere: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,7)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label2] = sprintf('Molds: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,9)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label3] = sprintf('Barges: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,10)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label4] = sprintf('Towing: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,11)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label5] = sprintf('Install Vessel: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,32)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label6] = sprintf('Vent line: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,12)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[label7] = sprintf('Spar buoy: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,26)/saved2(m,6)*100);
[labella] = sprintf('Sphere: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,7)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label2a] = sprintf('Molds: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,9)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label3a] = sprintf('Barges: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,10)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label4a] = sprintf('Towing: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,11)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label5a] = sprintf('Install Vessels: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,32)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label6a] = sprintf('Vent line: %O.lf%%',saved2(m,12)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label7a] = sprintf('Spar buoy: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,26)/saved2(m,5)*100);
[label8a] = sprintf('Cable: %0.lf%%',saved2(m,8)/saved2(m,5)*100);
figure
pie(pievec2,[cellstr(labella) cellstr(label2a) cellstr(label3a) cellstr(label4a)
cellstr(label5a) cellstr(label6a) cellstr(label7a) cellstr(label8a)]);
colormap Jet
title([place(ii),'Total Cost % Breakdown'],...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',20);
legend([cellstr(labella) cellstr(label2a) cellstr(label3a) cellstr(label4a)
cellstr(label5a) cellstr(label6a) cellstr(label7a) cellstr(label8a)]);
%end
xlswrite('storage results 01302011.xls',saved2); % results saved to Excel file for
further analysis
Following is 'COSfunV4.m', the function called by the above code.
%% COSfunV4.m function, by Gregory Fennell 2010/2011, MIT, in support of thesis on
Undersea energy storage for Prof Alex Slocum
% intersections.m function used below courtesy of Doug Schwarz, downloaded
% from:
% http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/ll837-fast-and-robust-curve-
intersections
% similar to COSfunV3.m, but includes data for spar buoys & vent line calcs
% (in case vent lines are to be used) and optimizes based on diameter of
% spheres vice # of spheres per floating wind turbine.
% similar to V16, except inner diameter, tow-speed, depth (draft of barge) and
% LoverB of barge are inputted and COS is outputted for optimization
% 1/24: updated COSfunV3 to V4 for storage-only analysis, which looks at
% inner diameter, then determines number of spheres total.
% look at different locations by changing 'i' near front (may set this up
later as input string from main script, OptimizationV17.m
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% main difference from V16 is this function doesn't deal in arrays (tho
% code still written as such). 'fmincon' calls this function w/ individual
% num spheres, while hours are set to '10' for now.
% 1/10/11
% V2: try passing the 'tugfit' functions, since they're VERY time-consuming
to do over 100's of iterations! See how it goes...
1/15/11
% V3: set-up to pass in ALL input variables for wind-farm case. {V4 will look at
storage-only
case by varying diameter & spar cost variables}
% input variables are in 'y' vector; order of variables was maintained the
% same from V2 for simplicity
1/21: added 'barge limit' for max-sized barge; then updated code to fit
% more, smaller spheres within that limit (see if any savings there)
3/21: added code from 'vent line trial.m' to better capture
costs vs depth
function Z = COSfunV3(x,y,a,b,c,d,e,f)
diam s = x(1);
tow speed = x(2);
depth =x(3);
LoverB =x(4);
tugfit3 = a;
tugfit4 = b;
tugfit5 = c;
tugfit6 = d;
tugfit7 = e;
tugfit8 = f;
vented design
% 'x' vector are initial parameters
% tugfit's are fitted functions
% take in rest of variables from main script
size = y(l);
wtsize = y(2);
hours = y(3);
daysuse = y(4); , number of days per year that storage is full utilized
05% %%%%%%%%%% %% % '% % % % 6 % %% %%%%
% scenario-specific variables
ballast = y(5); extra ballast (in metric tons) required when sphere used for
mooring is at its most buoyant (empty), based on NREL report ....
ballastlt = y(6); extra ballast for non-mooring spheres (same as normal ballast
for storage-only spheres). To keep equations simple, blahblah & blahblah It are same for
storage only scenario
depths = y(7); set roughly 220m deep IVO buoy 44005
disttoshore = y(8); % in NM, average distance from shore (where DC converters
would lie) and IVO wind farm/storage farm)
disttotow = y(9); % can't assume spheres at closest point to wind farm; rough
estimates of distance tugs/barges would have to travel
maxdepth = y(10);
num spar = y(ll);
total wind farm.
n = 1;
rating for spheres (for calc thickness)
q # of wind turbines; for Hawaii, # set to equate to 400MW
kept at 1 to recycle original code
demand = y(12);
CF3 = y(13); not really needed in this code,
assembletime = y(14); days to remove from mold, clean, join & grout
buildtime = y(15); % years it will take to build wind farm -> part of determining
# of molds
BF = y(16);
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avepwrcablecost = y(17); % $/mile/1000MW
shoreconn cost = y(18); % $/1000MW for shore converters
cableconn cost = y(19); % cost for underwater cable connections
devcost = y(20); % cost/1000MW for power cable development
concstrength = y(21); % MPa compressive strength (-5000psi concrete);
concdensity = y(22); %kg/m^3
costconcrete = y(23); % convert CY to m^3 and include labor costs. 175 is for 5000#
concrete + 75# steel fibers/CY + estimate for plasticizers to create self-consolidating
concrete
crewsalary = y(24); % annual salary of 6 person crew, based on Joseph Darcey's 2009
thesis
curetime = y(25); % # days for concrete to cure; may be shorter but 7 days is
conservative time for sufficient strength
density = y(26); % SW density, kg/m'3
density steel = y(27); ave steel density, 7400kg/m^3
dieselprice = y(28); % staring value of marine fuel oil of $4/gal. Gal converted
to kg by 0.38gal/kg
discountrate = y(29); from DOE's Creating Offshore wind Industry in US, 2011-
2015, 9/2/10; predicted for 2015
alpha = y(30);
FOS = y(31); factor of safety for shell thickness/hoop stress
freeboard =y(32); m above waterline on barge
LC = y(33);
mold-preptime = y(34); days to clean, prep & assemble molds
percpwr-to shore = y(35); % keep this variable in case we want to evaluate limiting
shore-power capability
pourrate = y(36); % assume 100m^3 of concrete can be poured/hour
ready-time = y(37); days from assembly until ready to tow
sinktime = y(38); days from when arrived at sink-point to attached to wind-
turbine/grid
sfc = y(39); % g/kwhr, pretty typical for smaller diesels (Woud & Stapersma,
Design of Propulsion & Elec Pwr Gen Sys, Imarest 2003)
spherePM factor = y(40); % project mgmt factor (& other contingencies) added to cost
of concrete & estimated cost of pump/turbine units
surfcostmold = y(41); % cost ($) per m^2 of mold & buoyancy modules.
surfcostbuoy = y(42);
towfactor = y(43); % add'l parts/insurance etc for tugboat & crew (added to fuel &
salary)
tow-cap = y(44); % not used; towcap is calculated later
y1000 = [18 17 16 15 14 12 10 9 8 6]; % what tug of 1000BHP can tow at 1-10kts (twin
screw, ducted controllable-pitch props
y2000 = [29 28 27 25 23 20 17 15 12 9]; % what tug of 2000BHP can tow @ 1-10 kts, etc
y3000 = [40 38 35 33 29 27 23 20 16 13];
y4000 = [52 49 46 43 39 36 32 28 23 20];
y5000 = [62 60 56 52 48 44 39 35 30 26];
y6000 = [73 70 66 62 58 52 48 44 38 33];
y7000 = [85 81 77 72 67 62 57 53 47 40];
y80 0 0 = [98 92 87 82 77 70 66 60 53 48];
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y9000 = [110 104 97 92 86 79 75 69 62 55];
ylOOOO = [122 116 108 103 97 90 85 78 70 63];
turbeff = y(44); efficiency of pump-turbine on spheres acting as turbine
(discharging spheres)
turbcostfactor = y(45); for later adjustment high/low (sensitivity analysis)
ventcostper meter = y(46); vent line costs $200/meter depth. Expect deeper system
to cost more (prop to depth^2? Exponential?) due to thicker vent pipe thickness required
to prevent collapes at deeper depths
but currently have no data to support increasing cost/depth; another
research topic!!
sparinitcost = y(47); % assume $4M/MW for floating wind turbines, mooring lines,
installation (once in full-scale production, then learning curve will lower further)
annualspar costs = y(48); % 3% of capital cost for parts/year, insurance, leasing, etc
over lifetime (may be high; check articles)
workdays = y(49); assume x working days/year, vary 300-250
years = y(50);
bargelimit = y(51);
installvessel = y(52);
installsalary = y(53);
minDP = y(54);
Po = y(55);
rhopvc = y(56);
E_pvc = y(57);
v = y(58);
% PVC pipe cost data are from www.harvel.com
t8 = [.322 .411 .5 .72]; thicknesses of 8" OD PVC pipe (grey, 20ft sections, from
www. harvel.com)
p8 = [26 33.4 40 68]; % costs/foot for above thicknesses
t6 = [.255 .280 .316 .432 .562];
p6 = [16.13 17.66 19.81 26.55 38.15];
t3 = [.135 .167 .216 .3 .35];
p 3  = [4.57 5.53 7.04 9.51 12.51];
price8 = fit(t8',p8','power2'); output is S/ft for inches thickness
price6 = fit(t6',p6','power2');
price3 = fit(t3',p3','power2');
% main logic section
CC = size*percpwrtoshore; % max cable capacity; usually set at 100%
maxcharge = size*hours;
vol = diamss^3*pi*4/24; total interior volume
charge = .98*vol*turbeff*9.81*(depths-diams/2)*density/3600000000; % charge per
sphere, 0.98 factor accounts for Lower volume due to bubble at top or backpressure if
vent-line system used
num spheres = ceil(maxcharge/charge);
air flow = vol/hours/3600; % used in vent-line diameter estimates
r = diam s/2;
xO = 2; % initial guess to help 'fsolve'
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% 'fsolve' used to solve how thick shell needs to be in order to keep
% sphere on the bottom when completely empty of water & have necessary
% excess ballast
t_min = fsolve(@(t) (4/3*pi*((r+t).^3-r.^3)+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*concdensity/1000 +
(r+t).^2*pi*.l*(densitysteel-density)/1000-ballast-
(4/3*pi*(r+t).^3+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*density/1000,xO);
t_minlt = fsolve(@(t) (4/3*pi*((r+t).^3-r.^3)+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*conc density/1000 +
(r+t).^2*pi*.l*(densitysteel-density)/1000-ballast lt-
(4/3*pi*(r+t).^3+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*density/1000,xO);
% a lot of " It" variables; kept in from wind farm functions but not
% really needed for storage-only cases
maxtmp = 100*t-min*conc_strength/diams*4/FOS; % simple hoop-stress calc, 100
factor converts MPa to meters depth
if maxtmp < maxdepth
t_min = maxdepth/100*diams/4/conc strength*FOS; % set minimum thickness based
on concrete strength, max depth, and factor of safety
end
diamout = diams + 2*t_min;
volout = (diam-out/2).^3*4/3*piO;
turbcost = turbcostfactor*1.135*(size*percpwrto shore*65000./num spheres +
(16.5*size./num-spheres*percpwr_to_shore*1000).^1.249); % used parametrics found in
NREL report 500-40566, Dec 2006 , assumed pump=turbine unit costs as much as marinized
turbine and gearbox
% 13.5% is extra for marinizing the turbine for submerged use
% turb cost equation based on wind-farm scenario, so for storage-only case,
% we're still using an assumed FWT size and # spheres/FWT to determine
% needed size of pump/turbine. Not exact, but still adds up OK
% complete rest of variables to determine size/wt of spheres:
wtplate = (diam-out/2).^2 * pi * .1 * densitysteel/1000; % treat steel baseplate
as 10cm thick all over (acct for stiffeners, mooring attachments, anchorage devices, etc)
volbase = 14*pi*(diam out/2).^3/75; % conical base volume, calculated by hand
from intersecting cone of height = diameter w/ sphere.
wt = (vol_out-vol+volbase)*concdensity/1000 + wt plate; % wt of concrete (wt of
base plate & pump/turbine unit not accounted for here
displ = (vol out+vol base)*density/1000; % SLIGHTLY less than actual; vol of plate
& pump/turbine unit not accounted for
% in case where spheres are used as ballast for FWT, any extra spheres only require
minimal amt of ballast (see above for 'ballast It'),
% so costs & buoyancy requirements are a little less
volbaselt = vol-base;
wtlt = (vol out-vol+volbase lt)*conc density/1000 + wtplate; wt of sphere;
assume ballast (extra concrete) is always underwater when towing
displ_lt = (vol out+volbaselt)*density/1000;
% need enough molds to meet build rate, accounting for filling time
% (assumes spheres have heavy ballast; lighter ballasted spheres will
take less time to pour and need less molds)
6 cure time and prep time: 250 is working days/year, no OT
nummolds = ceil((num spheres*n/work days/build time) .* (curetime + mold preptime
+ ((volout-vol+vol_base)/pour rate/24)));
% calc surface area of spheres, multiply by 2 (for inner & outer mold),
% mult by 'surf cost' for cost per square meter; doesn't acct for extra
% ballast, but close enough (and surf cost mold can be modified to
% increase cost accordingly for fancier mold system, etc
costmold = 2*4*pi()*(diam-out/2).^2*surfcost mold;
% use learning curve for mold costs:
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% learning curve approx from: Camm, j, Evans, J, Womer, N, "The Unit
% Learning Curve Approximation of Total Cost",Computer ind. Engineering,
% VOl 12, No3, 1987, Pergamon Journals, Ltd
cost mold total = cost mold/(1-LC).*((nummolds+.5).^(1-LC)-.5^(1-LC));
% now to determine cost of floatation devices for towing, and towing
% itself. Number of buoyancy modules/barges based on time it takes
to get spheres out, deploy them, get empty barge back to shore and
outfit for next set of spheres & desired deployment rate
(spheres/day)
% subm vol is portion of sphere underwater when lowered into the
% moonpool during towing (to reduce barge displacement & strength of
winches). Assume part of sphere is submerged; if spheres are to be
carried on top of barge, this will slightly change optimum size of
spheres/# carried on barges
submvol = pi*depth^2/3*(3*diamout/2-depth);
tow-cap = floor(bargelimit/BF./wt);
if tow-cap < 1
Z(1:45) = 1000; put in dummy values if sphere too large for barge otherwise
some variables are empty and function stops
else
displbarge = BF*wt*tow cap; % BF accts for wt of structure/other stuff; not
just an imaginary bubble holding spheres up!
displbargelt = BF*wtlt*tow cap;
ltship = (BF-1)*wt*tow-cap; it ship displacement of barges (used later
for drafts of barge w/o spheres on it to est return speed at same BHP as when towing out
ltshiplt = (BF-l)*wt_lt*tow cap;
height = depth + freeboard; 6 lm of freeboard when fully loaded
moonpool vol = tow-cap*(depth*(diamout+2).^2 - subm-vol); assume moon-pool(s)
are open to water, and sphere is lowered to depth of barge
moonpoolarea = tow-cap*4*(diamout+2)*height; % surface area of moon pools, used
for cost estimating later
LB = (displbarge + moonpool_vol*density/1000)/depth; temp variable of required
length * beam
beam = max(sqrt(LB/LoverB), diam_out+2+6); min beam requires deck space on either
side of moon pool (3m in this case) for winch gear
len = LB./beam;
LB lt = (displbargelt + moonpool vol*density/1000)/depth; temp variable of
required length * beam
beamlt = max(sqrt(LBlt/LoverB), diam-out+2+6); % min beam requires deck space on
either side of moon pool (3m in this case) for winch gear
len lt = LB lt./beam lt;
www.maritimesales.com gives feel for cost of used barges.
area = moonpool area + 2*(len*height + len.*beam + height*beam);
area_lt = moonpoolarea + 2*(lenlt*height + lenlt.*beam lt + height*beam_lt);
buoy modulecost = area*surf cost buoy;
buoy modulecostlt = arealt*surfcost buoy;
following method from US Navy Towing Manual, values based on towing
floating drydock/barges, from Blight & Dai, 1978; use beam & length
% for full-size suheres to be conservative
% quick & dirty resistance prediction calcs:
Ax = depth*beam;
SA = 2*len*depth + len.*beam + 2*beam*depth; wetted surface area (m'2)
fl = .7; .65 is for moderately dirty bottom; .7 accts for that plus probably
moon-pool affects
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f2 = .4; % .2 for raked bow/stern; .5 for square bow/stern; .4 accts for add'l
moon-pool affects
f3 = .8; % shape factor based on shape above water; .8 accts for weird, large
shape of 2 spheres (use .6 for return barge, which will be flat-decked)
f3rtn = .6;
C = beam*(height-depth) + (diam out-depth).*diam out; % rough cross-section to
wind
R = f1*SA*10.764*(towspeed/6)^2; % friction resistance (10.764 converts
m^2 to ft^2)
G = 2.85*Ax*10.764*f2*tow speed^2 * 1.2; % wavemaking resistance
W = C*10.764*.004*(40+towspeed)^2 * f3; % wind resistance (40 is max wind speed
in kts)
Rtot = (R+G+W)/2240; % lbs converted to LT
if tow-speed <= 4
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([3 4], [tugfit3(Rtot) tugfit4(Rtot)], tow-speed);
elseif tow-speed <= 5
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([4 5], [tugfit4(Rtot) tugfit5(Rtot)], tow-speed);
else
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([5 6], [tugfit5(Rtot) tugfit6(Rtot)], tow-speed);
end
% return estimates: (barge is higher out of water, so towing resistance
% will be less & tugs can go a little faster w/ same power
returndraft = lt_ship/density./LB*1000;
return draft lt = it_ship_it/density./LB_lt*1000;
Axrtn = returndraft.*beam;
Axrtnlt = returndraftlt .* beam;
SArtn = 2*len.*returndraft + len.*beam + 2*beam.*return draft;
SArtnit = 2*len lt.*return draft lt + lenlt.*beam + 2*beam.*returndraft_lt;
Crtn = beam.*(height-return draft); % higher cross section of barge, but no spheres
so overall wind cross section should be les;
Ctrnlt = beam.*(height-returndraft_lt);
xl = 1:1:10; % used in intersections function below
tugpower2 = tugpower/.746; % convert back to BHP for below calcs
if tugpower2 <= 1000
y-rtn = y1000;
elseif tugpower2 <=2000 && tugpower2 > 1000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-1000) * (y2000-y1OOO)/1000 + y1000;
elseif tugpower2 <=3000 && tugpower2 > 2000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-2000) * (y3000-y2000)/1000 + y2000;
elseif tugpower2 <=4000 && tugpower2 > 3000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-3000) * (y4000-y3000)/1000 + y3000;
elseif tugpower2 <=5000 && tugpower2 > 4000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-4000) * (y5000-y4000)/1000 + y4 0 00;
elseif tugpower2 <=6000 && tugpower2 > 5000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-5000) * (y6000-y5000)/1000 + y5000;
elseif tugpower2 <=7000 && tugpower2 > 6000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-6000) * (y7000-y6000)/1000 + y6000;
elseif tugpower2 <=8000 && tugpower2 > 7000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-7000) * (y8 0 00-y7000)/1000 + y7000;
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elseif tugpower2 <=9000 && tugpower2 > 8000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-8000) * (y90
00
-y
80 0 0 )/1000 + y8000;
else
y_rtn = y10000;
end
% just look at "non-light" barges for now till code confirmed
% to work... (ie, got lazy)
Rtmp = fl*SArtn*10.764*(x1/6).^2;
Gtmp = 2.85*Axrtn*10.764*f2*xl.^2 * 1.2;
Wtmp = Crtn*10.764*.004*(40+x1).^ 2 * f3rtn;
Rtottemp = (Rtmp + Gtmp + Wtmp)/2240; vector of towing resistance for
unladen barge
if max(Rtottemp) < min(yrtn)
rtnspeed = 10;
else
[xO, yO] = intersections(xl,Rtottemp,x1,yrtn); find intersection speed
at which total resistance = availa resistance of tug
rtnspeed = x0;
end
intersections function above downloaded from:
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/l
1 8 3 7 -fast-and-robust-curve-
intersections
towtime = (dist-totow/towspeed + disttotow./rtnspeed)/24; days to get to
wind farm, at tow speed. Return speed used for coming back w/ only the buoyancy modules
at shallow draft.
% estimation of towing costs.
tow-rate = ((sfc*.000264*2.*tugpower*diesel-price*24) + crew salary/365)*tow factor;
num tugs = ceil(((num spheres*n/workdays/buildtime)./tow-Cap*(ready-time + towtime
+ sink time)));
tow _cost = num tugs .* towrate * workdays * build-time; more conservative
amount than SCOPIC day rates below
% for comparison, below are SCOPIC 2007 rates, corrected for inflation to 2010 prices
(I1i
% i 3:
SCOPIC 2007 AppA: $2.50/bhp/day (<5000bhp tugs); $1.875/bhp/day
(5000-12000bhp), corrected for inflation to 2010 dollars
% tow rate2 = (sfc*.000264*2.*tugpower*dieselprice*24) +
(tugpower/.746<5000).*(tugpower/.746*2.50*(i+inflation)^3) +
(tugpower/.746>=5000).*(tugpower/.746*1.875*(l+inflation)^3);
tow cost2 num tugs.*tow rate2*work days*build time;
num buoyancy = ceil((3*n/workdays/buildtime) .* (readytime + sinktime +
tow time)/tow cap);
num buoyancy_lt = ceil(((num spheres-3)*n/workdays/buildtime) .* (readytime +
sinktime + tow time)/tow cap);
num barges = num buoyancy + num buoyancy_lt; costs between regular & 'lt' barges is
zero; track total # of barges
cost buoyancytotal = buoy modulecost/(1-LC).*((num buoyancy+.5).^(l-LC)-.5^(1-LC)) +
buoy module costlt/(1-LC).*((num buoyancy_lt+.5).^(l-LC)-.5^(l-LC));
% estimation of cable costs. Costs based on estimates provided by
% Neptune RTC; better data/costs are predicted as industry ramps up and
% increased cable laying conductd to support more & more offshore wind
farms in the US.
cable cost = n * size * ave_pwrcable cost/1000 * percpwr_to_shore * dist to shore +
(cableconncost + dev cost + shore conn cost)*n*size/1000;
% useful to know cost of single sphere and see if learning curve
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% realistic or too aggressive
singlesphere = costconcrete*(vol_out-
vol+volbase)+turbcost+(diam out/2).^2*pi*surfcostbuoy;
singlesphere lt = costconcrete*(vol_out-
vol+volbaselt)+turbcost+(diam-out/2).^2*pi*surfcost_buoy;
sphere cost = sphere_PMfactor*(singlesphere/(l-LC).*((n*3+.5).^(l-LC)-.5^(l-
LC))+single_sphere_lt/(1-LC).*((n*(num-spheres-3)+.5).^(1-LC)-.5^(1-LC)));
% cost of concrete to fill volume + cost of pump/turbine unit +
% estimated cost of steel base plate (using buoy module surface area
% costs)
sparcost = spar_init_cost/(l-LC)*((numspar+.5)^(l-LC)-.5^(l-LC));
% just a wild guess that annual sphere costs will be 1% of total
% sphere cost (to support turbine changeout/repair...), otherwise
% expect them to be pretty reliable...
annualsphere costs = .01*spherecost;
% installation vessels, likely an OSV w/ ROV to hook up power cables &
% help lower spheres
numinstall = ceil(num spheres/workdays/build time * (sinktime + 1));
totalinstallcost = numinstall*(installvessel + install-salary * buildtime);
% Code to estimate costs of vent lines
R = [.01:.001:.l]; % [m], inner radius of vent line (x 80 - inches diameter)
visc = 2E-5; % [kg/m-s] dynamic viscosity of air @ -20C/290K
tmp = pi*R.^4/16/visc/depths; % temp variable
Pi = ((airflow+Po*tmp)*Po./tmp).^.5; % Poiseuille's law for compressible
fluids
init(l:length(R)) = Po; % initial guess for 'Poc' solver
Pid = Po;
Poc = fsolve(@(p) tmp.*p.^2 + p.*airflow - tmp*Pid^2, init); pressure 'seen'
during pumping ops, assuming vent line was horizontal (increased pressure due to vertical
depth not accounted for)
[a,b] = min(abs(Poc-Po+minDP)); % 900 Pa is vapor pressure at 5C
% b is index number; R(b) is thus the optimum radius based on this
% logic
xO(1:length(R)) = .3; initial guess for later solvers
Pd = depths*Po; pressure @ depth (in Pa)
t_pvc = fsolve(@(t) (2/FOS*Epvc./((l-v)^2.*((2*R+t)./t-1).^3)-Pd), x0);
thickness of PVC pipe
D_pvc = (R+tpvc)*2; diamter of PVC pipe
est8 = price8(tpvc*39.4)*3.28; 39.4 converts meters to inches for 'price'
function, 3.28 converts $/ft to $/m
est6 = price6(tpvc*39.4)*3.28;
est3 = price3(tpvc*39.4)*3.28;
if tpvc(b) <= 3 % use logic to interpolate price per meter based on diameter
of pipe
vent cost permeter = est3(b);
elseif tpvc(b)>3 && tpvc(b)<6
ventcostpermeter = (est3(b) + (6-t_pvc(b))/3*(est6(b)-est3(b)));
elseif tpvc(b)>6 && tpvc(b)<8
ventcostpermeter = (est6(b) + (8-t_pvc(b))/2*(est8(b)-est6(b)));
else
ventcostpermeter = est8(b);
end
ventcost = ventcostper meter*depths*num spheres*n;
cost = spherecost + spar-cost + cablecost + costmoldtotal + cost buoyancytotal +
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towcost + ventcost + totalinstallcost;
cabling to shore.
cost VL = cost-vent cost-sparcost;
% include up-front cost of support ships &
ventless design
pom = annualspar costs*num spar + annualsphere costs;
maintenance costs
Operations &
coststorage = cost; cost for just storage (may only make sense for 100% cable
capacity...)
coststorageVL = cost storage-vent_cost-sparcost;
costper kw = cost*percpwr-toshore/n/size/1000;
costper kwVL = costVL*percpwrto-shore/n/size/1000;
costper kwhrstorage = coststorage./maxcharge/1000;
costper-kwhrstorageVL = cost storageVL./maxcharge/1000;
COS = cost of storage in c/kwhr; uses assumptions in Schoenung &
Hassenzahl, SAND2003-2783: I discharge/day tho 'days use' variable is
set to 300 (varied from 250-365)
COS =
100./(n*size*1000*days_use*hours).*(cost_storage/build time*(l/alpha^buildtime)*(l-
alpha^build_time)/(l-alpha^years)+pom);
% cost of storage values in thesis come from equations from Poonpun & Jewet, 2008:
AEP = CC.*hours*daysuse*1000;
OMC = pom;
OMC_VL = annual sphere_costs;
TCC = cost-storage;
ir = discount rate;
CRF = ir*(l+ir)^(years+buildtime)/((l+ir)^(years+build_time)-l);
AC = TCC*CRF;
COE2 = (AC+OMC)./AEP; % this is "cost of storage" (old variable name)
COE2_VL = ((TCC-vent-cost-sparcost)*CRF+0MCVL)./AEP;
% also look at cost of storage amortized over total demand in ISO:
COE3 = (AC+OMC)./demand/1000; % demand*1000 = total kwhr demand in ISO-NE for 2009
COE3_VL = ((TCC-ventcost)*CRF+0MC)./demand/1000;
send back to script
Z(1) = COE2;
Z(2) = num spheres;
Z(3) = diam out;
Z(4) = wt;
Z(5) = cost;
Z(6) = cost storage; same as cost...
Z(7) = spherecost;
Z(8) = cablecost;
Z(9) = costmoldtotal;
Z(10) = costbuoyancytotal;
Z(11) = tow cost;
Z(12) = ventcost;
Z(13) = nummolds;
Z(14) = num tugs;
Z(15) = num barges;
Z(16) = len;
Z(17) = beam;
Z(18) = displbarge;
Z(19) = tugpower;
Z(20) = towtime;
Z(21) = rtn speed;
Z(22) = buoy module cost;
Z(23) = costmold;
Z(24) = singlesphere;
Z(25) = t min;
Z(26) = sparcost;
Z(27) = vol;
Z(28) = airflow;
Z(29) = costper kwhr storage;
Z(30) = costper-kw;
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Z(31)
Z(32)
Z(33)
Z(34)
Z(35)
Z(36)
Z(37)
Z(38)
Z(39)
Z(40)
Z(41)
Z(42)
Z(43)
Z(44)
Z(45)
line 308!
end
end
% cost of concrete shell
% cost of steel base-plate
tow-cap;
totalinstallcost;
numinstall;
COE3;
costconcrete*(volout-vol+vol base);
turbcost;
(diam-out/2).^2*pi*surf_costbuoy;
COE2_VL;
costVL;
coststorageVL;
COE3_VL;
costperkwhrstorageVL;
costper-kwVL;
ventcostper meter;
returndraft; % if extra va
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riables added or removed, double-check
Appendix G Economical Model Code: Cost vs Depth
and Distance Analysis
Main script follows. Function that is called, COSfunV4.m, is same as that shown in
Appendix F.
Vl7StorageDepthDistanceSensitivity.m By Gregory Fennell 2011 MIT for
thesis on undersea energy storage for Prof Alex Slocum
Code developed to answer: is it better to be shallower & closer or
% further & deeper? Code based on previous scripts for evaluating costs
% of storage, modified w/ extra loop to look at various depths at each
% distance, then create 3D surface plot of costs (cost per kWh capital
cost & cents per kWh w/ various economic assumptions used in other code)
most comments from earlier code removed, since most variables are same as
I before.
3/14: first, adjust algorithm to evaluate cost of storage & cost/kwh for
varying depth & distance (20-120M, 200-600m depths, using similar code
to before
3/21: added code for evaluating cost vs depth and hours storage
3/21: also added variables for estimating vent line costs (majority of
code in COSfunV4. Can later add to COSfunV3 (basic wind farm analysis) &
COSfunV5 (LARGE scale scenario) if desired
clear all;
close all
dist init = [40 80 120 160 200 240];
Georges Basin
dist init = [20 40 60 80 100 120];
%hours init = [4 5 6 7 8 9 101
for greater Gulf of Maine distances out to
for initial analysis
used for hours vs. depth vs cost analysis
for o = 1:6
disttoshore(1:10) = distinit(o);
hours(1:10) = hours init(o);
for m=1:10 3/14: evaluate 5 depths for each distance
q = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]; % temp counting variable(
i=q(m);
ii = i; % for pie charts later down
%dist to shore(1:10) = 60;
%hours vs depth
lb = [15 3 3 3]; %lowe
ub = [35 6 10 6]; %uppe
% temp variable used if evaluating
r bounds of input variables
r bounds of input variables
below used for US Navy Towing estimates further below
towliney = [1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000]; % tug BHP from US
Navy Towing Manual, Fig K-1
towline3x = [17 27 35 46 56 66 77 87 97 108]; % towline pull, in LT, for 3kts, that
intersect w/ towliney tug BHPs
towline4x = [16 25 33 43 52 62 72 82 92 103]; % same as above, but for 4 kts
towline5x = [14 23 29 39 48 58 67 77 86 97]; % 5 kts
towline6x = [13 20 27 36 44 52 62 70 79 90]; % 6 kts
towline7x = [11 17 23 32 39 48 57 66 75 85]; 7 kts
towline8x = [9 15 20 28 35 44 53 60 69 78]; 8 kts
tugfit3 =
tugfit4 =
tugf it5 =
tugfit6 =
fit(towline3x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline4x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline5x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline6x',towliney','power2');
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tugfit7 = fit(towline7x',towliney','power2');
tugfit8 = fit(towline8x',towliney','power2');
% primary input variables (most likely to be varied by user)
size = [3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000];
wt size = 5;
hours = [10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10];
locations for consistency
days-use = 360;
% 3 GW storage
% look at 10 hrs storage for all
% number of days per year that storage is full utilized
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%01%%%%%%%
% scenario-specific variables
ballast = 50; % extra ballast (in metric tons) required to keep spheres solidly on
ground (could be less, would need further study for effects on deep-ocean currents,
settling, scouring, etc
% kept to minimize changes in code from wind-farm versions
depths = [200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000];
220m deep IVO buoy 44005
%depths = [250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500];
%depth s = [200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380];
of Maine analysis
%dist to shore = [20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20]; % used if
%evaluating hours storage instead of distance
% set roughly
for detailed Gulf
disttotow = 1.5*disttoshore; % can't assume spheres at closest point to wind
farm; rough estimates of distance tugs/barges would have to travel
maxdepth = depths + 200; rating for spheres (for calc thickness)
n = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1];
num spar = [50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50];
% Capacity Factors are N/A for storage (keep in code for now)
CF3(1,:) = [0.549 0.56224 0.5746 0.57252 0.57081]; % results from VIO, NE (12hr,
10hr, 8hr, 6hr, 4hr)
CF3(2,:) = [0.6437 0.64872 0.65956 0.66438 0.66971]; LA results
CF3(3,:) = [0.49977 0.51723 0.52735 0.52716 0.52728]; SF results
demand = [1.19E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 2.6E8 1.01E7 4.2E7 2.6E8 2.6E8 2.6E8];
not used in this code
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% rest of variables, alphabetical order
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
assembletime = 6;
buildtime = 5;
BF = 1.3;
avepwr_cablecost = 4E6; %
shoreconncost = 350E6;
cableconncost = 20E6;
devcost = 50E6;
barge-limit = 60000;
CF3(4,:) = [1 1 1 1 1];
CF3(5,:) = [1 1 1 1 1];
CF3(6,:) = [1 1 1 1 1];
CF3(7,:) = [.5 .5 .5 .5 .5];
CF3(8,:) = [.4 .4 .4 .4 .4];
CF3(9,:) = [.4 .4 .4 .4 .4];
CF3(10,:) = [.4 .4 .4 .4 .4];
days to remove from mold, clean, join & grout
$/mile/1000MW
$/1000MW for shore converters
cost for underwater cable connections
cost/1OOOMW for power cable development
limit the total displacemtn of the barge w/ spheres.
% guess 50% CF for offshore Hong Kong
% guess 401 CF for offshore San Diego
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ballast lt = 50;
concstrength = 34.5; % MPa compressive strength (~5000psi concrete);
concdensity = 2400; %kg/m^3
concrete labor ratio = .7;
cost-concrete = 175/.7455/concrete labor ratio;
crewrate = 130000*1.2;
crew-size = 6;
crewsalary = crew size*crewrate; annual salary of 6 person crew, based on
Joseph Darcey's 2009 thesis
cure-time = 7;
density = 1025; % SW density, kg/m^3
density-steel = 7400; % ave steel density, 7400kg/m^3
dieselprice = 4;
discount-rate = .17;
inflation = .03;
alpha = (1+inflation)/(l+discount rate);
FOS = 1.5; % factor of safety for shell thickness/hoop stress
freeboard = 1; % m above waterline on barge
installvessel = 30E6; % $30M for ROV-capable vessel
install-crew = 30;
install-salary = installcrew * crew rate*1.2; %
learning = .9;
LC = -(log(learning)/log(2));
moldpreptime = 3; days to clean, prep & assemble molds
percpwr-toshore = 1;
pourrate = 100; % assume 100m^3 of concrete can be poured/hour
readytime = 4; % days from assembly until ready to tow
sink-time = 2;
sfc = 230;
spar_initcost = 30E6;
annual spar_costs = .03*spar_initcost;
spherePMfactor = 1.35;
surf cost mold = 2000; cost ($) per m'2 of mold & buoyancy modules.
surfcostbuoy = 2000;
tow-factor = 1.5;
y1000 = [18 17 16 15 14 12 10 9 8 6];
y2000 = [29 28 27 25 23 20 17 15 12 9]; % what tug of 2000BHP can tow @ 1-10 kts, etc
y3000 = [40 38 35 33 29 27 23 20 16 13];
y4000 = [52 49 46 43 39 36 32 28 23 20];
y5000 = [62 60 56 52 48 44 39 35 30 26];
y6000 = [73 70 66 62 58 52 48 44 38 33];
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y7000 = [85 81 77 72 67 62 57 53 47 40];
y8000 = [98 92 87 82 77 70 66 60 53 48];
y9000 = [110 104 97 92 86 79 75 69 62 55];
y10000 = [122 116 108 103 97 90 85 78 70 63];
turbeff = .8;
turb cost factor = 1.5; for later adjustment high/low (sensitivity analysis)
ventcostper meter = [100.2 176.4 176.4 301.4 190.1 190.1 111.9 190.1 200 200];
workdays = 250; % assume x working days/year, vary 300-250
years = 20;
vent line variables (PVC values used for now)
minDP = 900;
Po = 101300;
rhopvc = 1500;
E_pvc = 4E9;
v = .4;
%Pa, for vent line cost est's
1 atm pressure
% Poisson's ratio for PVC
% now put all wind-farm specific variables into 'y' vector:
y = [size(i) wt size hours(i) daysuse ballast ballastlt depths(i) dist toIshore(i)
disttotow(i) max-depth(i) num-spar(i) demand(i) CF3(i,2) assembletime buildtime BF
avepwrcablecost shore conn cost ... % 1-18
cable conn cost devcost concstrength conc density cost_concrete crewsalary
curetime density densitysteel dieselprice discountrate alpha FOS freeboard ... %
19-32
LC mold-preptime percpwrtoshore pourrate readytime sink-time sfc
spherePM factor surfcostmold surfcostbuoy towfactor turbeff
turb cost factor ... % 33-46
vent costper meter(i) spar_init_cost annualsparcosts workdays years
bargelimit installvessel installsalary minDP Po rho pvc Epvc v]; % 47-58
% try simple, nested-loop iteration
minCOS = 10000;
tmp = 0;
t= 1;
for p =
for j 28:-. 5:20= lb(2):.1:ub(2)
for k = lb(3):.5:ub(3)
for 1 = lb(4):.5:ub(4)
Z = COSfunV4([p j k 1], y,
tugfit3,tugfit4,tugfit5,tugfit6,tugfit7,tugfit8);
tmp(t)=Z(1);
if Z(1) < minCOS
minCOS = Z(1);
saved(m,:) = [p j k 1];
saved2(m,:) =Z;
t+1;
end
t =
end
end
end
end
% save each variable in s
zl(o,:) = saved2(:,l)';
z2(o,:) = saved2(:,2)';
z3(o,:) = saved2(:,3)';
z4(o,:) = saved2(:,4)';
z5(o,:) = saved2(:,5)';
z6(o,:) = saved2(:,6)';
z7(o,:) = saved2(:,7)';
z8(o,:) = saved2(:,8)';
z9(o,:) = saved2(:,9)';
zlO(o,:) = saved2(:,10)';
eparate array for 3D plots later
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end
zll(o,:) = saved2(:,11)';
zl2(o,:) = saved2(:,12)';
zl3(o,:) = saved2(:,13)';
zl4(o,:) = saved2(:,14)';
zl5(o,:) = saved2(:,15)';
zl6(o,:) = saved2(:,16)';
zl7(o,:) = saved2(:,17)';
zl8(o,:) = saved2(:,18)';
zl9(o,:) = saved2(:,19)';
z20(o,:) = saved2(:,20)';
z21(o,:) = saved2(:,21)';
z22(o,:) = saved2(:,22)';
z23(o,:) = saved2(:,23)';
z24(o,:) = saved2(:,24)';
z25(o,:) = saved2(:,25)';
z26(o,:) = saved2(:,26)';
z27(o,:) = saved2(:,27)';
z28(o,:) = saved2(:,28)';
z29(o,:) = saved2(:,29)';
z30(o,:) = saved2(:,30)';
z31(o,:) = saved2(:,31)';
z32(o,:) = saved2(:,32)';
z33(o,:) = saved2(:,33)';
z34(o,:) = saved2(:,34)';
z35(o,:) = saved2(:,35)';
z36(o,:) = saved2(:,36)';
z37(o,:) = saved2(:,37)';
z38(o,:) = saved2(:,38)';
z39(o,:) = saved2(:,39)';
z40(o,:) = saved2(:,40)';
z41(o,:) = saved2(:,41)';
z42(o,:) = saved2(:,42)';
z43(o,:) = saved2(:,43)';
end
% look at differences of vent-line vs ventless designs over varying depths
% at a last given distance
plot(depths,saved2(:,29),'r','Linewidth',3);
hold on
plot(depths,saved2(:,42),'Linewidth',3);
title('Cost per kWh for Vent-line and ventless designs vs. depth')
xlabel('depth of spheres [m]');
ylabel('Cost per kwh [$]')
legend('Vent-line design','Ventless design')
figure
plot(depths,saved2(:,29)-saved2(:,42), 'Linewidth',3)
xlabel('depth of spheres [m]');
ylabel('Cost per kwh [$]')
title('Difference in cost per kWh between vent-line design and ventless design')
% data for plotting 3D chart of cost vs distance and depth
x = [200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000];
%x = [250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500];
%x = [200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380];
y = [20 40 60 80 100 120]; % used for dist vs depth vs cost
%y = [4 5 6 7 8 9 10]; used for hours vs depth vs cost
figure();
surf(x,y,z38*100)
xlabel('Water depth [meter]');
ylabel('Distance from shore [NM]');
zlabel('Cost per kWh [c]');
title('Effects of depth and distance to cost per kilowatt-hour')
%axis([250 2500 20 120 0.1 0.3]);
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Appendix H Economical Model Code: 110 GW Scenario
First, the main script is below, followed by the function that does the primary work.
V18SeparateWindandStoragelOGW.m Code by Gregory Fennell, MIT 2011 in
support of thesis on Undersea energy storage for Prof Alex Slocum.
Storage optimization code to look at 110GW of wind/storage around the
US. 6 locations evaluated with different capacity and distances. Storage
% hours kept same, but total storage varies. Most assumptions and other
variables from previous code maintained, tho build time increased to 10
years
%INitially look at 10 GW New England, 50GW off NC & SC, 10 GW south of
% Pensacola, 20 GW SE of Corpus Christi, 10 GW IVO LA, 10 GW IVO SF.
% Looking at siting wind & storage separately, when needed, so some cases
will have shallow-water wind, others will have wind in deep water but at
closer to shore and shallower than desired for storage.
3/16: modify code to evaluate costs of each section of the 110GW plan,
and acct for cabling from wind-farm TO storage as part of cost of storage
Cost of cabling from wind-farm to shore is part of cost of electricity for
wind only.
input variables are:
1. number of spheres/floating wind turbine (will look at total # spheres
or diameter later for storage-only case)
2. towing speed [kts[
3. L/B of barge
4. depth of barge [m]
clear all;
close all
for tracking purposes
1: Gulf of Maine
1 2: NC/SC coast
3: AL/FL coast
% 4: TX coast
5: SoCal
6: NoCal
for m=1:6 % 3/14: evaluate 5 depths for each distance
q = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]; % residual variable from previous code, kept in
for pie charts later down
lower bounds of input variables
upper bounds of input variables
% below used for US Navy Towing estimates further below
towliney = [1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
Navy Towing Manual, Fig K-1
towline3x = [17 27 35 46 56 66 77 87 97 108]; towline
intersect w/ towliney tug BHPs
towline4x = [16 25 33 43 52 62 72 82 92 103]; same as
towline5x = [14 23 29 39 48 58 67 77 86 97]; 5 kts
towline6x = [13 20 27 36 44 52 62 70 79 90]; 6 kts
towline7x = [11 17 23 32 39 48 57 66 75 85]; 7 kts
towline8x = [9 15 20 28 35 44 53 60 69 78]; 8 kts
tugfit3
tugfit4
tugf it5
tugfit6
tugfit7
tugfit8
10000]; % tug BHP from US
pull, in LT, for 3kts, that
above, but for 4 kts
fit(towline3x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline4x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline5x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline6x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline7x',towliney','power2');
fit(towline8x',towliney','power2');
size = [10000 50000 10000 20000 10000 10000]; MW of wind farm/storage capacity
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i=q(m);
ii = i;
lb = [15 3 3 3];
ub = [35 6 10 6];
wt size = 5;
hours = [10 10 10 10 10 10]; look at 10 hrs storage for all locations for
consistency
%hours = [6 6 6 6 6 6];
days-use = 360; % number of days per year that storage is full utilized
% scenario-specific variables
% simpler than previous, only vary depth for given distance
ballast = 50; % extra ballast (in metric tons) required to keep spheres solidly on
ground (could be less, would need further study for effects on deep-ocean currents,
settling, scouring, etc
ballastlt = 50; % kept to minimize changes in code from wind-farm versions
depths = [350 500 500 500 500 500]; % assume all are at about 500m depth
except for Gulf of Maine.
dist tostorage = [140 40 45 55 20 5]; % in NM, average distance from wind
farm to storage farm, used for cost of storage calcs
distto tow = [220 80 100 90 110 60]; % can't assume spheres at closest point to
wind farm; rough estimates of distance tugs/barges would have to travel
dist to wind = [70 80 15 15 50 25]; distance of wind farm to shore, part of
wind COE calcs
% dist to tow basis': New England: Portsmouth NH/Fall River, MA; LA: Long Beach; SF:
former
% Mare Island SY; NC/SC: Charleston; TX: Galveston; AL/FL: Pascagoula,
maxdepth = depth_s + 200; rating for spheres (for calc thickness)
n = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]; kept in, but not needed (n= for storage
code)
num spar = [0 0 0 0 0 0]; % assume ventless design for now
% Capacity Factors are very rough, based solely on wind buoys. Actual
% CF would be different due to efficiency losses of storage and
% on-shore recharging
CF3(1) = .53; % NE, boy 44005
CF3(2) = .54; % NC/SC, buoy 41004 & 41013
CF3(3) = .46; % MS/FL, buoy 42040 & 42039
CF3(4) = .58; % TX, buoy 42020
CF3(5) = .53; % LA results, buoy 46069
CF3(6) = .5; % SF results, buoy 46012
demand = [1.19E8 2.6E8 1E8 2.E8 1.3E8 1.3E8]; % PJM, Entergy & ERCOT values
are estimates, didn't confirm the values
% rest of variables, alphabetical order
assembletime = 6; % days to remove from mold, clean, join & grout
build time = 10; % # years it will take to build storage farm -> part of
determining # of molds, barges, tugs
BF = 1.3; % buoyancy factor: ratio of total displacement of barge over total weight
of spheres that barge holds
avepwr_cablecost = 4E6; % $/mile/1000MW
shore-conncost = 350E6; % $/1000MW for shore converters
cable-conncost = 20E6; % cost for underwater cable connections
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devcost = 50E6; % cost/1000MW for power cable development
bargelimit = 60000; % limit the total displacemtn of the barge w/ spheres.
concstrength = 34.5; MPa comoressive strength (-5000psi concrete);
concdensity = 2400; %kg/m^3
concrete labor ratio = .7;
costconcrete = 175/.7455/concretelabor ratio;
crewrate = 130000*1.2; 1.2 is overhead factor; $130000 is ave income per crew
member
crew-size = 6;
crewsalary = crew size*crew rate; annual salary of 6 person crew, based on
Joseph Darcey's 2009 thesis
curetime = 7; % # days for concrete to cure; may be shorter but 7 days is
conservative time for sufficient strength
density = 1025; % SW density, kg/m^3
density-steel = 7400; ave steel density, 7400kg/m^3
dieselprice = 4; staring value of marine fuel oil of $4/gal. Gal converted
to kg by 0.38gal/kg
discountrate = .1; from DOE's Creating Offshore Wind Industry in US, 2011-
2015, 9/2/10; predicted for 2015
inflation = .03;
alpha = (1+inflation)/(1+discount rate);
FOS = 1.5; factor of safety for shell thickness/hoop stress
freeboard = 1; % m above waterline on barge
installvessel = 30E6; $30M for ROV-capable vessel
install-crew = 30; initial guess for crew size for loitering vessel w/ riggers,
ROV, etc
install salary = installcrew * crew rate*1.2; assume slightly higher crew rate
than tugs
kinematic = .000001; % kinematic viscosity, approx for 20C seawater, used in
Reynolds # estimates
learning = .9; % 90% learning curve SEEMS reasonable; may be too fast for
concrete spheres which have pretty low labor costs, but probably OK for more complex
pieces
LC = -(log(learning)/log(2));
mold-prep-time = 3; % days to clean, prep & assemble molds
percpwr toshore = 1; keeo this variable in case we want to evaluate limiting
shore-power capability
pour-rate = 100; assume 100m^3 of concrete can be poured/hour
readytime = 4; % days from assembly until ready to tow
sinktime = 2; days from when arrived at sink-point to attached to spar
buoy/grid
sfc = 230; % g/kwhr, pretty typical for smaller diesels (Woud &
Stapersma, Design of Propulsion & Elec Pwr Gen Sys, Imarest 2003)
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FWTinitcost = 20E6; % assume $4000/kw price; 5MW turbine starts at $20M (learning
curve then takes it down). For simplicity, same cost assumed for floating & non-floating
designs
annual FWT costs = .03*FWT init cost; % 3% of capital cost for
%parts/year, insurance, leasing, etc over lifetime (may be high; check articles)
spherePMfactor = 1.35; % project mgmt factor (& other contingencies) added to
cost of concrete & estimated cost of pump/turbine units
surfcost mold = 2000; % cost ($) per m^2 of mold & buoyancy modules.
surfcostbuoy = 2000;
towfactor = 1.5; % add'I parts/insurance etc for tugboat & crew (added to fuel &
salary)
y1000 = [18 17 16 15 14 12 10 9 8 6]; % what tug of 1000BHP can tow at 1-10kts
(twin screw, ducted controllable-pitch props
y2000 = [29 28 27 25 23 20 17 15 12 9]; % what tug of 2000BHP can tow @ 1-10 kts, etc
y3000 = [40 38 35 33 29 27 23 20 16 13];
y4000 = [52 49 46 43 39 36 32 28 23 20];
y5000 = [62 60 56 52 48 44 39 35 30 26];
y6 00 0 = [73 70 66 62 58 52 48 44 38 33];
y7 00 0 = [85 81 77 72 67 62 57 53 47 40];
y8000 = [98 92 87 82 77 70 66 60 53 48];
y9000 = [110 104 97 92 86 79 75 69 62 55];
y10000 = [122 116 108 103 97 90 85 78 70 63];
turbeff = .8; % efficiency of pump-turbine on spheres acting as turbine
(discharging spheres)
turb cost factor = 1.5; % for later adjustment high/low (sensitivity analysis)
ventcostper meter = [0 0 0 0 0 0]; % assume ventless design for this concept
workdays = 250; % assume x working days/year, vary 300-250
years = 30; % assume 30-year life of system now; will actually be more
complex, because
% it will take quite a few years to get entire windfarm into
place, and
% hard to say how long spheres & turbines will actually
% last!
now put all wind-farm specific variables into 'y' vector:
y = [size(i) wt size hours(i) daysuse ballast ballastlt depths(i)
disttostorage(i) disttotow(i) max-depth(i) num-spar(i) demand(i) CF3(i) assembletime
buildtime BF avepwrcablecost shore-conn cost ... % 1-18
cable conn cost devcost conc_strength conc density costconcrete crewsalary
curetime density densitysteel dieselprice discountrate alpha FOS freeboard ...
19-32
LC moldpreptime percpwrtoshore pourrate readytime sinktime sfc
spherePM factor surfcostmold surfcostbuoy towfactor turbeff
turb cost factor ... % 33-46
vent costper meter(i) FWTinit cost annualFWTcosts work_days years bargelimit
installvessel install-salary distto-wind(i)]; % 47-54
minCOS = 10000;
tmp = 0;
t= 1;
for p = 30:-.25:20
%for j = lb(2):.1:ub(2)
for j = 3:3
%for k = lb(3):.5:ub(3)
for k = 10:10
% for 1 = lb(4):.5:ub(4)
for 1 = 3:.5:6
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Z = COSfunV5([p j k 1], y,
tugfit3,tugfit4,tugfit5,tugfit6,tugfit7,tugfit8);
tmp(t)=Z(1);
if Z(1) < minCOS
minCOS = Z(1);
saved(m,:) = [p j k 1];
saved2(m,:) = Z;
end
t = t+l;
end
end
end
end
end
xlswrite('11OGW results 03172011.xls',saved2);
Following is 'COSfunV4.m', the function called by the above code.
% COSfunV5.m By Gregory Fennell, MIT, 2011, in support of thesis on undersea energy
storage w/ Prof Alex Slocum
very similar to COSfunV3 & COSfunV4, but adjusted to include costs of
wind-turbines and also estimate transmission cable costs separately for
storage and for wind farm. So cabling from shore to wind farm is part of
COE of wind; cabling from wind farm to storage is part of cost of storage
only. Depths are limited to 500m, except for Gulf of Maine, where 350m
was deepest that could be found (and 200NM away). Earlier cost vs depth &
distance shows that its worthwhile going for deeper water even if much
further away; further research on trans. cable costs is warranted
most comments removed, as they are repeats of other functions.
function Z = COSfunV5(x,y,a,b,c,d,e,f)
diam s = x(1);
towspeed = x(2);
depth =x(3);
LoverB =x(4);
tugfit3 = a;
tugfit4 = b;
tugfit5 = c;
tugfit6 = d;
tugfit7 = e;
tugfit8 = f;
% primary input variables (most likely to be varied by user)
size = y(1);
wt size = y(2);
hours = y(3);
daysuse = y(4); % number of days per year that storage is full utilized
% scenario-specific variables
ballast = y(5); ! extra ballast (in metric tons) required when sphere used for
mooring is at its most buoyant (empty), based on NREL report ....
ballast lt = y(6); % extra ballast for non-mooring spheres (same as normal ballast
for storage-only spheres). To keep equations simple, blahblah & blahblah It are same for
storage only scenario
depths = y(7); set roughly 220m deep IVO buoy 44005
disttostorage = y(8); in NM, average distance from wind farm to storage farm)
disttotow = y(9); can't assume spheres at closest point to wind farm; rough
estimates of distance tugs/barges would have to travel
dist to wind = y(54); distance from shore to middle of wind-farn
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maxdepth = y(10); % rating for spheres (for calc thickness)
num spar = y(ll); % # of wind turbines;
n = 1; % kept at 1 to recycle original code
demand = y(12);
CF3 = y(13);
% rest of variables, alphabetical order
assembletime = y(14); % days to remove from mold, clean, join & grout
buildtime = y(1 5 ); % # years it will take to build wind farm -> part of determining
# of molds
BF = y(16);
avepwrcablecost = y(17); % $/mile/1000MW
shoreconn cost = y(18); $/1000MW for shore converters
cableconn cost = y(1 9 ); % cost for underwater cable connections
devcost = y(20); % cost/1000MW for power cable development
concstrength = y(21); % MPa compressive strength (-5000psi concrete);
concdensity = y(22); %kg/m^3
costconcrete = y(23); % convert CY to m^3 and include labor costs. 175 is for 5000#
concrete + 75# steel fibers/CY + estimate for plasticizers to create self-consolidating
concrete
crewsalary = y(24); annual salary of 6 person crew, based on Joseph Darcey's 2009
thesis
curetime = y(25); # days for concrete to cure; may be shorter but 7 days is
conservative time for sufficient strength
density = y(26); % SW density, kg/m^3
density-steel = y(27); % ave steel density, 7400kg/m^3
dieselprice = y(28); % staring value of marine fuel oil of $4/gal. Gal converted
to kg by 0.38gal/kg
discountrate = y(29); % from DOE's Creating Offshore Wind Industry in US, 2011-
2015, 9/2/10; predicted for 2015
alpha = y(30);
FOS = y(31); % factor of safety for shell thickness/hoop stress
freeboard = y(32); % m above waterline on barge
LC = y(33);
mold-preptime = y(34); % days to clean, prep & assemble molds
percpwr to shore = y(35); keep this variable in case we want to evaluate limiting
shore-power capability
pourrate = y(36); % assume 100m^3 of concrete can be poured/hour
readytime = y(37); % days from assembly until ready to tow
sinktime = y(38); % days from when arrived at sink-point to attached to wind-
turbine/grid
sfc = y(39); % g/kwhr, pretty typical for smaller diesels (Woud & Stapersma,
Design of Propulsion & Elec Pwr Gen Sys, Imarest 2003)
spherePM factor = y(40); % project mgmt factor (& other contingencies) added to cost
of concrete & estimated cost of pump/turbine units
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surfcostmold = y(41); cost ($) per m^2 of mold & buoyancy modules.
surfcostbuoy = y(42);
towfactor = y(43); add'I parts/insurance etc for tugboat & crew (added to fuel &
salary)
tow-cap = y(44);
ylOO0 = [18 17 16 15 14 12 10 9 8 6]; % what tug of 1000BHP can tow at 1-10kts (twin
screw, ducted controllable-pitch props
y2000 = [29 28 27 25 23 20 17 15 12 9]; % what tug of 2000BHP can tow @ 1-10 kts, etc
y3000 = [40 38 35 33 29 27 23 20 16 13];
y4000 = [52 49 46 43 39 36 32 28 23 20];
y5000 = [62 60 56 52 48 44 39 35 30 26];
y6000 = [73 70 66 62 58 52 48 44 38 33];
y7000 = [85 81 77 72 67 62 57 53 47 40];
y8000 = [98 92 87 82 77 70 66 60 53 48];
y9000 = [110 104 97 92 86 79 75 69 62 55];
ylOOOO = [122 116 108 103 97 90 85 78 70 63];
turb-eff = y(44); efficiency of pump-turbine on spheres acting as turbine
(discharging spheres)
turbcostfactor = y(45); for later adjustment high/low (sensitivity analysis)
ventcostpermeter = y(46);
FWT init cost = y(47); % assume $4M/MW for floating wind turbines, mooring lines,
installation (once in full-scale production, then learning curve will lower further)
annualFWTcosts = y(48); % 3% of capital cost for parts/year, insurance, leasing, etc
over lifetime (may be high; check articles)
workdays = y(49); assume x working days/year, vary 300-250
years = y(50); assume 20-year life of system; will actually be more complex,
because
%it will take quite a few years to get entire windfarm into place,
and
hard to say how long spheres & turbines will actually
last!
bargelimit = y(51);
installvessel = y(52);
installsalary = y(53);
%' %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
main logic section
numFWT = size/wt_size; % number of wind turbines (some floating, some
not)
CC = size*percpwr to shore; % max cable capacity
max-charge = size*hours;
vol = diam-s^3*pi*4/24; % total interior volume
charge = .98*vol*turbeff*9.81*(depths-diam 
_s/2)*density/3600000000; charge per
sphere, 0.98 factor accounts for lower volume due to bubble at top
num spheres = ceil(maxcharge/charge);
airflow = vol/hours/3600;
r = diam s/2;
xO = 2; % initial guess to help 'fsolve'
% 'fsolve' used to solve how thick shell needs to be in order to keep
sphere on the bottom when completely empty of water & have necessary
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% excess ballast
t min = fsolve(@(t) (4/3*pi*((r+t).^3-r.^3)+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*conc_density/1000 +
(r+t).^2*pi*.1*(density_steel-density)/1000-ballast-
(4/3*pi*(r+t).^3+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*density/1000,xO);
t min lt = fsolve(@(t) (4/3*pi*((r+t).^3-r.^3)+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*conc_density/1000 +
(r+t).^2*pi*.1*(density_steel-density)/1000-ballast_lt-
(4/3*pi*(r+t).^3+14*pi*(r+t).^3/75)*density/1000,xO);
maxtmp = 100*t_min*conc_strength/diams*4/FOS; % simple hoop-stress calc, 100
factor converts MPa to meters depth
if maxtmp < maxdepth
t_min = max_depth/100*diams/4/conc-strength*FOS; % set minimum thickness based
on concrete strength, max depth, and factor of safety
end
diam out = diams + 2*t min;
volout = (diamout/2).^3*4/3*pi();
turb cost = turb cost factor*1.135*(size*percpwrto shore*65000./num spheres +
(16.5*size./numspheres*percpwr_toshore*1000).^1.249); % used parametrics found in
NREL report 500-40566, Dec 2006 , assumed pump=turbine unit costs as much as marinized
turbine and gearbox
wt-plate = (diam-out/2).^2 * pi * .1 * densitysteel/1000; % treat steel baseplate
as 10cm thick all over (acct for stiffeners, mooring attachments, anchorage devices, etc)
volbase = 14*pi*(diamout/2).^3/75; conical base volume, see thesis/notebook
for calcs
wt = (vol_out-vol+volbase)*concdensity/1000 + wt plate; wt of concrete (wt of
base plate & pump/turbine unit not accounted for here
displ = (volout+vol base)*density/1000; slightly less than actual; vol of plate
& pump/turbine unit not accounted for
vol base lt = vol base;
wtlt = (volout-vol+volbase lt)*concdensity/1000 + wtplate; wt of sphere;
assume ballast (extra concrete) is always underwater when towing
displ_lt = (vol out+vol_baselt)*density/1000;
nummolds = ceil((num spheres*n/work days/build_time) .* (curetime + mold_preptime
+ ((volout-vol+vol_base)/pourrate/24)));
costmold = 2*4*pi()*(diamout/2).^2*surf cost mold;
cost mold total = cost mold/(l-LC).*((num-molds+.5).^(1-LC)-.5^(l-LC));
subm_vol = pi*depth^2/3*(3*diam_out/2-depth);
towcap = floor(bargelimit/BF./wt);
if tow-cap < 1
Z(1:43) = 1000; put in dummy values otherwise some variables are empty and
function stops
else
displ_barge = BF*wt*tow cap; % BF accts for wt of structure/other stuff; not
just an imaginary bubble holding spheres up!
displ_barge_lt = BF*wtlt*tow cap;
lt_ship = (BF-1)*wt*towcap; % it ship displacement of barges (used later
for drafts of barge w/o spheres on it to est return speed at same BHP as when towing out
lt_ship_lt = (BF-1)*wtlt*tow cap;
height = depth + freeboard; % 1m of freeboard when fully loaded
moonpool_vol = towcap*(depth*(diamout+2).^2 - submvol); assume moon-pool(s)
are open to water, and sphere is lowered to depth of barge
moonpool_area = tow cap*4*(diamout+2)*height; % surface area of moon pools, used
for cost estimating later
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LB = (displ_barge + moonpool_vol*density/1000)/depth; % temp variable of required
length beam
beam = max(sqrt(LB/LoverB), diamout+2+6); min beam requires deck space on either
side of moon pool (3m in this case) for winch gear
len = LB./beam;
LBlt = (displ_barge_lt + moonpool vol*density/1000)/depth; temp variable of
required length * beam
beamlt = max(sqrt(LB lt/LoverB), diam out+2+6); min beam requires deck space on
either side of moon pool (3m in this case) for winch gear
lenlt = LBit./beam lt;
area = moonpool area + 2*(len*height + len.*beam + height*beam);
arealt = moonpoolarea + 2*(lenlt*height + len lt.*beam lt + height*beamit);
buoymodulecost = area*surf cost buoy;
buoymodulecostlt = arealt*surf cost_buoy;
towing resistance caics
Ax = depth*beam;
SA = 2*len*depth + len.*beam + 2*beam*depth; wetted surface area (m^2)
fl = .7; % .65 is for moderately dirty bottom; .7 accts for that plus probably
moon-pool affects
f2 = .4; % .2 for raked bow/stern; .5 for square bow/stern; .4 accts for add'I
moon-pool affects
f3 = .8; shape factor based on shape above water; .8 accts for weird, large
shape of 2 spheres (use .6 for return barge, which will be flat-decked)
f3rtn = .6;
C = beam*(height-depth) + (diam_out-depth).*diam out; % rough cross-section to
wind
R = fl*SA*10.764*(towspeed/6)^2; friction resistance (10.764 converts
m^2 to ft^2)
G = 2.85*Ax*10.764*f2*tow-speed^2 * 1.2; 1wavemaking resistance
W = C*10.764*.004*(40+tow-speed)^2 * f3; wind resistance (40 is max wind speed
in kts)
Rtot = (R+G+W)/2240; lbs converted to LT
if towspeed <= 4
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([3 4], [tugfit3(Rtot) tugfit4(Rtot)], tow-speed);
elseif tow-speed <= 5
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([4 5], [tugfit4(Rtot) tugfit5(Rtot)], tow-speed);
else
tugpower = .746*LINTERP([5 6], [tugfit5(Rtot) tugfit6(Rtot)], tow-speed);
end
% return estimates:
returndraft = lt_ship/density./LB*1000;
return draft lt = lt_shiplt/density./LB_lt*1000;
Axrtn = returndraft.*beam;
Axrtn lt = return draft lt .* beam;
SArtn = 2*len.*returndraft + len.*beam + 2*beam.*returndraft;
SArtnlt = 2*len lt.*return draft lt + len_lt.*beam + 2*beam.*return draft it;
Crtn = beam.*(height-return_draft); % higher cross section of barge, but no spheres
so overall wind cross section should be les;
Ctrnlt = beam.*(height-returndraft_lt);
xl = 1:1:10;
tugpower2 = tugpower/.746; convert back to BHP for below calcs
if tugpower2 <= 1000
y_rtn = y10 0 0 ;
elseif tugpower2 <=2000 && tugpower2 > 1000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-1000) * (y2 000-y1OOO)/1000 + y1000;
elseif tugpower2 <=3000 && tugpower2 > 2000
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y_rtn = (tugpower2-2000) * (y3000-y2000)/1000 + y2000;
elseif tugpower2 <=4000 && tugpower2 > 3000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-3000) * (y40 0 0-y3 00 0)/1000 + y3000;
elseif tugpower2 <=5000 && tugpower2 > 4000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-4000) * (y500 0-y4 00 0)/1000 + y4000;
elseif tugpower2 <=6000 && tugpower2 > 5000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-5000) * (y6000-y50 00)/1000 + y5000;
elseif tugpower2 <=7000 && tugpower2 > 6000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-6000) * (y7000-y6000)/1000 + y6000;
elseif tugpower2 <=8000 && tugpower2 > 7000
y-rtn = (tugpower2-7000) * (y8000-y7000)/1000 + y7000;
elseif tugpower2 <=9000 && tugpower2 > 8000
y_rtn = (tugpower2-8000) * (y9000-y8000)/1000 + y8000;
else
y_rtn = y10000;
end
Rtmp = fl*SArtn*10.764*(xl/6).^2;
Gtmp = 2.85*Axrtn*10.764*f2*x1.^2 * 1.2;
Wtmp = Crtn*10.764*.004*(40+xl).^2 * f3rtn;
Rtottemp = (Rtmp + Gtmp + Wtmp)/2240; % vector of towing resistance for
unladen barge
if max(Rtottemp) < min(yrtn)
rtnspeed = 10;
else
[xO, yO] = intersections(xl,Rtottemp,xl,yrtn); find intersection speed
at which total resistance = availa resistance of tug
rtnspeed = xO;
end
towtime = (distto tow/tow speed + disttotow./rtn_speed)/24; days to get to wind
farm, at tow speed. Return speed used for coming back w/ only the buoyancy modules at
shallow draft.
% estimation of towing costs.
towrate = ((sfc*.000264*2.*tugpower*dieselprice*24) + crewsalary/365)*tow factor;
numtugs = ceil(((num spheres*n/workdays/build time)./tow cap*(readytime + towtime
+ sinktime)));
towcost = numtugs .* towrate * work days * buildtime; more conservative
amount than SCOPIC day rates below
numbuoyancy = ceil((3*n/workdays/build time) .* (ready_time + sinktime +
tow time)/tow cap);
num buoyancy lt = ceil(((num spheres-3)*n/work days/build time) .* (readytime +
sinktime + towtime)/tow cap);
numbarges = num buoyancy + num buoyancy_lt; % costs between regular & 'lt' barges
isn't much; track total # of barges
costbuoyancytotal = buoymodule_cost/(l-LC).*((num buoyancy+.5).^(l-LC)-.5^(l-LC)) +
buoymodulecostlt/(1-LC).*((num buoyancy_lt+.5).^(1-LC)-.5^(l-LC));
cable cost wind = n * size * avepwr_cablecost/1000 * percpwrtoshore *
dist to wind + (cableconncost + devcost + shoreconn_cost)*n*size/1000;
cablecoststorage = n * size * avepwr cablecost/1000 * percpwr_toshore *
disttostorage + (cable_conncost + devcost + shoreconn_cost)*n*size/1000;
singlesphere = costconcrete*(volout-
vol+volbase)+turbcost+(diam-out/2).^2*pi*surfcostbuoy;
singlesphere lt = costconcrete*(vol_out-
vol+volbaselt)+turb-cost+(diam-out/2).^2*pi*surf cost buoy;
sphere cost = sphere_PMfactor*(singlesphere/(l-LC).*((n*3+.5).^(l-LC)-.5^(l-
LC))+single_sphere_lt/(1-LC).*((n*(num-spheres-3)+.5).^(1-LC)-.5^(1-LC)));
% cost of concrete to fill volume + cost of pump/turbine unit +
% estimated cost of steel base plate (using buoy module surface area
% costs)
FWTcost = FWT init cost/(1-LC)*((numFWT+.5)^(l-LC)-.5^(l-LC));
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% just a
% sphere
% expect
wild guess that annual sphere costs will be % of total
cost (to support turbine changeout/repair... otherwise
them to be pretty reliable...
annual sphere_costs = .01*sphere_cost;
numinstall = ceil(num spheres/work days/buildtime * (sink_time + 1));
total install cost = numinstall*(installvessel + installsalary * build_time);
% notional cost for vent line; just a guess at this point
ventcost = ventcostper meter*depths*num spheres*n;
cost = sphere_cost + FWTcost + cable cost wind + cablecost storage +
cost mold total + cost_buoyancytotal + towcost + ventcost + total install cost;
include up-front cost of support ships & cabling to shore.
cost nosphere = FWT_cost + cablecostwind;
include towing & installation
pom = annualspherecosts + annual FWT costs;
pomno = annualFWTcosts;
coststorage = cost - FWTcost - cablecost wind;
only make sense for 100% cable capacity...)
% capital cost of FWTs assumed to
% cost for just storage (may
costper kw storage = cost_storage*percpwr-to-shore/n/size/1000;
costper kw = cost/size/1000;
costper kwhrstorage = coststorage./maxcharge/1000;
COE = 100./(CF3*size*1000*8766)*(cost/build-time*(l/alpha^buildtime)*(l-
alpha^buildtime)/(l-alpha^years)+pom);
COEno = 100./(CF3*size*1000*8766)*(costnosphere/build-time*(1/alpha^buildtime)*(1-
alpha^build_time)/(l-alpha^years)+pomno);
COS =
100./(n*size*1000*daysuse*hours).*(cost_storage/build time*(l/alpha^build-time)*(l-
alpha^buildtime)/(l-alpha^years)+pom);
% equations from Poonpun & Jewel, 2008:
AEP = CC.*hours*daysuse*1000;
OMC = pom - pomno;
TCC = cost-storage;
ir = discount rate;
CRF = ir*(l+ir)^(years+build time)/((l+ir)^(years+build time)-1);
AC = TCC*CRF;
COE2 = (AC+OMC)./AEP;
COE3 = (AC+OMC)./demand/1000;
Z(1)
Z(2)
Z(3)
Z(4)
Z(5)
Z(6)
Z(7)
Z(8)
Z(9)
Z(10)
Z(11)
Z(12)
Z(13)
Z(14)
Z(15)
Z(16)
Z(17)
Z(18)
% demand*1000 = total kwhr demand in ISO-NE for 2009
COE2*100;
num spheres;
diam out;
wt;
cost;
cost storage; % same as cost...
spherecost;
cablecost_storage;
costmoldtotal;
= costbuoyancytotal;
= tow-cost;
= vent cost;
= num molds;
= numtugs;
= num barges;
= len;
= beam;
= displbarge;
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Z(19)
Z(20)
Z(21)
Z(22)
Z(23)
Z(24)
Z(25)
Z(26)
Z(27)
Z(28)
Z(29)
Z(30)
Z(31)
Z(32)
Z(33)
Z(34)
Z(35)
Z(36)
Z(37)
Z(38)
Z(39)
Z(40)
Z(41)
Z(42)
Z(43)
end
tugpower;
towtime;
rtn speed;
buoymodulecost;
costmold;
singlesphere;
t_min;
FWTcost;
vol;
airflow;
costper_kwhr_storage;
costperkw storage;
tow-cap;
totalinstallcost;
numinstall;
COE3;
cost_concrete*(vol_out-vol+vol base);
turb_cost;
(diam out/2).^2*pi*surf_costbuoy;
COE; % whole thing
COEno; just wind turbines
cablecostwind;
displ;
maxtmp;
costper_kw;
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% cost of concrete shell
% cost of steel base-plate
end
